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Defendant Herring Networks, Inc. d/b/a One America News Network (“OAN”) files this 

Motion to Compel Third Party Atlantic Council to Comply with Rule 45 Subpoena. OAN served 

on Respondent Atlantic Council of the United States, Inc. (“Atlantic Council”) a Rule 45 document 

subpoena seeking information responsive to 18 requests for production, all of which are relevant 

to the claims and defenses in this defamation suit brought by Smartmatic USA Corp., Smartmatic 

International Holding B.V., and SGO Corporation Limited (together, “Smartmatic”).  

Atlantic Council has failed to produce a single document responsive to OAN’s targeted 

requests, even rejecting OAN’s straightforward request that Atlantic Council simply produce what 

it recently collected and produced to the House Judiciary Committee, which is investigating 

Atlantic Council’s work in censoring reporting on the 2020 U.S. election, including election 

reporting from OAN. Atlantic Council has further refused to even collect documents or run the 6 

narrow search queries OAN has proposed. Because Atlantic Council will not produce documents 

responsive to OAN’s valid subpoena absent court intervention, OAN is forced to bring this motion 

and respectfully requests that the Court compel Atlantic Council to produce documents responsive 

to OAN’s subpoena within 7 days of the Court’s order. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this action, Smartmatic, a voting machine company, has sued OAN, a family-run media 

outlet, for over a billion dollars in damages, based in part on statements it alleges to be defamatory 

because they contradict the claims of members of the Election Integrity Partnership (“EIP”) 

concerning the security of voting systems in the 2020 U.S. election. ECF No. 1, Compl. ¶¶ 298, 

332(b), 366–67; Compl. Ex. 122, ECF No. 1-152 (statement signed by EIP co-member; cited by 

Smartmatic to assert that OAN’s reporting was defamatory); see also, e.g., Compl. ¶¶ 4, 292–97, 

299–301 (Smartmatic relying on election experts like Atlantic Council’s fellow EIP member, and 
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government agencies that it worked directly with to assert that OAN’s election reporting was 

“disinformation”).  

The Atlantic Council is a founding member of the EIP, which is “a consortium of 

‘disinformation’ academics” that engaged in a coordinated effort with federal agencies to “launder 

[the federal government’s] censorship activities in hopes of bypassing the First Amendment and 

public scrutiny.” INTERIM STAFF OF THE H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY AND THE SELECT SUBCOMM. 

ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FED. GOV’T, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF 

“DISINFORMATION” PSEUDO-EXPERTS AND BUREAUCRATS: HOW THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

PARTNERED WITH UNIVERSITIES TO CENSOR AMERICANS’ POLITICAL SPEECH, at 1 (Nov. 6, 2023) 

(hereinafter Ex. C, House Committee Report), available at https://judiciary.house.gov/sites/evo-

subsites/republicans-judiciary.house.gov/files/evo-media-document/EIP_Jira-Ticket-Staff-

Report-11-7-23-Clean.pdf (accessed Feb. 19, 2024).  

As detailed in a recent House Judiciary Committee report, the Atlantic Council’s Digital 

Forensic Research Lab is one of “the nation’s self-described ‘leading institutions focused on 

understanding misinformation and disinformation in the social media landscape’” and employed 

“well known figures in the censorship-industrial complex, such as . . . Senior Director of the 

Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab (DFRLab) Graham Brookie.” Id. at  11, 44. The 

Atlantic Council accomplished this censorship by working with the government and flagging as 

“disinformation” or “misinformation” content published by OAN and others concerning the 2020 

election. See generally id. at 1–3, 11; id. at 8 (describing the Atlantic Council as “operationalizing 

the study of disinformation, tracking information campaigns, [and] exposing attempts to pollute 

the information space”). Having flagged content it disfavored, the EIP would then send the content 

to social media platforms with specific recommendations on how the content should be censored. 
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Id. at 3; see also, e.g., Missouri v. Biden, No. 3:22-CV-01213, 2023 WL 4335270, at *33–39, 52–

53, 59, 70–85 (W.D. La. July 4, 2023) (discussing the EIP’s work with government agencies to 

censor reporting it disfavored by classifying it as disinformation, including reporting by OAN).1 

As the House Judiciary Committee’s investigation of Atlantic Council and the EIP has 

revealed, the targets of the EIP’s censorship often included accurate information and opinions. 

(Ex. C, House Committee Report, at 2.) And in fact, documents produced to the House 

demonstrate that OAN was a victim of Atlantic Council and the EIP’s effort to deplatform views 

it disagreed with. Id. at 66 n.163. Egregiously, Atlantic Council and the EIP specifically sought to 

censor OAN’s election reporting as disinformation despite not even fact checking it. See, e.g., id. 

at 67 & n.171 (“[C]oncerning a tweet from One America News Network, a [EIP] contributor wrote: 

‘We have not seen a fact-check on this direct story, but this story is targeted at discrediting the 

validity of vote-by-mail.’” (quotation omitted)); see also id. at 4 (detailing OAN’s journalists and 

guests, including Chanel Rion, Jack Posobiec, and Tom Fitton, as individuals “who [were] being 

censored” by the EIP); see also ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, THE LONG FUSE: MISINFORMATION 

AND THE 2020 ELECTION 87, 92–95, 133–34, 191 (2021), 

https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:tr171zs0069/EIP-Final-Report.pdf [https://perma.cc/UKH5-

EB7E] (EIP admitting to censoring OAN’s election reporting regarding voting machines and 

censoring election reporting regarding Smartmatic that is similar to OAN’s reporting). And it has 

been further revealed that the EIP and the Atlantic Council used the label “disinformation” as a 

means of targeting reporting on the 2020 U.S. election that they subjectively considered to be 

 
1 The Fifth Circuit’s partial vacatur in Missouri v. Biden did not address or disturb the underlying 

factual findings of the district court that censorship occurred. 83 F.4th 350, 372, 396 (5th Cir. 

2023). And the grant of certiorari by the Supreme Court has not disturbed those relevant factual 

findings. Murthy v. Missouri, 144 S. Ct. 7 (Oct. 20, 2023). 
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“garbage” or simply did not like. Center for Cybersecurity Policy & Law, CyberNextDC 2020 - 

Day 2 Closing Keynote - Alex Stamos, at 14:00–16:01, YOUTUBE (Nov. 18, 2020), 

https://youtu.be/sBqhadpw7mo. The nature and extent of Atlantic Council’s censorship efforts 

came to light only after the Committee exercised its subpoena powers on Atlantic Council and 

other EIP members. (Ex. C, House Committee Report, at 39–40.)  

OAN’s subpoena to Atlantic Council is targeted to elicit information about Atlantic 

Council’s classification of OAN’s reporting as so-called “disinformation” and the criteria Atlantic 

Council and the EIP employed in doing so. Such information is relevant to this lawsuit because 

Smartmatic’s complaint broadly alleges a “disinformation campaign” on the part of OAN to spread 

purported untruths about the integrity of voting systems in the 2020 U.S. election, allegedly 

harming Smartmatic in the process. E.g., Compl. ¶ 13; see also Shah Decl. ¶ 8 (noting that a search 

of Smartmatic’s complaint results in 132 hits for “disinformation”). OAN’s statements, according 

to Smartmatic, constituted “disinformation” because so-called experts like Atlantic Council or its 

fellow EIP members deemed them such. Despite their clear bias, their “disinformation” 

classifications were then relied upon by Smartmatic. The information sought therefore goes 

directly to the substantial truth of OAN’s statements complained of by Smartmatic. Moreover, 

information concerning Atlantic Council and the EIP’s censorship of OAN is relevant because it 

bears on Smartmatic’s alleged damages, which Smartmatic asserts to be over a billion dollars.  

Despite this clear relevance, Atlantic Council has refused to produce any documents 

responsive to OAN’s subpoena, instead resting on unfounded relevance objections and 

unsubstantiated claims of burden. To date, Atlantic Council has not credibly rebutted OAN’s 

detailed description of the relevance of this information and has refused to produce any evidence 

of its purported burden in complying with the subpoena, despite OAN’s numerous requests for 
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such evidence. Indeed, to remove any suggestion of burden, OAN even proposed that Atlantic 

Council simply provide what it already turned over to the House Judiciary Committee and produce 

documents responsive to only 6 narrow search queries, limited by custodian. But Atlantic Council 

rejected even this straightforward proposal and attempt to compromise. OAN is therefore forced 

to bring this motion to compel. 

II. BACKGROUND 

On November 17, 2023, OAN served on Atlantic Council a subpoena issued by this Court. 

(Ex. A, Atlantic Council Subpoena.) The subpoena contained 18 requests for production. Id. at 6–

8. Atlantic Council served its objections on November 29, 2023. (Ex. B, Atlantic Council’s 

Objections.) In them, Atlantic Council refused to search for or produce any responsive documents. 

See id. at 1–7. Counsel for OAN immediately reached out for a meet-and-confer. (Ex. E, Email 

Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer); see Shah Decl. ¶ 5. 

Counsel for OAN and Atlantic Council met and conferred via videoconference conference 

on December 6, 2023, and again on December 22, 2023 where counsel for OAN explained the 

relevance of its requests. Shah Decl. ¶ 7. In follow-up correspondence with counsel, OAN 

explained that information sought by the subpoena concerning Atlantic Council’s work with the 

EIP “is highly relevant for many reasons,” including the House Judiciary Committee Report’s 

revelation that the EIP targeted OAN’s election reporting as “disinformation.” (Ex. E, Email 

Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer). “Understanding the metrics that Atlantic 

Council used to determine falsity or misinformation—and whether Atlantic Council improperly 

relied on Smartmatic’s self‐serving narrative to classify OAN’s reporting as disinformation—

would therefore by highly relevant to the claims at issue in this lawsuit, including the substantial 

truth of the statements in question.” Id. OAN also explained why this information was relevant to 

Smartmatic’s assertion of damages, noting that “the Atlantic Council’s involvement in censoring 
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OAN broadcasts potentially decreased the audience for those broadcasts, which is relevant to a 

damages calculation, among other things.” Id. OAN proposed that Atlantic Council simply 

produce documents that it had already collected and produced to the House Judiciary Committee 

in connection with its EIP work and requested that Atlantic Council run 6 narrow search queries 

in satisfaction of the rest of OAN’s requests. Id.; see (Ex. D, OAN’s Proposed Search Terms). 

Another conference with counsel was held on January 15, 2024, where Atlantic Council 

objected to certain search queries and also asserted that producing documents it had already 

produced to Congress would be burdensome. Shah Decl. ¶ 11. During the course of OAN’s 

conferral efforts, OAN asked Atlantic Council to support its bare assertions of burden by some 

form of evidence, such as running a search and providing the ensuing hit counts. Id. ¶¶ 9, 11. After 

the conference, however, Atlantic Council rejected OAN’s request for a hit report, stating it “we 

decline your invitation to create or share any hit reports or any other information with you at this 

point for a number of reasons, including, but not limited to the fact that there is no such requirement 

under the rules.” Id. ¶ 12; (Ex. E, Email Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer). 

Atlantic Council proposed instead to run just 3 of OAN’s 6 search queries across only their 

production to the House Judiciary Committee and on the condition that OAN would accept this 

fractional production in full satisfaction of the subpoena. Id. In response, OAN explained that this 

“would be imperfect compliance with only one of” OAN’s requests—“a far cry from good faith 

compliance with [OAN’s] subpoena” and rejected this counterproposal. Id. ¶ 13; (Ex. E, Email 

Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer). Nevertheless, “in the spirit of compromise” 

OAN indicated its willingness to “reconsider terms” Atlantic Council objected to if it could 

“provide a credible basis for [the] objection” but insisted that the search terms be run across the 

Atlantic Council custodians that the EIP had publically identified in their Final Report as having 
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worked on these issues. Id. But at other conferences held on January 31 and February 13, Atlantic 

Council declared an impasse, rejecting OAN’s compromise and refusing to run any search terms 

across its relevant custodians and refusing to provide any evidence of burden. Shah Decl. ¶ 14. 

Atlantic Council refused to even tell OAN how many documents in the House production would 

hit upon OAN’s search terms. Id. 

To date, Atlantic Council has not produced any documents, provided any evidence of its 

purported burden, or even run a search for responsive documents. Id. ¶¶ 14–16.  

III. LEGAL STANDARD 

Rule 45 allows the party serving a subpoena to move “for an order compelling production” 

of requested documents if the commanded person has failed to comply. Fed. R. Civ. P. 

45(d)(2)(B)(i).  A trial court is within its discretion to compel compliance with a Rule 45 subpoena 

when the discovery sought is relevant. See In re Denture Cream Prods. Liab. Litig., 292 F.R.D. 

120, 123–24 (D.D.C. 2013). A discovery request is relevant if there is “any possibility that the 

information sought may be relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” Id. at 124 (emphasis 

added); see also Watts v. SEC, 482 F.3d 501, 507 (D.C. Cir. 2007). A subpoena respondent 

“resisting discovery” bears the burden of objecting to a subpoena and proving that the “documents 

requested are either unduly burdensome or privileged.” In re Denture Cream, 292 F.R.D. at 123–

24 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted); Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(e)(1)(D); see Stati v. 

Republic of Kazakhstan, No. 14-cv-1638, 2020 WL 3259244, at *4 (D.D.C. June 5, 2020) (“The 

undue burden standard for Rule 45 . . . mirrors the standard included within Rule 26.”).  

In ruling on a motion to compel, a court first determines whether the subpoena seeks 

relevant information and then assesses any objections, including those which involve claims of 

undue burden. Stati, 2020 WL 3259244, at *4 (granting motion to compel compliance with Rule 

45 subpoena). “The person objecting to production has a heavy burden to show that the subpoena 
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should not be enforced.” Millennium TGA, Inc. v. Comcast Cable Commc’ns LLC, 286 F.R.D. 8, 

11 (D.D.C. 2012) (emphasis added). In determining whether an undue burden exists, courts 

consider a number of factors including “whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery 

outweighs its likely benefit, taking into account the needs of the case, the amount in controversy, 

the parties’ resources, the importance of the issues at stake in the litigation, and the importance of 

the proposed discovery in resolving the issues.” In re Denture Cream, 292 F.R.D. at 123 (quoting 

Watts, 482 F.3d at 509); see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2)(C)(i).   

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. Atlantic Council is required to produce documents that are relevant to 

Smartmatic’s claims and OAN’s defense of Smartmatic’s lawsuit. 

In its objections to the subpoena and throughout the meet-and-confer process, Atlantic 

Council refused to even search its custodians’ mailboxes for responsive documents. Indeed, 

Atlantic Council has refused to turn over documents pertaining to its work with EIP that it has 

already collected and produced to the U.S. House of Representatives and had refused to even run 

6 search queries across the records of publicly identified relevant custodians. There is no reason 

why Atlantic Council cannot immediately produce such documents now. Given Atlantic Council’s 

unwillingness to even make a good faith attempt at complying with OAN’s subpoena, the Court 

should overrule Atlantic Council’s objections and order production of documents responsive to all 

of OAN’s requests. 

OAN’s requests are relevant because they concern documents that bear on the substantial 

truth of the statements complained of in Smartmatic’s complaint, Smartmatic’s damages claims, 

and OAN’s defenses. The subpoena seeks 18 relevant categories of information, all of which relate 

to the claims at issue in Smartmatic’s lawsuit against OAN. (Ex. A, Atlantic Council Subpoena, 

at 6–8.)  
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The complaint broadly alleges, among other things, a “disinformation campaign” on the 

part of OAN to spread purported untruths about the integrity of voting systems in the 2020 U.S. 

election, allegedly harming Smartmatic in the process. E.g., Compl. ¶ 13. Smartmatic attempts to 

demonstrate the falsity of OAN’s statements on the basis that they contradicted the assertions of 

“election security specialists” such as EIP members and various governmental entities—including 

the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (“CISA”) that outsourced its censorship 

work to Atlantic Council and the EIP to suppress reporting on the 2020 election. Compl. ⁋⁋ 298, 

332(b), 366–67; Compl. Ex. 122; see also, e.g., id. ⁋⁋ 67, 288-292, 297, 300. See generally (Ex. 

C, House Committee Report, at 1). Smartmatic erroneously concludes that because certain experts 

had determined that there was “no credible evidence” of irregularities in the 2020 election,2 that 

contrary views constituted “misinformation,”3 and therefore OAN was guilty of making false 

statements. Indeed, Smartmatic’s complaint parrots the EIP and uses their own verbiage of 

“disinformation” 132 times throughout its complaint4—a label that EIP and the Atlantic Council 

used to target reporting that they subjectively considered to be “garbage” or simply did not like.5 

Smartmatic relies on the branding of OAN’s reporting as “disinformation” by so-called 

experts in an attempt to demonstrate falsity, and Atlantic Council, as a key member of the EIP, 

had its very own “disinformation professionals” doing just that. (Ex. C, House Committee Report, 

at 40.) Moreover, it is clear, even from the few examples the House highlighted of the EIP’s 

 
2 Compl. ⁋⁋ 298, 316(c), 332(b), 366. 
3 E.g., id. at ⁋ 365. 
4 See Shah Decl. ¶ 8. 
5 Center for Cybersecurity Policy & Law, CyberNextDC 2020 - Day 2 Closing Keynote - Alex 

Stamos, at 14:00–16:01, YOUTUBE (Nov. 18, 2020), https://youtu.be/sBqhadpw7mo.  
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censorship activities and the information contained in the “Jira” tickets6 it used to track so-called 

misinformation, that the EIP targeted election reporting that Smartmatic has put at issue in its 

complaint. The tickets show, for instance, that the EIP censored OAN’s 2020 election reporting, 

OAN journalists, OAN guests, and reporting on Dominion, voting software issues, voting machine 

irregularities in key swing states, reporting on fraudulent methods used in Venezuela that were 

now being used in the U.S., and reporting on voter fraud, among others things. See, e.g., H. COMM. 

ON THE JUDICIARY, Jira Ticket Dataset at EIP-418, EIP-961, EIP-247, EIP-329, EIP-612, EIP-798, 

EIP-822, EIP-870, EIP-949, EIP-986, EIP-989, EIP-985, EIP-1003, EIP-1004, EIP-1008, EIP-

1007, EIP-1010, and EIP-1020 (Nov. 14, 2023), https://judiciary.house.gov/media/in-the-

news/jira-ticket-dataset (follow “Weaponization Committee” hyperlink; then search spreadsheet’s 

“Issue Key” column for pinpoint citations). The House’s Report, and these tickets alone justify the 

relevance of OAN’s requests. 

Atlantic Council cannot credibly deny its involvement in censoring OAN’s broadcasts for 

purportedly constituting so-called misinformation. See, e.g., (Ex. C, House Committee Report, at 

67 & n.171) (discussing the failure of the EIP to even fact check OAN’s article despite classifying 

it as misinformation). Indeed, Atlantic Council and other members of the EIP notably admit in 

their very own report that they censored OAN’s reporting on the security of voting machines. 

ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra, at 87, 92-93, 133–34, 191; see also id. at 92–93 (admitting to 

censoring OAN’s election reporting related to voting machines specifically); id. at 93–95 

(admitting to censoring similar election reporting regarding Smartmatic and Dominion). 

As a result, OAN’s substantial-truth defense requires inquiry into, at a minimum:  

 
6 “Jira” refers to the name of the software system and platform that “allowed for real-time 

collaboration by ‘members of the EIP, government partners, and platform partners.’” (Ex. C, 

House Committee Report, at 55 (quotation omitted).) 
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(1) the criteria that Atlantic Council and its EIP co-members employed in 

designating certain election reporting as misinformation, see RFP Nos. 13, 16 (Ex. 

A, Atlantic Council Subpoena at 8);  

(2) any communications Atlantic Council and the EIP had with Smartmatic in 

relation to censorship directed at election reporting, see RFP Nos. 1–5 (id. at 6–7), 

as such communications would reveal the extent to which Atlantic Council and the 

EIP relied on Smartmatic’s self-serving narrative to conclude such reporting 

constituted “misinformation”;  

(3) the extent to which Atlantic Council ignored countervailing evidence, 

inappropriately relied on self-interested third parties (e.g., voting machine 

companies), or failed to even fact-check OAN’s reporting or similar reporting 

before labeling it as “disinformation,” see RFP Nos. 7–8, 17 (id. at 7–8);  

(4) the extent to which Atlantic Council targeted media organizations like OAN 

and similar reporting, see RFP Nos. 6, 9 (id. at 7);  

(5) documents Atlantic Council produced in connection with related legal 

proceedings or records requests, see RFP Nos. 10–12, 18 (id. at 7–8); and 

(6) the successfulness of Atlantic Council and the EIP’s efforts to censor content 

they deemed “misinformation,” see RFP Nos. 14–15 (id. at 8), which success would 

have necessarily limited viewership of, and revenue generated by, the complained-

of coverage, as well as the reputational harm Smartmatic claims and alleged 

damages. See Compl. ¶¶ 438, 452–54, 466–68 

Given the clear relevance of these categories of information, Atlantic Council has failed to 

establish that there is no “possibility” that the information OAN seeks is relevant, as information 

relating to the foregoing topics is plainly discoverable. See In re Denture Cream, 292 F.R.D. at 

124 (“[A] request for discovery should be considered relevant if there is any possibility that the 

information sought may be relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” (emphasis added) 

(quotation omitted)); see Watts, 482 F.3d at 507 (D.C. Cir. 2007). Nor can Atlantic Council show 
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that this evidence would have “no possible bearing” on Smartmatic’s claims or OAN’s defenses. 

Cherokee Nation v. U.S. Dept. of the Int., 531 F. Supp. 3d 87, 98 (D.D.C. 2021) (“[D]iscovery 

generally should be allowed ‘unless it is clear that the information sought can have no possible 

bearing on the claim or defense of a party.’” (quotation omitted)). OAN must be permitted to test 

and defend against Smartmatic’s defamation claims, and in order to do so, is entitled to all of this 

requested information, as it is relevant to Smartmatic’s claims and OAN’s defenses. See In re 

Denture Cream, 292 F.R.D. at 124. 

Despite OAN’s conferral efforts, Atlantic Council has done nothing to rebut the reasons 

OAN has provided to illustrate the relevance of the requests for production. Shah Decl. ¶ 15; see 

(Ex. E, Email Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer). Atlantic Council cannot 

refuse to produce documents bearing on the substantial truth of OAN’s statements and 

Smartmatic’s alleged damages simply because Atlantic Council is a third party to this action. See 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 45 advisory committee’s note to 1970 amendment (“[T]he scope of discovery 

through a [nonparty] subpoena is the same as that applicable to Rule 34 and other discovery 

rules.”). To the contrary, OAN is entitled to all evidence that is relevant to Smartmatic’s claims 

and OAN’s defenses. This includes all evidence bearing on the full extent of Atlantic Council and 

the EIP’s collusion with governmental and other actors to censor OAN’s election-related 

statements, and the success or failure of those censorship efforts, which bear on Smartmatic’s 

alleged damages. After all, if OAN’s content was being censored, that necessarily limited 

viewership of and revenue generated by the complained-of coverage, as well as the reputational 

harm Smartmatic claims as alleged damages. See In re Denture Cream, 292 F.R.D. at 124. 

Accordingly, Atlantic Council must comply with OAN’s subpoena. 
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B. Atlantic Council’s unsupported burden objections do not outweigh OAN’s 

need for this information. 

This Court should disregard Atlantic Council’s unsupported assertions of burden. Atlantic 

Council identifies no evidence of the purported burden it asserts. This is especially notable because 

Atlantic Council cannot credibly claim that it would be unduly burdensome to produce documents 

it has already collected and produced elsewhere. Nor has Atlantic Council even attempted to do 

the bare minimum, such a run a search, provide hit reports, or even identify custodians who have 

responsive information. Shah Decl. ¶¶ 12, 14–16; see (Ex. E, Email Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 

2023 re Meet & Confer). Atlantic Council has failed to provide any credible reasons for disputing 

OAN’s 6 narrowly tailored search terms or disputing the relevance of the custodians that the EIP 

has publicly identified as having worked on these issues. See also Alexander v. FBI, 186 F.R.D. 

21, 38 (D.D.C. 1998) (observing that subpoena respondent “has an obligation to conduct a 

reasonable search to ensure that non-privileged documents that are relevant or likely to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence are produced”).  

Atlantic Council’s perfunctory objections cannot surmount the “heavy burden” a subpoena 

respondent faces in order to successfully resist a subpoena. See Millennium TGA, 286 F.R.D. at 

11; Pleasants v. Allbaugh, 208 F.R.D. 7, 12 (D.D.C. 2002) (“[T]he party opposing discovery must 

make a specific showing, supported by declaration, as to why the production sought would be 

unreasonably burdensome.” (citing Pro–Football, Inc. v. Harjo, 191 F. Supp. 2d 77, 80 (D.D.C. 

2002))).  Indeed, Atlantic Council to this date has refused to provide any evidence of the purported 

burden on which it is relying in part to not produce documents, stating, “we decline your invitation 

to create or share any hit reports or any other information with you at this point for a number of 

reasons, including, but not limited to the fact that there is no such requirement under the rules.” 

Ex. E, Email Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer (emphasis added); see Shah 
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Decl. ¶¶ 12, 15. But indeed there is such a requirement for evidence of asserted burden. As this 

Court has noted, the party alleging undue burden “must make a specific, detailed showing of the 

burden [the disputed] search would require.” Alexander, 194 F.R.D. at 313–15 (emphasis added). 

Atlantic Council’s refusal to provide evidence of burden should be dispositive of this issue.  

But despite Atlantic Council’s unsupported assertions of burden, in a good faith attempt to 

compromise, OAN proposed that instead of identifying, collecting, and producing documents 

responsive to each request of the subpoena, Atlantic Council could instead simply (a) turn over 

documents responsive to Request No. 10—i.e., documents it had already collected and produced 

to Congress7—and (b) produce documents responsive to just 6 narrow search queries limited by 

publicly-identified relevant custodians. Shah Decl. ¶ 13; see (Ex. E, Email Corresp. Beginning 

Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer). Nevertheless, Atlantic Council’s counsel rejected this 

straightforward proposal, refusing even to provide evidence of the so-called burden of running 

these 6 queries or turning over documents already produced elsewhere. Ex. E, Email Corresp. 

Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re Meet & Confer (emphasis added); see Shah Decl. ¶¶ 11–16.  

Atlantic Council’s refusal to provide evidence of burden is revealing. It cannot provide 

such evidence because no real undue burden exists. Because Atlantic Council has already produced 

these exact same documents to the House, it will not be burdensome for Atlantic Council to simply 

send OAN that same exact production. And OAN’s search terms consist of only 6 narrowly tailored 

queries—search terms which OAN was “happy to reconsider” so long as Atlantic Council could 

provide a credible basis for their objection. (Ex. E, Email Corresp. Beginning Nov. 29, 2023 re 

Meet & Confer); see (Ex. D, OAN’s Proposed Search Terms). Yet, instead of identifying any 

supporting evidence, Atlantic Council has chosen instead to stonewall OAN’s generous proposal 

 
7 See (Ex. A, Atlantic Council Subpoena, at 7). 
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and compromise efforts, refusing to reasonably comply with even a single request in OAN’s 

subpoena. Shah Decl. ¶¶ 14–16.  

Absent evidence of the burden of running six individual searches and re-producing 

responsive documents it has produced elsewhere, Atlantic Council’s claims of undue burden are 

meritless. See Alexander, 194 F.R.D. at 313–15 (noting that party alleging undue burden “must 

make a specific, detailed showing of the burden [the disputed] search would require” and 

identifying “estimated required staff hours, estimated cost, or some other specific showing” as 

types of evidence that might support an undue burden argument); Association of Am. Physicians 

& Surgeons v. Clinton, 837 F.Supp. 454, 458 n.2 (D.D.C. 1993) (noting that assertions of a burden 

without “specific estimates of staff hours needed to comply” will be “categorically rejected”). “A 

party claiming undue burden or expense ordinarily has far better information—perhaps the only 

information—with respect to that part of the determination.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) advisory 

committee’s note to 2015 amendment. “As a result, it has long been clear that a party claiming that 

discovery imposes an undue burden must ‘allege specific facts which indicate the nature and extent 

of the burden, usually by affidavit or other reliable evidence.’” Nationstar Mortgage, LLC v. 

Flamingo Trails No. 7 Landscape Maint. Ass'n, 316 F.R.D. 327, 334 (D. Nev. 2016) (quotation 

omitted). Yet, despite OAN’s efforts, Atlantic Council to this date has refused to provide any 

evidence of the purported burden on which it is relying in part to not produce documents. Shah 

Decl. ¶ 15.  

In determining whether an undue burden exists, courts can consider whether “the burden 

or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit, taking into account the needs of 

the case, the amount in controversy, the parties’ resources, the importance of the issues at stake in 

the litigation, and the importance of the proposed discovery in resolving the issues.” In re Denture 
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Cream, 292 F.R.D. at 123 (quoting Watts, 482 F.3d at 509); see Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). These 

considerations weigh against sustaining Atlantic Council’s objection to OAN’s subpoena.  

Smartmatic seeks over a billion dollars in this case, a factor that alone justifies OAN’s 

relevant, targeted subpoena. See BuzzFeed, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of Just., 318 F. Supp. 3d 347, 361 

(D.D.C. 2018) (finding no undue burden for non-party to comply with defamation defendant’s 

subpoena given the amount in controversy); Westinghouse Elec. Corp. v. City of Burlington, 351 

F.2d 762, 767 (D.C. Cir. 1965) (“The fact that these are very important cases with large sums of 

money at stake is relevant in determining the reasonableness of the [third-party] subpoena.”). The 

complaint’s numerous references to “disinformation” and reliance on election-statements of a 

member of the EIP demonstrate the importance of the discovery in resolving Smartmatic’s claims 

and OAN’s defenses. See Shah Decl. ¶¶ 7–8. So too does the fact that Smartmatic’s damages, if 

any, necessarily depend on the reach of OAN’s broadcasts. See id. at ¶ 7. If Atlantic Council 

successfully censored OAN’s reporting, any diminution of viewership attributable to Atlantic 

Council and the EIP necessarily limits the damages recoverable by Smartmatic, including damages 

relating to reputational harm and loss of business value and prospects, in this action. See Compl. 

¶¶ 438, 452–54, 466–68. 

Finally, Atlantic Council’s financial resources do not prohibit it from complying with 

OAN’s subpoena. Any purported burden in turning over documents it has already collected and 

produced to Congress or producing documents responsive to 6 narrow search queries is negligible. 

See Annual Report 2022/2023: Financial Summary, ATLANTIC COUNCIL (May 10, 2023) 

(identifying total assets as in excess of $86 million as of 2022), https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-

depth-research-reports/report/annual-report-2022-2023-financial-summary/ 

[https://perma.cc/MLF8-KP3P]. 
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The remainder of Atlantic Council’s boilerplate objections should likewise be disregarded. 

See Novelty, Inc. v. Mt. View Mktg., 265 F.R.D. 370, 375 (S.D. Ind. 2009) (“‘[G]eneral objections’ 

made without elaboration, whether placed in a separate section or repeated by rote in response to 

each requested category, are not ‘objections’ at all—and will not be considered.” (citing DL v. 

District of Columbia, 251 F.R.D. 38, 43 (D.D.C. 2008))); Athridge v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 184 

F.R.D. 181, 190 (D.D.C. 1998) (“[G]eneral objections do not comply with Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b) 

and courts disfavors them.”).  

* * * 

OAN is entitled to full compliance with its subpoena, as the requested information goes to 

the veracity of statements Smartmatic challenges as defamatory, as well as information pertaining 

to the extent of Smartmatic’s claimed damages. This information bears on the substantial truth of 

OAN’s challenged statements, are necessary to OAN’s defense, and are material to challenging 

Smartmatic’s claims and damages calculation. OAN therefore asks the Court to enter an order 

compelling Atlantic Council to produce documents responsive to OAN’s document subpoena no 

later than 7 days after the granting of this Motion.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The Court should render an order compelling Atlantic Council to produce documents 

responsive to the document subpoena no later than 7 days after the granting of this Motion.  

 

By:    /s/ John K. Edwards                        

 

JACKSON WALKER L.L.P. 

Charles L. Babcock 

(admitted pro hac vice) 

Nancy W. Hamilton 

(admitted pro hac vice) 

John K. Edwards 

(admitted pro hac vice) 

Joel R. Glover 
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Counsel for Defendant 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 18th day of March, 2024, concurrent with the electronic filing 

of this paper, OAN will serve a copy of this filing (including exhibits) via electronic mail and 

certified mail to counsel for Atlantic Council at the following addresses: 

John Parker Sweeney 
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Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

1615 L Street NW, Suite 1350 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

Tel.: (202) 393-7150 

Fax: (202) 719-8316 

jsweeney@bradley.com 

 

Andrew Johnson 

Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 

One Federal Place 

1819 5th Avenue N 

Birmingham, AL 35203 

Tel.: (205) 521-8295 

Fax: (205) 488-6295 

ajohnson@bradley.com  

 

 

     /s/ R. Trent McCotter           

R. Trent McCotter 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

   

SMARTMATIC USA CORP., 

SMARTMATIC HOLDING B.V., AND 

SGO CORPORATION LIMITED,  

 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

 

 

Civil Action No. 1:21-cv-02900-CJN-MAU 

HERRING NETWORKS, INC., D/B/A 

ONE AMERICA NEWS NETWORK, 

 

Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

 

DECLARATION OF BETHANY SHAH IN SUPPORT OF  

OAN’S MOTION TO COMPEL THIRD PARTY ATLANTIC COUNCIL  

TO COMPLY WITH RULE 45 SUBPOENA 

 

I, Bethany Shah, declare as follows: 

 

1. I am over the age of 21 and competent to make this declaration.  I am an attorney 

at the law firm of Jackson Walker LLP, and am counsel for Defendant Herring Networks, Inc., 

d/b/a One American News Network (“OAN”).   

2. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration and those facts are 

true and correct.  I submit this Declaration in support of OAN’s Motion to Compel Third Party 

Atlantic Council to Comply with Rule 45 Subpoena. 

3. On November 17, 2023, OAN’s Rule 45 subpoena was served on Atlantic Council 

in the above-captioned matter. The subpoena asked for documents responsive to eighteen requests 

for production. The subpoena designated the place of compliance at 801 17th Street NW, Suite 

350, Washington, DC 20006, and the date and time of compliance December 1, 2023 at 10:00 am. 

A true and correct copy of the subpoena is attached as Exhibit A. 

4. On November 29, 2023, Atlantic Council served its objections to the subpoena. A 

true and correct copy of Atlantic Council’s objections is attached as Exhibit B. 
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5. Two days after Atlantic Council served its objections, I reached out for a meet-and-

confer with counsel for Atlantic Council. A true and correct copy of my email correspondence 

with counsel for Atlantic Council is attached as Exhibit E. 

6. Before OAN’s subpoena was issued, on November 6, 2023, the Interim Staff of the 

U.S. House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary and the Select Subcommittee on the 

Weaponization of the Federal Government released a report entitled “The Weaponization of 

‘Disinformation’ Pseudo-Experts and Bureaucrats: How the Federal Government Partnered with 

Universities to Censor Americans’ Political Speech.” A true and correct copy of the report is 

attached as Exhibit C.  

7. On December 6, 2023, and again on December 22, 2023, I met and conferred with 

Atlantic Council via Zoom videoconference. During the conferences, OAN explained why the 

information sought by the subpoena is relevant, including that Atlantic Council’s work as a 

member of the EIP bears on the substantial truth of OAN’s statements at issue in Smartmatic’s 

complaint against OAN. As I explained in follow-up correspondence, “to take just one example” 

of the many reasons OAN’s subpoena is highly relevant, “the House Judiciary Committee Report 

explicitly states that the Election Integrity Partnership targeted OAN’s reporting as 

disinformation.” Exhibit E (email of January 2, 2024 from Bethany Shah to Andy Johnson) (citing 

ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, THE LONG FUSE: MISINFORMATION AND THE 2020 ELECTION 67 

(2021), https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:tr171zs0069/EIP-Final-Report.pdf   

[https://perma.cc/ESX5-NFB6]). “Atlantic Council is part of the EIP and was thus involved in that 

activity.” Id. “Understanding the metrics that Atlantic Council used to determine falsity or 

misinformation—and whether Atlantic Council improperly relied on Smartmatic’s self‐serving 

narrative to classify OAN’s reporting as disinformation— would therefore by highly relevant to 
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the claims at issue in this lawsuit, including the substantial truth of the statements in question.” Id. 

I provided further reasons for relevance, explaining that “[a]dditionally, the Atlantic Council’s 

involvement in censoring OAN broadcasts potentially decreased the audience for those broadcasts, 

which is relevant to a damages calculation, among other things.” Id.  

8. A search of Smartmatic’s complaint against OAN results in 132 hits for 

“disinformation.” See Complaint, ECF No. 1, Smartmatic USA Corp. v. Herring Networks, Inc. 

(D.D.C. filed Nov. 3, 2021). 

9. During the course of OAN’s conferral efforts, counsel for Atlantic Council asserted 

objections based on burden. In response, OAN explained that its subpoena is not burdensome and 

that Atlantic Council’s bare assertions of undue burden are insufficient and require justification. 

Counsel for OAN accordingly requested actual evidence of Atlantic Council’s assertions of undue 

burden, such as by running searches and returning the ensuing hit counts. OAN counsel explained 

that such evidence would enable OAN to evaluate and alleviate any actual undue burden on 

Atlantic Council. 

10. Also during the conferral process and in the hope of efficiently resolving this 

subpoena without burdening the court, I made a proposal to address Atlantic Council’s assertions 

of burden. I proposed that if Atlantic Council would simply (a) comply with Request No. 10 by 

re-producing the documents it had already collected and provided to Congress, and (b) produce 

documents responsive to just 6 narrow search queries for other documents, then OAN would 

anticipate not needing any other information under its subpoena. See Exhibit E (email of January 

2, 2024 from Bethany Shah to Andy Johnson). A true and correct copy of the search queries I 

proposed to Atlantic Council is attached as Exhibit D. 
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11. After another conference of counsel held on January 15, 2024, Atlantic Council 

said that OAN search terms numbers 1, 2, and 4 “seemed appropriate” but objected on relevance 

and burdensomeness grounds to search term numbers 3, 5, and 6. Atlantic Council also suggested 

that producing documents it had already produced to Congress would be unduly burdensome. 

During that conference, OAN requested that Atlantic Council provide evidence of this purported 

undue burden in the form of a hit report so that OAN could evaluate ways to alleviate any credible 

evidence of undue burden. OAN also explained the relevance of the search queries Atlantic 

Council objected to.   

12. In subsequent email correspondence, Atlantic Council rejected OAN’s proposal. 

See Exhibit E (email of January 25, 2024 from Andy Johnson to Bethany Shah). Atlantic Council 

refused to provide evidence OAN had requested to evaluate its assertions of undue burden, with 

Atlantic Council stating, “we decline your invitation to create or share any hit reports or any other 

information with you at this point for a number of reasons, including, but not limited to the fact 

that there is no such requirement under the rules.” Id. Moreover, Atlantic Council counter-

proposed that it search only its “production to the Congressional subpoena for the search terms 

identified in your proposed search terms 1, 2, and 4”—i.e., just 3 of OAN’s 6 search queries—and 

that OAN consider the production of any resulting non-privileged material to be in full satisfaction 

of the subpoena. Id.  

13. I explained that Atlantic Council’s counterproposal “would be imperfect 

compliance with only one of RFPs—a far cry from good faith compliance with our subpoena.” 

Exhibit E (email of January 25, 2024 from Bethany Shah to Andy Johnson). I stated that although 

OAN had “not received any evidence of undue burden other than [Atlantic Council’s] bare 

assertion, which is insufficient to establish burden,” “in the spirit of compromise” and to further 
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reduce any suggestion of burden, OAN is “happy to reconsider terms you object to if you can 

provide a credible basis for your objection.” Id. I then offered to remove terms relating to Rudy 

Giuliani and Sidney Powell which Atlantic Council had specifically mentioned on a prior meet-

and-confer conference. Id. But I explained the necessity for other terms by providing specific 

citations to Smartmatic’s complaint and to EIP materials that demonstrate the relevancy of the 

terms, including terms relating to Dominion and terms that include the names of OAN’s journalists 

since the EIP “specifically targeted some of our journalist’s election reporting.” Id. I further 

pointed Atlantic Council to a limited list of relevant custodians that the EIP itself had publically 

identified in their Final Report as having worked on these issues, and requested that OAN’s search 

terms be run across these custodians. Id. (citing ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, THE LONG FUSE: 

MISINFORMATION AND THE 2020 ELECTION (2021), 

https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:tr171zs0069/EIP-Final-Report.pdf   [https://perma.cc/ESX5-

NFB6]).  I countered that if Atlantic Council would agree to this amended proposal, OAN would 

agree that its subpoena is satisfied in full.  

14. Atlantic Council rejected OAN’s further attempts to compromise, declaring an 

impasse at final conferences of counsel held on January 31, 2024, and February 13, 2024, with 

Atlantic Council refusing to run any search terms across its relevant custodians and refusing to 

provide any evidence of burden. Atlantic Council further refused to reproduce to OAN the 

documents it had already collected and provided to Congress. And despite OAN’s request, Atlantic 

Council refused to even tell OAN how many documents in the House production would hit upon 

OAN’s 6 narrowly tailored search terms. 
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15. Despite OAN’s efforts to work with Atlantic Council to identify acceptable search 

terms and responsive documents and to alleviate any alleged burden, Atlantic Council refused to 

engage or provide any evidence of its purported burden. 

16. To this day, Atlantic Council has yet to produce documents responsive to the 

November 17 subpoena or indicate that it is willing to comply in good faith with any aspect of 

OAN’s subpoena. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed on March 18, 2024. 

 

 

       __________________________________ 

       Bethany P. Shah 
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AO 88B  (Rev. 02/14) Subpoena to Produce Documents, Information, or Objects or to Permit Inspection of Premises in a Civil Action

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

__________ District of __________

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff
v. Civil Action No.

Defendant

SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION, OR OBJECTS
OR TO PERMIT INSPECTION OF PREMISES IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To:

(Name of person to whom this subpoena is directed)

Production: YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce at the time, date, and place set forth below the following 
documents, electronically stored information, or objects, and to permit inspection, copying, testing, or sampling of the
material:

Place: Date and Time:

Inspection of Premises: YOU ARE COMMANDED to permit entry onto the designated premises, land, or 
other property possessed or controlled by you at the time, date, and location set forth below, so that the requesting party
may inspect, measure, survey, photograph, test, or sample the property or any designated object or operation on it.

Place: Date and Time:

The following provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 45 are attached – Rule 45(c), relating to the place of compliance;
Rule 45(d), relating to your protection as a person subject to a subpoena; and Rule 45(e) and (g), relating to your duty to
respond to this subpoena and the potential consequences of not doing so.

Date:

CLERK OF COURT
OR

Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk Attorney’s signature

The name, address, e-mail address, and telephone number of the attorney representing (name of party)

, who issues or requests this subpoena, are:

Notice to the person who issues or requests this subpoena
If this subpoena commands the production of documents, electronically stored information, or tangible things or the
inspection of premises before trial, a notice and a copy of the subpoena must be served on each party in this case before
it is served on the person to whom it is directed. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(a)(4).

               District of Columbia

Smartmatic USA Corp., et al.

1:21-cv-02900
Herring Networks, Inc. d/b/a One America News

Network

Atlantic Council of the United States, Inc.
1030 15th St., NW, 12th Floor, Washington, DC 20005

✔

See attached Schedule A.

Boyden Gray
801 17th Street NW, Suite 350
Washington, DC 20006 12/01/2023 10:00 am

11/15/2023

/s/ John Edwards

Defendant

Herring Networks, Inc. d/b/a One America News Network

John Edwards, jedwards@jw.com, 1401 McKinney Ave, Suite 1900, Houston, TX 77010
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Civil Action No.

PROOF OF SERVICE
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.)

I received this subpoena for (name of individual and title, if any)

on (date) .

I served the subpoena by delivering a copy to the named person as follows:

on (date) ; or

I returned the subpoena unexecuted because:

.

Unless the subpoena was issued on behalf of the United States, or one of its officers or agents, I have also 
tendered to the witness the fees for one day’s attendance, and the mileage allowed by law, in the amount of

$ .

My fees are $ for travel and $ for services, for a total of $ .

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true.

Date:
Server’s signature

Printed name and title

Server’s address

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc.:

1:21-cv-02900

0.00
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Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 45 (c), (d), (e), and (g) (Effective 12/1/13)

(c) Place of Compliance.

  (1) For a Trial, Hearing, or Deposition. A subpoena may command a
person to attend a trial, hearing, or deposition only as follows:
    (A) within 100 miles of where the person resides, is employed, or
regularly transacts business in person; or
    (B) within the state where the person resides, is employed, or regularly
transacts business in person, if the person
        (i) is a party or a party’s officer; or
        (ii) is commanded to attend a trial and would not incur substantial
expense.

  (2) For Other Discovery. A subpoena may command:
    (A) production of documents, electronically stored information, or
tangible things at a place within 100 miles of where the person resides, is
employed, or regularly transacts business in person; and
    (B) inspection of premises at the premises to be inspected.

(d) Protecting a Person Subject to a Subpoena; Enforcement.

  (1) Avoiding Undue Burden or Expense; Sanctions. A party or attorney
responsible for issuing and serving a subpoena must take reasonable steps
to avoid imposing undue burden or expense on a person subject to the
subpoena. The court for the district where compliance is required must
enforce this duty and impose an appropriate sanction—which may include
lost earnings and reasonable attorney’s fees—on a party or attorney who
fails to comply.

  (2) Command to Produce Materials or Permit Inspection.
(A) Appearance Not Required. A person commanded to produce

documents, electronically stored information, or tangible things, or to
permit the inspection of premises, need not appear in person at the place of
production or inspection unless also commanded to appear for a deposition,
hearing, or trial.

(B) Objections. A person commanded to produce documents or tangible
things or to permit inspection may serve on the party or attorney designated
in the subpoena a written objection to inspecting, copying, testing, or
sampling any or all of the materials or to inspecting the premises—or to
producing electronically stored information in the form or forms requested.
The objection must be served before the earlier of the time specified for
compliance or 14 days after the subpoena is served. If an objection is made,
the following rules apply:

(i) At any time, on notice to the commanded person, the serving party
may move the court for the district where compliance is required for an
order compelling production or inspection.

  (ii) These acts may be required only as directed in the order, and the
order must protect a person who is neither a party nor a party’s officer from
significant expense resulting from compliance.

  (3) Quashing or Modifying a Subpoena.
(A) When Required. On timely motion, the court for the district where

compliance is required must quash or modify a subpoena that:
        (i) fails to allow a reasonable time to comply;

(ii) requires a person to comply beyond the geographical limits
specified in Rule 45(c);

(iii) requires disclosure of privileged or other protected matter, if no
exception or waiver applies; or

(iv) subjects a person to undue burden.
(B) When Permitted. To protect a person subject to or affected by a

subpoena, the court for the district where compliance is required may, on
motion, quash or modify the subpoena if it requires:

(i) disclosing a trade secret or other confidential research,
development, or commercial information; or

(ii) disclosing an unretained expert’s opinion or information that does
not describe specific occurrences in dispute and results from the expert’s
study that was not requested by a party.

(C) Specifying Conditions as an Alternative. In the circumstances
described in Rule 45(d)(3)(B), the court may, instead of quashing or
modifying a subpoena, order appearance or production under specified
conditions if the serving party:

(i) shows a substantial need for the testimony or material that cannot be
otherwise met without undue hardship; and

(ii) ensures that the subpoenaed person will be reasonably compensated.

(e) Duties in Responding to a Subpoena.

  (1) Producing Documents or Electronically Stored Information. These
procedures apply to producing documents or electronically stored
information:

(A) Documents. A person responding to a subpoena to produce documents
must produce them as they are kept in the ordinary course of business or
must organize and label them to correspond to the categories in the demand.

(B) Form for Producing Electronically Stored Information Not Specified.
If a subpoena does not specify a form for producing electronically stored
information, the person responding must produce it in a form or forms in
which it is ordinarily maintained or in a reasonably usable form or forms.

(C) Electronically Stored Information Produced in Only One Form. The
person responding need not produce the same electronically stored
information in more than one form.

(D) Inaccessible Electronically Stored Information. The person
responding need not provide discovery of electronically stored information
from sources that the person identifies as not reasonably accessible because
of undue burden or cost. On motion to compel discovery or for a protective
order, the person responding must show that the information is not
reasonably accessible because of undue burden or cost. If that showing is
made, the court may nonetheless order discovery from such sources if the
requesting party shows good cause, considering the limitations of Rule
26(b)(2)(C). The court may specify conditions for the discovery.

(2) Claiming Privilege or Protection.
(A) Information Withheld. A person withholding subpoenaed information

under a claim that it is privileged or subject to protection as trial-preparation
material must:

(i) expressly make the claim; and
(ii) describe the nature of the withheld documents, communications, or

tangible things in a manner that, without revealing information itself
privileged or protected, will enable the parties to assess the claim.
(B) Information Produced. If information produced in response to a

subpoena is subject to a claim of privilege or of protection as
trial-preparation material, the person making the claim may notify any party
that received the information of the claim and the basis for it. After being
notified, a party must promptly return, sequester, or destroy the specified
information and any copies it has; must not use or disclose the information
until the claim is resolved; must take reasonable steps to retrieve the
information if the party disclosed it before being notified; and may promptly
present the information under seal to the court for the district where
compliance is required for a determination of the claim. The person who
produced the information must preserve the information until the claim is
resolved.

(g) Contempt.
The court for the district where compliance is required—and also, after a
motion is transferred, the issuing court—may hold in contempt a person
who, having been served, fails without adequate excuse to obey the
subpoena or an order related to it.

For access to subpoena materials, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(a) Committee Note (2013).
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SCHEDULE A 

DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

1. “2020 Election” shall mean any election held in the United States on November 3,

2020, including the U.S. Presidential Election and all voting and related events occurring up to the 

certification of votes on January 6, 2021, and any down-ballot races or primary elections.   

2. The word “and” includes the disjunctive “or,” and the word “or” includes the

conjunctive “and.”  Words in the singular shall be interpreted to include the plural, and words in 

the plural shall be interpreted to include the singular.  A masculine, feminine or neutral form of a 

word shall be interpreted to include the other genders.  The use of any tense of any verb shall be 

interpreted to include all other tenses. 

3. “Communication” means any written, electronic, or verbal transmission of words

or thoughts between or among two or more Persons, including, without limitation, any letter, email, 

instant or text message, social media post, blog post, web posting, interview, conference, meeting, 

spoken words, conversation, understanding, agreement, discussion, talks, and reports, whether 

transmitted orally, in writing, or by any electronic device. 

4. “Complaint” means Complaint filed in the action Smartmatic USA Corp., et al. v.

Herring Networks, Inc. d/b/a One America News Network, 1:21-cv-02900 (D.D.C). 

5. “Defendant” and/or “Herring” shall mean defendant Herring Networks, Inc., d/b/a

One America News Network. 

6. “Document” means any writing, graphic matter, or other tangible or digital thing,

whether printed, recorded, produced by any process, or written or produced by hand, including, 

without limitation, agreements, contracts, correspondence, memoranda, letters, reports, 

Communications (as defined above) and Electronically Stored Information (as defined below), 

correspondence, telegrams, internal and external memoranda, summaries, records of oral 
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conversations, original or preliminary notes, diaries, calendars, analyses, projections, ledgers, 

work papers, photographs, tape recordings, applications, video tapes, computer hard drives or 

disks, statistical statements, logs, graphs, charts, schedules, notebooks, minutes or records of 

meetings, minutes or records of conferences, lists of Persons attending meetings or conferences, 

reports and/or summaries of investigations, opinions or reports of investigators, accountants or 

consultants, studies, appraisals, evaluations, or copies of any of the foregoing if the copy is in any 

way different from the original now in Your possession, custody or control, or the possession, 

custody or control of any Your counsel, investors, agents, employees and/or Persons acting on 

Your behalf. 

7. “Dominion” shall mean plaintiffs US Dominion, Inc., Dominion Voting Systems, 

Inc., and Dominion Voting Systems Corporation, as well all parents, subsidiaries, related or 

affiliated entities, successors and predecessors (including but not limited to Sequoia Voting 

Systems), officers, directors, partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, 

representatives, and/or any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of Dominion. This 

includes but is not limited to their PR and lobbying firms such as Hamilton Place Strategies, Penta 

Group, and Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck. 

8. “Dominion Voting Systems Corporation” shall mean Dominion Voting Systems 

Corporation, as well all parents, subsidiaries, related and affiliated entities, successors and 

predecessors, officers, directors, partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, 

representatives, and/or any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of Dominion 

Voting Systems Corporation. 

9. “Dominion Voting Systems, Inc.” shall mean Dominion Voting Systems, Inc., as 

well all parents, subsidiaries, related and affiliated entities, successors and predecessors, officers, 
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directors, partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or 

any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of Dominion Voting Systems, Inc.  

10. “Electronically Stored Information” or “ESI” shall mean originals and all copies of 

email; activity listings of email receipts and/or transmittals; voicemail; audio or video recordings 

of any kind; facsimiles; computer programs (whether private, commercial, or a work-in-progress); 

programming notes or instructions; social media posts; text messages; instant messages; metadata; 

output resulting from the use of any software program, including word processing Documents, 

spreadsheets, database files, charts, graphs, and outlines; operating systems; source code of all 

types; and electronic files and/or file fragments of any sort, regardless of the media on which they 

are stored and regardless of whether the data resides in an active file, deleted file, or file fragment.  

ESI also includes the file, folder tabs, containers or labels appended to any storage device 

containing electronic data.  All ESI produced in response hereto should be produced in native 

format. 

11. “OAN” shall mean One America News Network, and any of its hosts, episodes, or 

programs. 

12. “Other Media Organizations” shall mean other news, media, and other similar 

organizations, including but not limited to CNN, CBS, ABC, PBS, The Wall Street Journal,  The 

New York Times, MSNBC, The Washington Post, Fox News, Newsmax, Politico, Vanity Fair, 

Media Matters, Bloomberg News, The Chicago Tribune, The Los Angeles Times, The Miami 

Herald, the Times of San Diego and National Public Radio, or any other video, print or online 

media or blog offering news or opinion content. 

13. “Person” shall mean a natural person or any business, company, corporation, 

association, partnership organization, or other legal entity. 
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14. The terms “relating to,” “regarding,” “demonstrating” and “supporting” shall mean 

having any connection, association or concern with, or any relevance, relation, pertinence or 

applicability to or any implication bearing on, the subject matter, whether directly or indirectly. 

15.  “SGO Corporation Limited” shall mean plaintiff SGO Corporation Limited, as 

well all parents, subsidiaries, related and affiliated entities, successors and predecessors, officers, 

directors, partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or 

any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of SGO Corporation Limited. 

16. “Smartmatic” shall mean plaintiffs Smartmatic USA Corp., Smartmatic 

International Holding B.V., and SGO Corporation Limited, as well all parents, subsidiaries, related 

and affiliated entities, successors and predecessors, officers, directors, partners, members, 

principals, employees, shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or any other Persons acting, or 

purporting to act, on behalf of Smartmatic. This includes but is not limited to their PR and lobbying 

firms such as Issues & Crisis Group, Scott Circle Communications, SEC Newgate, Courtney 

Torres Consulting, Stripe Reputation, Jake Perry + Partners, and Edelman. 

17. “Smartmatic International Holding B.V.,” shall mean plaintiff Smartmatic 

International Holding B.V., as well all parents, subsidiaries, related and affiliated entities, 

successors and predecessors, officers, directors, partners, members, principals, employees, 

shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on 

behalf of Smartmatic International Holding B.V. 

18. “Smartmatic USA Corp.,” shall mean plaintiff Smartmatic USA Corp., as well all 

parents, subsidiaries, related and affiliated entities, successors and predecessors, officers, directors, 

partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or any other 

Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of Smartmatic USA Corp. 
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19. “Non-Governmental Organizations” shall mean any member of the Election 

Integrity Partnership, including but not limited to the Stanford Internet Observatory, the University 

of Washington Center for an Informed Public, Graphika, or the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic 

Research Lab, and all officers, directors, agents, contractors, employees, paid and unpaid staff, 

volunteers or interns working with or under the direction of such entities, and any agents, 

representatives, and/or any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of these entities. 

20. “Systems” means any elections product developed, supplied, used, or supported, 

domestic or international, from inception to the present. This includes but is not limited to any 

software, hardware, source code, firmware, technology, solutions, digital tools, make, model, 

equipment type, functionalities, devices, scan tabulators, optional modules, peripherals, Hybrid 

Activator, Accumulator & Transmitters, audit logs, electronic voting machines, electronic 

counting machines, ballot marking devices, voter management, poll worker support, online voting, 

or election management platforms. 

21. “US Dominion, Inc.” shall mean US Dominion, Inc., as well all parents, 

subsidiaries, related and affiliated entities, successors and predecessors, officers, directors, 

partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or any other 

Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of US Dominion, Inc. 

22. “You,” “Your,” “Yours” and/or “Atlantic Council” shall mean Atlantic Council of 

the United States, Inc. and all other companies, nonprofits, or entities affiliated with Atlantic 

Council, including all parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, successors and predecessors, officers, 

directors, partners, members, principals, employees, shareholders, agents, representatives, and/or 

any other Persons acting, or purporting to act, on behalf of Atlantic Council.  
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23. Where a claim of privilege is asserted in responding or objecting to any discovery 

requested herein and information is not provided on the basis of such assertion, You shall, in Your 

response or objection, identify the nature of the privilege (including work product) which is being 

claimed.  When any privilege is claimed, You shall, as to the Documents and/or information 

requested, whether: 

(a) any Documents exist or any Communications took place; and 

(b) provide the following information for each such Document or   

Communication in a “privilege log” or similar format: 

(i) the type of Document or Communication; 

(ii) the general subject matter of the Document or Communication; 

(iii) the date of the Document or Communication; 

(iv) the author(s) of the Document or participants in the Communication; 

(v) the addressee(s) and any other recipient(s) of the Document; and 

(vi) the custodian of the Document, where applicable. 

24. Unless otherwise indicated, the relevant time period for these Requests for 

Production is from January 1, 2019 to the present. 

25. These Requests for Production are continuing in nature and require supplemental 

response if You obtain further information between the time of compliance and any hearing or trial 

in the above-captioned case. 

26. These Requests for Production expressly do not seek production of images of 

voters’ ballots, voter rolls, or any other Documents that would compromise voter confidentiality. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

1. All Documents and Communications concerning and/or between You and Smartmatic, 
including but not limited to its employees, officers, founders, or agents. 
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2. All Documents and Communications concerning and/or between You and Peter 
Neffenger. 

3. All Documents and Communications concerning and/or between You and Dominion, 
including but not limited to its employees, officers, founders, or agents. 

4. All Documents and Communications relating to Your efforts on behalf of, at the request 
of, or for the benefit of, Smartmatic or Dominion to identify certain viewpoints or 
online posts to be misinformation, disinformation, or malinformation. 

5. All Documents and Communications concerning and/or between You and government 
agencies or government officials and their respective staffs concerning Smartmatic, 
Dominion, the 2020 Election, election misinformation, disinformation, or 
malinformation, election rigging, inaccurate tabulation of votes, and/or vulnerabilities 
to election Systems. 

6. All Documents and Communications concerning OAN its guests, its episodes, or its 
owners, officers, on-air personalities or other employees.  

7. All Documents and Communications relating to the Complaint and/or litigation, 
including Documents and Communications relating to OAN and its coverage of the 
2020 Election. 

8. All Documents and Communications relating to Smartmatic or Dominion’s reputation, 
including but not limited to concerns relating to Smartmatic’s ownership and the 
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States’ investigation into Smartmatic, 
Smartmatic’s connection to Venezuela, or Dominion’s connection to Smartmatic. 

9. All Documents and Communications relating to Other Media Organizations coverage 
of Smartmatic, Dominion, and/or the 2020 Election. 

10. All Documents and Communications You have produced pursuant to a request or 
subpoena from a United States Congressional entity, including but not limited to all 
Documents and Communications produced to the U.S. House of Representative’s 
Committee on the Judiciary and Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the 
Federal Government, including but not limited to JIRA tickets. 

11. All Documents and Communications You have produced pursuant to a request or 
subpoena in the federal court actions State of Missouri, et al. v. Joseph R. Biden, Jr., et 
al., No. 3:22-cv-01213 (W.D. La.) or Jill Hines, et al. v. Alex Stamos, et al., No. 3:23-
cv-00571-TAD-KDM (W.D. La.). 

12. Transcripts and exhibits to any testimony You have given in the lawsuits identified in 
State of Missouri, et al. v. Joseph R. Biden, Jr., et al., No. 3:22-cv-01213 (W.D. La.) 
or Jill Hines, et al. v. Alex Stamos, et al., No. 3:23-cv-00571-TAD-KDM (W.D. La.) 
or any other lawsuit or governmental hearing related to Your work regarding 
misinformation, disinformation, or malinformation concerning the 2020 Election. 
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13. All Documents and Communication identifying the criteria or rationale You used to 
determine certain viewpoints or online posts to be misinformation, disinformation, or 
malinformation. 

14. All Documents and Communications related to the creation or placement of tags, alerts, 
or other information on online posts that You classified as misinformation, 
disinformation, or malinformation related to the 2020 Election. 

15. All Documents and Communications concerning the review, analysis, or assessment of 
the effectiveness of Your work in identifying, tagging, or advocating for the removal 
of social media or other content You determined to be misinformation, disinformation, 
or malinformation related to the 2020 Election. 

16. All Documents and Communications between You and any of the other Non-
Governmental Organizations concerning the 2020 Election, OAN, Smartmatic, 
Dominion, election misinformation, disinformation, malinformation, election rigging, 
inaccurate tabulation of votes, and/or vulnerabilities to election Systems.     

17. All Documents and Communications between You and any political campaign, 
political candidate, or political action committee, including but not limited to any 
officer, director, employee, agent, contractor, paid or unpaid staff, intern or volunteer, 
concerning the 2020 Election, OAN, Smartmatic, Dominion, election misinformation, 
disinformation, malinformation, election rigging, inaccurate tabulation of votes, and/or 
vulnerabilities to election Systems.     

18. All Documents and Communications produced, whether by cooperation or in response 
to any applicable subpoena or other discovery device, related to Smartmatic, Dominion, 
or the 2020 Election.  
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Smartmatic USA Corp., et al,  
Plaintiffs,  

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ CASE #: 1:21-cv-02900

vs. §
 §  
Herring Networks, Inc. d/b/a One 
America News Network 

Defendant. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

NON-PARTY ATLANTIC COUNCIL OF THE UNITED STATES, INC.’S OBJECTIONS 
TO DEFENDANT’S SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION, OR 

OBJECTS OR TO PERMIT INSPECTION  
OF PREMISES IN A CIVIL ACTION 

TO: Defendant Herring Networks, Inc. d/b/a One America News Network  
c/o John Edwards, esq., 1401 McKinney Ave, Suite 1900, Houston, TX, 77010 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 45(d)(2)(B), Non-Party Atlantic Council of 

the United States, Inc. (“Atlantic Council”), serves these objections to Defendant Herring 

Networks, Inc. d/b/a One America News Network’s Subpoena to Produce Documents, 

Information, or Objects or to Permit Inspection of Premises in a Civil Action (“Subpoena”), served 

on November 17, 2023.   

More specifically, Atlantic Council objects to each and every request for production 

contained in the Subpoena and labeled as “Requests for Production” and individually numbered 

“1” through “18” in their entirety.  As grounds for these objections and as set forth below, Atlantic 

Council shows as follows: 
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Grounds for Objection 

1. Atlantic Council is a nonpartisan non-profit organization.   

2. Upon information and belief, Atlantic Council has no known relationship with 

either Plaintiff or Defendant in this matter. 

3. Upon information and belief, Atlantic Council was not involved in any way with 

the underlying dispute(s) in this action.    

4. The Subpoena seeks information that is not relevant to any claim or defense in the 

action and is therefore beyond the scope of discovery allowed under the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1).  Atlantic Council further objects on the grounds that the 

“Definitions and Instructions” seek to impose duties or obligations that are beyond the scope or 

inconsistent with the scope of discovery within the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.   

5. The Subpoena is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence in the underlying case.   

6. The requests in the Subpoena are not proportional to the needs of the case, and the 

burden of the proposed non-party discovery outweighs its likely benefit, particularly insofar as the 

requests seek from a non-party documents that are in the possession, custody, or control of a party 

or available in the public domain. 

7. Responding to the Subpoena would cause undue burden on Atlantic Council. 

8. The Subpoena is overly broad seeks information protected by the attorney-client 

privilege, work product doctrines, or other applicable privileges.  It further seeks to impose a 

burden of creation of a privilege log on Atlantic Council, which is improper and burdensome for 

a non-party recipient of a subpoena as unduly burdensome.  Subpoena, Definitions ¶ 23. 
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9. The Subpoena is further overly broad and unduly burdensome as it defines the 

entity to respond to the Subpoena so broadly as to encompass “all … affiliates,  ... employees … 

and any other Person … purporting to act, on behalf of Atlantic Council.”  Subpoena, Definitions 

¶ 22.  This definition is overly broad on its face, and impossible to be complied with in any 

reasonable manner.   

10. The Subpoena seeks to create an ongoing duty to supplement, which is unduly 

burdensome and would require that Atlantic Council, as a non-party, remain engaged in this action 

with ongoing discovery burdens.  See Subpoena, Definitions ¶ 25.   

11. The Subpoena as directed to Atlantic Council amounts to unnecessary harassment 

of a non-profit organization for no end other than to essentially conduct a fishing expedition.   

12. The Subpoena does not allow for a reasonable time to comply.   

13. Because the Subpoena was served on or after November 15, 2023, these objections 

are timely pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.   

 

Objections to Individual “Requests for Production” 

For the specific “Requests for Production,” Atlantic Council objects as follows: 

Request 1: 

 Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 2: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 
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Request 3: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 4: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 5: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 6: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 7: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 8: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 9: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 10: 
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Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 11: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 12: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 13: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 14: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 15: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 16: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

Request 17: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 
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Request 18: 

Atlantic Council objects to this request on the grounds set forth in the Grounds for 

Objection enumerated above as Objections number 1 – 13. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP 

 
        /s/ John Sweeney______ 
John Parker Sweeney 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings, LLP 
1615 L Street NW 
Suite 1350 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 393-7150 
jsweeney@bradley.com 

 
ATTORNEYS FOR ATLANTIC 
COUNCIL 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 Following the 2016 presidential election, a sensationalized narrative emerged that foreign 

“disinformation” affected the integrity of the election. These claims, fueled by left-wing election 

denialism about the legitimacy of President Trump’s victory, sparked a new focus on the role of 

social media platforms in spreading such information.1 “Disinformation” think tanks and 

“experts,” government task forces, and university centers were formed, all to study and combat 

the alleged rise in alleged mis- and disinformation. As the House Committee on the Judiciary and 

the Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the Federal Government have shown 

previously, these efforts to combat so-called foreign influence and misinformation quickly 

mutated to include domestic—that is, American—speech.2  

 

The First Amendment to the Constitution rightly limits the government’s role in 

monitoring and censoring Americans’ speech, but these disinformation researchers (often 

funded, at least in part, by taxpayer dollars) were not strictly bound by these constitutional 

guardrails. What the federal government could not do directly, it effectively outsourced to the 

newly emerging censorship-industrial complex.  

 

 Enter the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP), a consortium of “disinformation” 

academics led by Stanford University’s Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO) that worked directly 

with the Department of Homeland Security and the Global Engagement Center, a multi-agency 

entity housed within the State Department, to monitor and censor Americans’ online speech in 

advance of the 2020 presidential election. Created in the summer of 2020 “at the request” of the 

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA),3 the EIP provided a way for the 

federal government to launder its censorship activities in hopes of bypassing both the First 

Amendment and public scrutiny. 

 

In the lead-up to the 2020 election, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the American public 

and lawmakers debated the merits of unprecedented, mid-election-cycle changes to election 

procedures.4 These issues, like all contemporary discourse about questions of political import, 

were extensively discussed on the world’s largest social media platforms—the modern town 

square. But as American citizens, including candidates in these elections, attempted to exercise 

their First Amendment rights on these platforms, their constitutionally protected speech was 

intentionally suppressed as a consequence of the federal government’s direct coordination with 

 
1 See, e.g., Tim Starks, Russian trolls on Twitter had little influence on 2016 voters, WASH. POST (Jan. 9, 2023) 

(“The study, which the New York University Center for Social Media and Politics helmed, explores the limits of 

what Russian disinformation and misinformation was able to achieve on one major social media platform in the 

2016 elections.”); id. (“There was no measurable impact on ‘political attitudes, polarization, and vote preferences 

and behavior’ from the Russian accounts and posts.”). 
2 See STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON 

THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH 

BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
3 Email from Graham Brookie to Atlantic Council employees (July 31, 2020, 5:54 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
4 See, e.g., REPUBLICAN STAFF OF THE H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY AND THE COMM. ON OVERSIGHT AND REFORM, 

116TH CONG., HOW DEMOCRATS ARE ATTEMPTING TO SOW UNCERTAINTY, INACCURACY, AND DELAY IN THE 2020 

ELECTION (Sept. 23, 2020); see also Changes to election dates, procedures, and administration in response to the 

coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, 2020, BALLOTPEDIA (last visited Nov. 3, 2023). 
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third-party organizations, particularly universities, and social media platforms.5 Speech 

concerning elections—the process by which Americans select their representatives—is of course 

entitled to robust First Amendment protections.6 This bedrock principle is even more critical as it 

relates to speech by political candidates.7 But as disinformation “experts” acknowledge, the 

labeling of any kind of speech is “inherently political”8 and itself a form of “censorship.”9 

 

This interim staff report details the federal government’s heavy-handed involvement in 

the creation and operation of the EIP, which facilitated the censorship of Americans’ political 

speech in the weeks and months leading up to the 2020 election. This report also publicly reveals 

for the first time secret “misinformation” reports from the EIP’s centralized reporting system, 

previously accessible only to select parties, including federal agencies, universities, and Big 

Tech. The Committee and Select Subcommittee obtained these nonpublic reports from Stanford 

University only under the threat of contempt of Congress. These reports of alleged mis- and 

disinformation were used to censor Americans engaged in core political speech in the lead up to 

the 2020 election. 

 

As this new information reveals, and this report outlines, the federal government and 

universities pressured social media companies to censor true information, jokes, and political 

opinions. This pressure was largely directed in a way that benefitted one side of the political 

aisle: true information posted by Republicans and conservatives was labeled as “misinformation” 

while false information posted by Democrats and liberals was largely unreported and untouched 

by the censors. The pseudoscience of disinformation is now—and has always been—nothing 

more than a political ruse most frequently targeted at communities and individuals holding views 

contrary to the prevailing narratives. 

 

The EIP’s operation was straightforward: “external stakeholders,” including federal 

agencies and organizations funded by the federal government, submitted misinformation reports 

 
5 See Missouri v. Biden, No. 23-30445, (5th Cir. Oct. 3, 2023), ECF No. 268-1 (affirming preliminary injunction in 

part); Missouri v. Biden, No. 3:22-cv-01213 (W.D. La. Jul. 4, 2023), ECF No. 293 (memorandum ruling granting 

preliminary injunction). 
6 See, e.g., Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443, 452 (2011) (“[S]peech on public issues occupies the highest rung of the 

hierarchy of First Amendment values”) (quoting Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 145 (1983)); Ariz. Free Enter. 

Club’s Freedom Club PAC v. Bennett, 564 U.S. 721, 755 (2011) (internal quotation marks and citation 

omitted) (The First Amendment protects the “profound national commitment to the principle that debate on public 

issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.”); see also McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 

U.S. 334, 346 (1995) (cleaned up) (“There is practically universal agreement that a major purpose of the 

Amendment was to protect the free discussion of governmental affairs, of course including discussions of 

candidates.”). 
7 “The First Amendment ‘has its fullest and most urgent application precisely to the conduct of campaigns for 

political office,’” FEC v. Cruz, 142 S. Ct. 1638, 1650 (2022) (quoting Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265, 272 

(1971)); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 52 (1976) (A candidate “has a First Amendment right to engage in 

the discussion of public issues and vigorously and tirelessly to advocate his own election.”). 
8 Email from Suzanne Spaulding (Google Docs) to Kate Starbird (May 16, 2022, 6:27 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.); see also Kate Starbird et al., Proposal to the National Science Foundation for “Collaborative Research: 

SaTC: Core: Large: Building Rapid-Response Frameworks to Support Multi-Stakeholder Collaborations for 

Mitigating Online Disinformation” (Jan. 29, 2021) (unpublished proposal) (on file with the Comm.) (“The study of 

disinformation today invariably includes elements of politics.”). 
9 Team F-469 First Pitch to NSF Convergence Accelerator, UNIV. OF MICH., at 1 (presentation notes) (Oct. 27, 2021) 

(on file with the Comm.). 
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directly to the EIP. The EIP’s misinformation “analysts” next scoured the internet for additional 

examples for censorship. If the submitted report flagged a Facebook post, for example, the EIP 

analysts searched for similar content on Twitter, YouTube, TikTok, Reddit, and other major 

social media platforms. Once all of the offending links were compiled, the EIP sent the most 

significant ones directly to Big Tech with specific recommendations on how the social media 

platforms should censor the posts, such as reducing the posts’ “discoverability,”  “suspending [an 

account’s] ability to continue tweeting for 12 hours,” “monitoring if any of the tagged influencer 

accounts retweet” a particular user, and, of course, removing thousands of Americans’ posts.10 

 

 

Government agencies and disinformation “experts” are quick to cite the need to combat 

foreign actors attempting to undermine American elections as a justification for this censorship 

regime. While foreign states do attempt to conduct influence operations, the Committee’s and 

Select Subcommittee’s investigation has revealed that the true focus and purpose of the censors’ 

“election integrity” work was to target the very Americans they claim to protect. Instead of 

targeting foreign or inauthentic accounts, the EIP targeted Americans, disproportionately 

candidates and commentators with conservative viewpoints. And despite its stated purpose to 

combat “disinformation,” the EIP worked with social media companies to censor true 

information, jokes and satire, and political opinions. 

 
10 See, e.g., EIP-581, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 2, 2020, 2:36 PM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); EIP-673, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 3, 2020, 11:51 AM) (archived 

Jira ticket data produced to the Comm.) (citing Mike Coudrey, TWITTER (Nov. 3, 2020, 10:13 AM), 

https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1323644406998597633); EIP-638, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket 

created (Nov. 3, 2020, 9:23 AM) (archived Jira ticket data produced to the Comm.). 
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Who was being censored? 

 

• President Donald J. Trump 

• Senator Thom Tillis 

• Speaker Newt Gingrich 

• Governor Mike Huckabee 

• Congressman Thomas Massie 

• Congresswoman Marjorie Taylor 

Greene 

• Newsmax 

• The Babylon Bee 

• Sean Hannity 

• Mollie Hemingway 

• Harmeet Dhillon 

• Charlie Kirk 

• Candace Owens 

• Jack Posobiec 

• Tom Fitton 

• James O’Keefe 

• Benny Johnson 

• Michelle Malkin 

• Sean Davis 

• Dave Rubin 

• Paul Sperry 

• Tracy Beanz 

• Chanel Rion 

• An untold number of everyday 

Americans of all political affiliations 
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What was being censored? 

 

• True information 

• Jokes and satire 

• Political opinions 

 

As part of this report, the Committee and Select Subcommittee are releasing all of the 

previously secret, archived data the Committee has obtained pursuant to a subpoena issued to 

Stanford University, which Stanford produced only after the threat of contempt.11 In the lead-up 

to the 2020 election, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) had the ability to see what 

American speech was being censored. Today, as a result of the Committee’s and Select 

Subcommittee’s investigation, political candidates, journalists, and all Americans have the 

opportunity to see if they were targeted by their government and what viewpoints DHS, 

Stanford, and others worked to censor. While the EIP disproportionately targeted conservatives, 

Americans of all political affiliations were victims of censorship.  

 

The First Amendment prohibits the government from “abridging the freedom of speech” 

and protects “the right of the people . . . to petition the Government.”12 The ability of Americans 

to criticize the government and its policies is a fundamental and sacrosanct principle of our 

constitutional republic. The Supreme Court has long recognized that for “core political speech” 

“the importance of First Amendment protections is at its zenith.”13 Moreover, as constitutional 

scholars have explained: “Because the First Amendment bars ‘abridging’ the freedom of speech, 

 
11 See App’x II. 
12 U.S. Const. amend. I. 
13 Meyer v. Grant, 486 U.S. 414, 420, 425 (1988) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
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any law or government policy that reduces that freedom on the [social media] platforms . . . 

violates the First Amendment.”14 

 

The government may not dictate the type or terms of the criticism to which it is subject, 

even when—especially when—the government disagrees with the merits of that criticism. To 

inform potential legislation, the Committee and the Select Subcommittee have been investigating 

the Executive Branch’s collusion with third-party intermediaries, including universities, to 

censor protected speech on social media.  

 

The Committee and the Select Subcommittee are responsible for investigating 

“violation[s] of the civil liberties of citizens of the United States.”15 In accordance with this 

mandate, this interim staff report on CISA’s violations of the First Amendment and other 

unconstitutional activities fulfills the obligation to identify and report on the weaponization of 

the federal government against American citizens. The Committee’s and Select Subcommittee’s 

investigation remains ongoing. CISA still has not adequately complied with a subpoena for 

relevant documents, and more fact-finding is necessary. In order to better inform the 

Committee’s legislative efforts, the Committee and Select Subcommittee will continue to 

investigate how the Executive Branch worked with social media platforms and other 

intermediaries to censor disfavored viewpoints in violation of the U.S. Constitution. 

 

 

 

  

 
14 Philip Hamburger, How the Government Justifies Its Social-Media Censorship, WALL ST. J. (June 9, 2023).  
15 H. Res. 12 § 1(b)(E). 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS & NAMES 

 

Term/Name Organization Description/Definition 

CFITF CISA’s Countering 

Foreign Influence 

Task Force (CFITF) 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Task 

Force under the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure 

Security Agency (CISA) which brought together 

DHS components, including DHS Intelligence 

and Analysis and others to look at the broader 

foreign influence and disinformation challenge 

based on the U.S. intelligence community’s 2017 

assessment of foreign influence. In 2021, the 

CFITF name was changed to Mis-, Dis-. and 

Malinformation Team (“MDM Team”). 

CIP Center for an Informed 

Public 

University of Washington’s Center for an 

Informed Public’s mission is to resist strategic 

misinformation, promote an informed society and 

strengthen democratic discourse. One of the four 

founding members of the EIP. 

CIS Center for Internet 

Security (CIS) 

CIS is a CISA-funded, nonprofit that channeled 

reports of mis- and disinformation from state and 

local government officials to social media 

platforms. 

CISA The Department of 

Homeland Security’s 

Cybersecurity and 

Infrastructure Security 

Agency 

The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security 

Agency (CISA), a component of the Department 

of Homeland Security, has stated that one of its 

goals is to build “resiliency to foreign influence 

operations and disinformation . . . in close 

partnership with the interagency, private sector, 

academia, and international stakeholders.” 

DFRLab The Atlantic Council’s 

Digital Forensic 

Research Lab 

The Atlantic Council’s DFRlab is dedicated to 

operationalizing the study of disinformation, 

tracking information campaigns, exposing 

attempts to pollute the information space, and 

building digital resilience. One of the four 

founding members of the EIP. 

DHS I&A DHS Intelligence and 

Analysis 

DHS I&A specializes in sharing unique 

intelligence and analysis with operators and 

decision-makers to identify and mitigate threats 

to the homeland. 

Disinformation  CISA defines disinformation as “deliberately 

created to mislead, harm, or manipulate a person, 

social group, organization, or country.” 
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EI-ISAC Elections 

Infrastructure 

Information Sharing & 

Analysis Center 

The EI-ISAC operated as an intermediary 

between state and local election officials and the 

social media platforms, offering a centralized 

reporting mechanism. 

EIP Election Integrity 

Partnership (“EIP”) 

Originally named the “Election Disinformation 

Partnership,” the EIP was a collaborative project 

to develop real-time misinformation response 

capabilities. The EIP worked with a number of 

“external stakeholders,” including the federal 

government. The four original members at the 

EIP were:  

• Stanford Internet Observatory; 

• the University of Washington, Center for 

an Informed Public; 

• Graphika; and 

• The Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic 

Research Lab (DFRLab). 

FITF The FBI’s Foreign 

Influence Task Force 

(FITF) 

In 2017, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

(FBI) established the Foreign Influence Task 

Force (FITF) to identify and counteract malign 

foreign influence operations targeting the United 

States. 

GEC Department of State, 

Global Engagement 

Center 

The GEC is a multi-agency organization housed 

within the State Department tasked with 

identifying and combating foreign propaganda 

and disinformation.  

Graphika Graphika, digital 

intelligence company 

Graphika is a social media analytics platform that 

specializes in monitoring online networks as well 

as content to provide insights on the spread of 

information.  

Hale, Geoff Senior CISA official  

Jira Jira Software system Jira is a software system used to create tickets to 

assist with project management. The EIP used 

JIRA tickets to track and share misinformation 

reports with large social media companies, the 

government, and other parties.  

Krebs, Chris Former CISA Director  

Malinformation  CISA defines malinformation as “based on fact, 

but used out of context to mislead, harm, or 

manipulate.” 

MDM  Misinformation, Disinformation, and 

Malinformation 
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MDM 

Subcommittee 

CISA Cybersecurity 

Advisory Committee’s 

(CSAC) 

Subcommittee on 

“Protecting Critical 

Infrastructure from 

Misinformation & 

Disinformation”  

The MDM Subcommittee, which has since 

disbanded, played an advisory role, and consisted 

of Big Tech executives, former federal 

government officials, and academic 

misinformation “experts.” The MDM 

Subcommittee meetings featured CISA 

participants. 

MDM Team 

(CISA) 

CISA’s Mis-, Dis, and 

Malinformation Team 

(formerly CISA’s 

Countering Foreign 

Influence Task Force 

(CFITF) 

In January 2021, CISA transitioned its 

Countering Foreign Influence Task Force to 

promote more flexibility to focus on general 

MDM, or so-called “Mis-, Dis-, and 

Malinformation.” According to CISA’s website 

in February 2023, the MDM team was “charged 

with building national resilience to MDM and 

foreign influence activities.” CISA publicly 

posted that “[f]oreign and domestic threat actors 

use MDM campaigns to cause chaos, confusion, 

and division.” 

Misinformation  CISA defines misinformation as “false, but not 

created or shared with the intention of causing 

harm.” 

MS-ISAC Multi-State 

Information Sharing & 

Analysis Center 

MS-ISAC is a joint-CISA supported 

collaboration with the Center for Internet 

Security (CIS) designed to serve as the central 

cybersecurity resource for the nation’s state, 

local, territorial, and tribal (SLTT) governments. 

Scully, Brian Former Head of 

CISA’s CFITF (later 

MDM team) 

 

SIO Stanford Internet 

Observatory 

SIO is a cross-disciplinary laboratory, within 

Stanford University’s Cyber Policy Center, for 

the study of abuse in information technologies, 

with a focus on the misuse of social media. 

Stamos, Alex SIO Director; former 

Chief Security Officer 

at Facebook 
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I. CISA’S ROLE IN THE CREATION OF THE EIP 

 

The Election Integrity Partnership (EIP) was established in July 2020, and consisted of 

the nation’s self-described “leading institutions focused on understanding misinformation and 

disinformation in the social media landscape: the Stanford Internet Observatory, the University 

of Washington’s Center for an Informed Public (CIP), Graphika, and the Atlantic Council’s 

Digital Forensic Research Lab.”16 According to the EIP’s postmortem report about its censorship 

activities during the 2020 election cycle, the EIP’s goals included “[i]dentify[ing] 

misinformation before it goes viral,” and “flag[ging] policy violations to [social media] 

platforms.”17 

 

Led by Stanford, the EIP was devised and founded in close coordination with CISA, a 

little-known agency within the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), created less than two 

years earlier.18 Stanford and others, in collaboration with the federal government, established the 

EIP for the express purpose of violating Americans’ civil liberties: because no federal agency 

“has a focus on, or authority regarding, election misinformation originating from domestic 

sources within the United States,” there is “a critical gap for non-governmental entities to fill.”19 

CISA and Stanford created the EIP to bridge this “critical gap”—an unconstitutional workaround 

for unconstitutional censorship. 

 

A. CISA’s Precursor Censorship Efforts 

 

The creation of EIP did not occur in a vacuum. Before EIP’s origination in the summer of 

2020, CISA was directly or indirectly involved with the operation or consideration of at least 

three other “misinformation” reporting channels: (1) switchboarding; (2) the Elections 

Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis Center (EI-ISAC); and (3) a “Misinformation 

Reporting Portal” to be operated by the Center for Internet Security (CIS), a non-profit funded in 

part by CISA.20 

 

The constitutional defects with these reporting channels notwithstanding, CISA and 

“disinformation” experts recognized that they needed another avenue to monitor and remove 

Americans’ speech in the lead-up to the 2020 election. The EIP served that role, functioning in 

the words of the head of EIP (and former Chief Security Office at Facebook) Alex Stamos as the 

“one-stop shop for local election officials, DHS, and voter protection organizations” to work 

 
16 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, THE LONG FUSE: MISINFORMATION AND THE 2020 ELECTION, at 2 (Eden Beck, ed., 

2021). 
17 Id. at 6. 
18 Id. at 2; see also STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. 

COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY 

COLLUDED WITH BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS (Comm. Print June 26, 

2023). 
19 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note 16, at v. 
20 See generally STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. 

COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY 

COLLUDED WITH BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS (Comm. Print June 26, 

2023). 
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directly with social media platforms to censor the speech of American political candidates and 

commentators.21 

 

1. Switchboarding, Disclaimers, and the Threat of Government Retaliation 

 

“Switchboarding” describes the federal government’s practice of referring requests for 

the removal of content on social media from state and local election officials to the relevant 

platforms.22 CISA personnel involved in the agency’s switchboarding operation have described it 

as a “resource intensive” process.23 Documents and information obtained by the Committee and 

the Select Subcommittee reveal that CISA knew serious legal and constitutional concerns were 

implicated by switchboarding (a process DHS Secretary Mayorkas testified that CISA no longer 

participates in).24 CISA’s inclusion of a lengthy—and ever-changing—legal disclaimer betrays 

that internally the agency understood that there were serious legal questions with the federal 

government’s engaging in this type of direct communication with social media platforms 

regarding Americans’ posts and content. Though the disclaimer ostensibly served as a written 

commitment against government retaliation, ironically, CISA’s disclaimer actually spelled out 

how the federal government’s multi-agency approach to censorship provided a number of 

avenues for government retaliation if the companies did not comply. 

 

DHS’s efforts to assist with the reporting of “mis- and disinformation” on social media 

platforms pre-date the creation of CISA. Former CISA Director Christopher Krebs testified in a 

transcribed interview with the Committee and Select Subcommittee that CISA’s predecessor, the 

National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD), engaged in switchboarding prior to the 

creation of CISA.25 After CISA’s creation, switchboarding continued throughout the 2020 

election cycle, but was discontinued for the 2022 election.26 

 

DHS—in litigation and before the Committee—has insisted that CISA’s 

“switchboarding” role was only that of an intermediary facilitating the sharing of reports, but not 

playing a substantive role in the “misinformation” reporting process. For example, DHS 

Secretary Mayorkas testified to the Committee in July 2023 that “what it amounted to was 

serving as an intermediary between election officials and social media companies; we were not 

making a judgment.”27 Head of CISA’s Countering Foreign Influence Task Force, Brian Scully, 

testified during his deposition in Missouri v. Biden that switchboarding was “CISA’s role in 

forwarding reporting received from election officials . . . to social media platforms.”28 But 

documents obtained by the Committee and Select Subcommittee reveal that “switchboarding” 

 
21 Email from Alex Stamos to Nextdoor employee (Aug. 4, 2020, 4:33 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
22 Missouri v. Biden, No. 3:22-cv-01213 (W.D. La. 2022), ECF No. 209 (Deposition of Brian Scully) (hereinafter 

“Scully Dep.”) at 17:1–8. 
23 Id. at 62:15–22. 
24 Hearing on the Oversight of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 

118th Cong. (July 26, 2023). 
25 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Christopher Krebs (Oct. 11, 2023), at 7–8 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
26 Scully Dep., supra note 22, at 21:19–22:14. 
27 Hearing on the Oversight of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 

118th Cong. (July 26, 2023) (emphasis added). 
28 Scully Dep., supra note 22, at 23:24-24:2. 
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could include more substantive interactions. For example, in one email chain, a senior CISA 

official explained to the Office of the Colorado Secretary of State how Twitter had handled 

flagged parody accounts previously and how Twitter is likely to handle the accounts being 

flagged in that chain.29 Email exchanges such as this one contradict the descriptions of CISA’s 

“switchboarding” as passive role, and that CISA would weigh in on the substance of the post 

when communicating directly with large social media platforms.  

 

 

 

 In another example, CISA has an extensive exchange with Facebook in which CISA 

directly opined on whether a flagged post constituted “misinformation” in the eyes of CISA.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
29 Email from Brian Scully to Colorado state government official, CIS employee, and Matthew Masterson (Oct. 27, 

2020, 2:27 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
30 Email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees and Matthew Masterson (Nov. 3, 2020, 4:22 PM) (on file with 

the Comm.). 
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In addition to CISA substantively weighing in or commenting on the misinformation 

reports being shared with the social media companies, CISA could also attempt to influence the 

social media companies’ decisions by deciding whether—and how many times—to follow up. 

Based on documents obtained by the Committee pursuant to a subpoena to CISA, starting in or 

around March 2020, used a disclaimer that stated that DHS and CISA were not the “originating 

source” of the misinformation report, but that the report “may also be shared with law 

enforcement or intelligence agencies.”31 The disclaimer continued: “In the event that CISA 

follows up to request further information, such a request is not a requirement or demand. 

Responding to this request is voluntary and CISA will not take any action, favorable or 

unfavorable, based on decisions about whether or not to respond to this follow-up request for 

information.”32 

 

 

By September 2020, CISA’s switchboarding emails began to include an extra paragraph 

declaring that “DHS affirms that it neither has nor seeks the ability to remove what information 

is made available on social media platforms,” but it notably continued to leave open the 

possibility that the “information may also be shared with law enforcement or intelligence 

 
31 Email from Brian Scully to Twitter employee (Mar. 17, 2020, 12:05 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
32 Id. 
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agencies.”33 Put plainly, a lawyer for one of the social media companies would see that DHS and 

law enforcement agencies (such as the FBI) may know the company received the misinformation 

report, but only DHS committed to not take any unfavorable action against the company based 

on the company’s “decisions about how or whether to use this information”—i.e., the FBI or 

other law enforcement agencies may take action if the social media company did not censor 

appropriately. 

 

 

The following month, CISA appeared to narrow the language of the disclaimer to state 

that CISA (rather than all of DHS) would not “take any action favorable or unfavorable, based 

on decisions about how or whether to use this information.”34 The more limited disclaimer now 

stated only that: “CISA affirms that it neither has nor seeks the ability to remove or edit what 

information is made available on social media platforms. CISA makes no recommendations 

about how the information it is sharing should be handled or used by social media companies.”35 

CISA also removed an entire paragraph of its disclaimer referencing follow-up 

communications.36 In the ongoing federal litigation Missouri v. Biden, the Biden Administration 

cited the inclusion of this disclaimer as evidence that CIS and the EIP were not “‘censorship 

partners’ with CISA” and that the disclaimer supported companies to apply their policies 

 
33 Email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Sept. 15, 2020, 6:13 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
34 Cf. id.; email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Oct. 1, 2020, 2:23 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
35 See, e.g., Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Oct. 1, 2020, 2:23 PM) (on file with the Comm.) (emphases 

added). 
36 Id. 
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“independently.”37 But as described above, rather than ensure that companies did not feel 

pressure, the revised disclaimer emphasized that CISA would involve law enforcement agencies 

and that CISA would not (or could not) commit that law enforcement agencies would not take an 

unfavorable action based on how the social media platforms decided to respond to the 

misinformation report.   

 

On or around October 28, 2020, CISA reinstated the paragraph in its disclaimer 

concerning follow-up communications.38 To date, CISA has produced to the Committee and 

Select Subcommittee over twenty email threads dated between October 1, and October 27, in 

which the disclaimer does not include the paragraph regarding follow-up communications.39 

 
37 See, e.g., Defs.’ Resp. to Pls.’ Proposed Findings of Fact in Supp. of Their Mot. for Prelim. Inj. at 547–548, 

Missouri v. Biden, No. 3:22-cv-01213 (W.D. La. 2022), ECF No. 264-9. 
38 Cf. email from Brian Scully to Twitter employee (Oct. 27, 2020, 4:09 PM) (on file with the Comm.); email from 

Brian Scully to Twitter employee (Oct. 28, 2020, 6:29 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
39 See, e.g., email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Oct. 2, 2020, 7:29 PM) (on file with the Comm.); 

email from CFITF to Facebook employees (Oct. 20, 2020, 2:11 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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Unsurprisingly, around this time, CISA began to follow-up with social media platforms 

about posts the agency had flagged, as seen in the example below.40 

 
40 Email from DHS official to Twitter employee (Oct. 19, 2020, 6:34 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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During his transcribed interview with the Committee, Matt Masterson, a former senior 

cybersecurity advisor at CISA, testified that there had been internal deliberations with CISA’s 

lawyers regarding the disclaimer and whether constitutional rights and civil liberties were 

implicated: 

 

Q. Do you recall any discussions during your tenure at CISA regarding if there 

are any constitutional implications if CISA’s work engaged with, we’ll say, 

misinformation, disinformation, malinformation, coming from domestic 

actors? 

 

A. I don’t recall a specific conversation around that.  I recall that – obviously 

that CISA lawyers were involved, as I previously indicated, for instance, 

around the disclaimer conversation, including lawyers around constitutional 

and civil liberties.  But I don’t know or recall the specifics of any given 

conversation around that.41 

 

CISA’s inclusion of a disclaimer discussing whether CISA’s frequent emails should be 

interpreted as a request or whether the refusal to respond could result in “unfavorable” action is 

evidence that, at a minimum, the lawyers within DHS felt compelled to consider whether the 

practice of switchboarding was legally and constitutionally sound. But rather than end the 

practice (as CISA apparently did by the 2022 election), in the fall of 2020, CISA decided to push 

forward with its censorship efforts, appending a meaningless email disclaimer as a weak and 

transparent attempt to satisfy the glaring First Amendment concerns. 

 

Crucially, CISA’s disclaimer included the ominous line: “This information may also be 

shared with law enforcement or intelligence agencies.”42 Whereas the disclaimer stated that 

“CISA will not take any action, favorable or unfavorable, toward social media companies based 

on decisions about how or whether to use this information,” the disclaimer makes no such 

guarantee about retaliation from the “law enforcement or intelligence agencies” with whom 

CISA may share the relevant social media content.43 

 

The threat of law-enforcement reprisal is amplified by the fact that the FBI would inform 

social media companies when CISA provided the FBI a “misinformation” report. The Committee 

and Select Subcommittee have obtained multiple documents that show that social media 

companies were 

aware that CISA was 

sharing information 

with federal 

intelligence and law 

enforcement 

agencies, including 

the FBI.44 

 
41 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Matthew Masterson (Sept. 26, 2023), at 81. 
42 See, e.g., email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Oct 2, 2020, 7:29 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
43 Id. (emphasis added). 
44 See, e.g., email from Elvis Chan to Facebook employees (Oct. 4, 2020, 2:31 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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In other words, CISA’s disclaimer indicated to the social media companies that CISA, 

law enforcement, and intelligence agencies may receive the misinformation report, but the 

disclaimer stated only that CISA would not retaliate against the social media companies if they 

failed to censor the flagged content. CISA made no promises with respect to what the FBI or one 

of the intelligence agencies may do. And the social media companies were well aware that CISA 

was forwarding some subset of the reports to the FBI (if not other federal law enforcement or 

intelligence agencies). 

 

In his interview before the Committee and Select Subcommittee, former Facebook 

executive Alex Stamos testified that involvement with a law enforcement agency such as the FBI 

was necessarily more worrisome for companies than CISA, explaining that “you can’t have a 

casual chat with an FBI agent when you’re an executive at a company. It’s not safe. You end up 

with a $3,000-an-hour row of people sitting next to you.”45 Mr. Stamos continued: 

 

Q.  And what do you mean you can’t have a casual conversation with the FBI? 

Why is that? 

 

A. I think defense attorneys would tell you that FBI agents are always looking 

out – you might feel like you’re having a friendly conversation with them, 

but you never know if you’re actually the target. And I think there has been 

a number of situations which companies have tried to engage the FBI 

because they were victims of, say, a cybercrime, and then they end up 

getting punished or their executives getting punished . . . . And so, you know, 

dealing with a law enforcement agency that has coercive powers is just a 

risky thing to do if you’re part of some big organization and some other – 

there might be some investigation involving the organization that you don’t 

even know about. 

 

Q. That perspective you just shared with respect to the FBI, do you think it was 

widely shared by the executives at Facebook when you were at the 

company? 

 

A. Certainly, the policy of the company was that an executive could not talk to 

the FBI without attorneys present . . . .  

 

Q. . . . Even if the government represents that the interests are aligned, it could 

be the case that, later on, the government changes its mind. Is that right? 

 

A. Yes. 

 

Q. Okay. And this fact is well known by tech executives? 

 

 
45 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 188 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
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A. Yes. And I think all executives of all public companies understand that 

there’s lots of parts of the government that can punish you for activity that 

you thought was appropriate.46 

 

So why did CISA engage in this “resource intensive” process of switchboarding, go 

through the trouble of writing and rewriting a disclaimer in hopes of sidestepping serious 

constitutional concerns, and directly involve federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies? 

Because CISA wanted flagged content removed, and switchboarding provided an effective 

means to do so. During his deposition in Missouri v. Biden, senior CISA official Brian Scully 

admitted that CISA did, in fact, have an understanding that its reporting would lead to removal 

by the platforms.47  

 

2. EI-ISAC 

 

The Center for Internet Security (CIS) is a non-profit organization based in New York, 

which was established “in partnership with the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 

Agency (CISA).”48 CIS operates the Elections Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis 

Center (EI-ISAC), which is funded alongside the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis 

Center (MS-ISAC) to the tune of $27 million for FY 2024 for the two ISACs.49 The EI-ISAC is 

an information-sharing channel used by state and local election officials to report alleged “mis- 

and disinformation” to social media platforms.50 During the 2018 midterm election cycle, all 

fifty states were participating in the EI-ISAC.51 Moreover, according to witness testimony to the 

Committee and Select Subcommittee, EI-ISAC employees are considered CIS employees.52 

 

 According to the EIP’s report, in the 2020 election cycle, “the EI-ISAC served as a 

singular conduit for election officials to report false or misleading information to platforms.”53 

The report also explained EI-ISAC’s function in relation to CIS: “By serving as a one-stop 

 
46 Id. at 188–190 (emphasis added). 
47 Scully Dep., supra note 22, at 17:15–21. 
48 EI-ISAC Charter, CENTER FOR INTERNET SEC., https://www.cisecurity.org/ei-isac/ei-isac-charter (last visited Nov. 

3, 2023). 
49 DEP’T OF HOMELAND SEC., DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY CYBERSECURITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

SECURITY AGENCY BUDGET OVERVIEW FISCAL YEAR 2024 CONGRESSIONAL JUSTIFICATION, at 37 (2023). 
50 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at 13. 
51 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Christopher Krebs (Oct. 11, 2023), at 34. 
52 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Matthew Masterson (Sept. 26, 2023), at 184. 
53 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at 13. 
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reporting interface, the EI-ISAC allowed election officials to focus on detecting and countering 

election misinformation while CIS and its partners reported content to the proper social media 

platforms.”54 And the report described CISA’s role, noting that “the Countering Foreign 

Influence Task Force (CFITF), a subcomponent of CISA, aided in the reporting process and in 

implementing resilience efforts to counter election misinformation.”55 The misinformation 

reports submitted to the EI-ISAC in the lead-up to the 2020 election were “also routed to the EIP 

ticketing system.”56 

Like switchboarding, the EI-ISAC operated as an intermediary between state and local 

election officials and the social media platforms, offering a centralized reporting mechanism in 

an effort to remove content from social media.57 For example, on November 2, 2020, a state 

election official submitted a report of alleged misinformation to the EI-ISAC, which, in turn, 

forwarded the report to the relevant platform.58 According to the EI-ISAC’s response to the state 

official, the EI-ISAC also shared the report with both CISA and the EIP.59 

 
54 Id. 
55 Id. In January 2021, CISA transitioned its Countering Foreign Influence Task Force to promote more flexibility to 

focus on general MDM, or so-called “Mis-, Dis-, and Malinformation.” According to CISA’s website in February 

2023, the MDM team was “charged with building national resilience to MDM and foreign influence activities,” and 

its efforts applied to “foreign and domestic” actors. 
56 Id. 
57 STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON THE 

JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH BIG 

TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS, at 22 (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
58 Email from misinformation@cisecurity.org to Iowa state government official (Nov. 2, 2020, 2:15 PM) (on file 

with the Comm.). 
59 Id. 
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3. Misinformation Reporting Portal 

 

Even with switchboarding and the EI-ISAC, CISA and CIS had discussions internally 

and with social media companies throughout the first half of 2020 on whether to create a 

“misinformation reporting portal.” Pursuant to multiple subpoenas, the Committee and Select 

Subcommittee have obtained documents revealing CISA’s and CIS’s efforts to pursue a third 

avenue of “misinformation reporting.” 

 

As early as January 2020, CISA officials were in discussions with CIS to establish a 

“misinformation reporting portal.”60 On January 3, Aaron Wilson, the Senior Director of 

Election Security at CIS, sent an email to senior CISA officials Matt Masterson and Brian 

Scully, among others, writing: “I have spoken to both of you separately about a concept we are 

developing to help election officials report mis/disinformation during the 2020 elections. You 

both . . . indicated our proposal may be helpful.”61 Mr. Wilson indicated that his goal was “to 

demonstrate the basic capabilities [of the misinformation reporting portal] by the end of this 

month.”62 

 

 

  

 
60 Email from Aaron Wilson to Matt Masterson, Jill Hallgren, and Mike Garcia (Jan. 3, 2020, 11:09 AM) (on file 

with the Comm.). 
61 Id. 
62 Id. 
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CIS and CISA’s joint efforts were even briefed to law enforcement in January 2020 with 

CIS reaching out to the FBI, stating that “CIS is working with DHS on a misinformation 

reporting portal. The intent is to build a web portal to manage the reporting of election 

infrastructure misinformation from local and state election officials to the social media 

platforms. We are working with our partners at the National Association of Secretaries of States 

(NASS), National Association of State Election Directors (NASED), and DHS to vet this idea. 

We are currently building a prototype and will have something to show by the first week of 

February.”63 

CISA assumed an active role in promoting CIS’s proposal for a misinformation reporting 

portal, facilitating meetings between the relevant third-party non-profits and social media 

platforms. On April 21, 2020, for example, Brian Scully sent an email to two Facebook 

employees, in which Scully wrote: “The idea is to establish a centralized portal for reporting dis-

 
63 Email from Aaron Wilson to Kirby Wedekind, Jill Hallgren, Brian Scully, Chad Josiah, and Mike Garcia (Jan. 20, 

2020, 2:09 PM) (on file with the Comm.) (emphases added). 
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information or other issues on platforms so that election officials only have one place to go to 

report.”64 

But planning for a CIS-CISA misinformation reporting portal had hit a roadblock by May 

2020. According to the internal notes of a call between Facebook employees and DHS personnel 

regarding a “Misinformation Reporting Portal,” “DHS cannot openly endorse the portal, but has 

behind-the-scenes signaled that [the National Association of Secretaries of State]/[the National 

Association of State Election Directors] has told them it would be easier for many states to have 

‘one reporting channel’ and CISA and its ISAC would like to have incoming the same time that 

the platforms do.”65 Less than two months later, the EIP would be established to serve that very 

purpose.   

 

 
64 Email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Apr. 21, 2020, 2:40 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
65 Email from Facebook employee to Facebook employees (May 31, 2020, 10:44 AM) (on file with the Comm.) 

(emphasis added) 
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Social media companies, including Facebook and Twitter, engaged in months-long 

discussions with CIS over its proposal for a misinformation portal. After being initially briefed 

on the proposal in May, Facebook employees sent a list of questions to CIS about the portal on 

July 16, 2020.66 

 

 

 
66 Email from Facebook employee to CIS employees, Facebook employees, CISA officials, NASS employees, and 

NASED employees (July 16, 2020, 7:41 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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Twitter was initially briefed on the portal in May 2020, according to a meeting agenda 

produced to the Committee.67 Per the agenda, “DHS appreciates the efforts of Twitter to help 

improve the ability of elections officials to submit mis/disinformation.”68 The agenda was also 

indicative of CISA’s and the broader federal government’s effort to enhance the censorship 

operation through the portal: “Hopefully, this effort will streamline and make more efficient the 

process that has been improving over the past several years, but is still far from efficient and 

effective from the perspective of the elections community and Federal government.”69 As 

indicated in the excerpt below, top CISA officials were scheduled to open this discussion on 

CIS’s potential misinformation reporting portal.70 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
67 Center for Internet Sec., Misinformation Reporting Portal Discussion with Twitter (May 11, 2020) (unpublished 

meeting agenda) (on file with the Comm.). 
68 Id. 
69 Id. 
70 Id. 
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Like Facebook, Twitter also submitted a list of questions to CIS regarding the portal.71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These documents 

demonstrate that 

CISA and CIS caused 

the social media 

companies to 

seriously question and 

entertain the proposal 

for a misinformation 

reporting portal, 

although the portal 

was not ultimately 

established.  

 

 
71 Email from Twitter employee to Aaron Wilson, Brian Scully, Matthew Masterson, and other personnel from 

CISA, CIS, and Twitter (June 16, 2020, 3:59 PM). 
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4. CISA Did Not Distinguish Foreign and Domestic Actors on Social Media 

 

Finally, in the midst of operating or considering up to three different avenues of 

“misinformation reporting” (switchboarding, EI-ISAC, and the “misinformation reporting 

portal”), by early 2020, CISA had dropped any pretense of focusing only on foreign 

disinformation, openly discussing how to best monitor and censor the speech of Americans. 

 

On February 20, 2020, Brian Scully, the head of CISA’s Countering Foreign Influence 

Task Force (CFITF), sent an email to the SIO’s Renée DiResta, inviting her to a meeting hosted 

by CISA Director Krebs, “to discuss disinformation and the 2020 Elections.”72 Scully provided a 

list of agenda items in the email, including: “How should we be thinking about domestic vs 

foreign interference?” and “Any low hanging fruit we can work with platforms on?”73 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
72 Email from Brian Scully to Renée DiResta (Feb. 20, 2020, 4:09 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
73 Id. 
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The COVID-19 pandemic reinforced CISA’s desire to take a more active role in 

surveillance and censorship on social media. On March 13, 2020, Director Krebs participated in 

a “broad stakeholder conference call to provide an update regarding current activities related to” 

COVID-19.74 

 

 

According to internal Microsoft notes from the call obtained by the Committee pursuant 

to a subpoena to Microsoft, Krebs identified “Monitoring disinformation” as one of four “core 

lines of effort,” asking “how quickly can we work with social media organizations, as well as 

state and local governments to clarify and combat misinformation.”75 

 

 

 

 

 
74 Email from Microsoft employee to Microsoft employees (Mar. 13, 2020, 11:00 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
75 Id. 
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In his testimony before the Committee, Krebs stated unequivocally on multiple occasions 

that CISA did not treat content on social media differently based on its domestic or foreign 

origin.76 At one point, Krebs even described the name of CISA’s Countering Foreign Influence 

Task Force as “a misnomer.”77 Krebs further testified: 

 

Q. Was there an effort during this time to try to determine if the source was 

domestic or foreign? 

 

A. So, we certainly would look to the intelligence community if they made a 

determination on foreign threat actor intelligence. But, again, as these things 

pop up, things like “hammer and scorecard,” it doesn’t necessarily matter 

whether it’s foreign or domestic. Again, our authorities are rooted in the 

Homeland Security Act, which enables us to act on domestic or foreign 

threats. And, again, they don’t come waving a flag . . . .78 

 

Director Krebs reiterated CISA’s approach of treating foreign and domestic activity on 

social media in the same way in the context of CISA’s “Rumor Control” initiative.79 For 

example, he testified: 

 

Q. When did these discussions regarding domestic influence first start? 

 

A. I don’t recall. 

 

Q.  Okay. Were they ongoing by the beginning of 2020? 

 

A. Again, I don’t recall the moment in time or the periods of time within which 

we were thinking about the distinction between domestic and foreign 

interference. Again, I think this gets to, as we ultimately saw with rumor 

control, narratives are narratives, and we’re providing explanation on how 

the things actually work. So, again, it would not matter if it was foreign or 

domestic for the context, again, of rumor control.80 

 

 

 

 

 
76 See e.g., House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Christopher Krebs (Oct. 11, 2023), at 153–154 

(on file with the Comm.). 
77 Id. at 154. 
78 Id. 
79 One telling exchange between Mr. Krebs’s counsel and counsel for the Committee regarded whether any 

authorities limit CISA’s rights to combat so-called “misinformation.” Mr. Krebs’s counsel appeared to dismiss what 

role, if any, the First Amendment played with respect to restricting CISA’s ability to monitor and censor speech, 

demanding that the Committee cite a legal authority “other than the First Amendment” to justify its line of 

questioning. House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Chris Krebs (Oct. 11, 2023), at 162 (on file 

with the Comm.). 
80 Id. at 104. 
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 Up to and through the 2020 election, CISA considered its authority as extending to 

domestic speech, not just foreign disinformation.81 

 

 In early 2021, CISA dropped the “misnomer” of the “Countering Foreign Influence Task 

Force” and became the “Mis-, Dis-, and Malinformation Team.”82 In spring 2023—following the 

Missouri v. Biden lawsuit, the Twitter Files reporting, and the Committee’s investigation—CISA 

removed all references on its website that its MDM team was censoring domestic speech too.83 

 

 

 

 

 
81 See, e.g., Email from Robert Schaul to Alliance for Securing Democracy Employee (Nov. 4, 2020 1:12 PM) (on 

file with the Comm.). 
82 DHS Needs a Unified Strategy to Counter Disinformation Campaigns, Dep’t of Homeland Sec. Office of 

Inspector Gen., at 7 (Aug. 10, 2022), https://www.oig.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/assets/2022-08/OIG-22-58-

Aug22.pdf. 
83 See STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON 

THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH 

BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS, at 32–34 (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
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B. Creation of the EIP 

 

Unable to proceed with its original plan, CISA enlisted Stanford to launder its censorship 

operation. On July 8, 2020, Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO) Director Alex Stamos sent an 

email to Dr. Kate Starbird at the University of Washington’s Center for an Informed Public 

(CIP), writing: “We are working on some election monitoring ideas with CISA and I would love 

your informal feedback before we go too far down this road . . . . [T]hings that should have been 

assembled a year ago are coming together quickly this week.”84 

 

 

The following day, on July 9, 2020, representatives from the SIO had a “[m]eeting with 

CISA to present [the] EIP concept.”85 Among those in attendance were Brian Scully, the future 

head of CISA’s Mis-, Dis-, and Malinformation (MDM) team, Geoff Hale, the director of 

CISA’s Election Security Initiative, and Matt Masterson, then-Senior Cybersecurity Advisor at 

CISA.86  

 

 

 

 
84 Email from Alex Stamos to Kate Starbird (July 8, 2020, 9:41 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
85 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at 3. 
86 Email from CISA official to CISA officials and SIO affiliates (July 8, 2020, 11:32 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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According to the email invitation for the meeting, the “Election Misinformation Project,” which 

would later be rebranded as the more euphemistic “Election Integrity Partnership,” “aim[ed] to 

increase . . . real-time misinformation response capabilities.” One of the agenda items was a 

discussion of how “CISA and SIO’s misinformation response capabilities [would] be augmented 

from such a partnership.”87  

 

An early workflow diagram of the then-named “Election Disinformation Partnership” 

shows that from the beginning Stanford and CISA envisioned the partnership connecting federal 

agencies with social media platforms.88  

 

 

 

 
87 Id. 
88 “CISA EIP Overview Deck.pptx” attach. to email from Emerson Brooking to Atlantic Council employees (Sept. 

1, 2020, 11:12 AM) (on file with the Comm.).. While the EIP invited both the DNC and RNC, the RNC declined to 

respond. House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 8 (on file with the 

Comm.). The DNC not only accepted the invitation, but also submitted Jira tickets. ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, 

supra note 16, at 42. 
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A subsequent summary of the July 9 kick-off meeting from a CISA employee stated that 

“I think we got good buy-in from both SIO and CISA on the proposal and its potential to 

improve the impact of both organizations this upcoming November . . . . July will be big to get 

things going on both the CISA and SIO front, so we will be sure to keep open lines of 

communication.”89   

The summary also listed a number of action items for CISA and SIO, including 

“discussions [about] how to best integrate reporting into CISA/[Countering Foreign Influence]’s 

ops center and send tips back to SIO.”90 Among the due-outs was a consultation with CISA’s 

Office of Chief Counsel (OCC), as seen in the action item “Legal: get an initial proposal for 

OCC.”91 

 

 

 

 
89 Email from CISA employee to CISA and SIO affiliates (July 9, 2020, 5:21 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
90 Id. 
91 Id. 
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 EIP personnel, including Alex Stamos, made clear in their outreach to social media 

platforms that the EIP’s true purpose was to act as a censorship conduit for the federal 

government. For example, on August 4, 2020, Stamos wrote in an email to a Nextdoor employee 

that the EIP was formed “to provide a one-stop shop for local election officials, DHS, and voter 

protection organizations to report potential disinformation for [the EIP] to investigate and to 

refer to the appropriate platforms.”92 

 

 

 

In its post-election report, the EIP purports that the “initial idea for the Partnership came 

from four students that the Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO) funded to complete volunteer 

internships at [CISA].”93 This revisionist version of events, seemingly intended to distance CISA 

and senior SIO leadership from the EIP’s creation, is contradicted by evidence obtained by the 

Committee.  

 

In June 2023, the Committee conducted a transcribed interview of Alex Stamos, the 

Director of the SIO. When asked about the origins of the EIP, Stamos testified that he, not the 

four interns, “first came up with the idea for EIP.” He testified: 

 

Q. Do you recall who first came up with the idea for EIP? 

 

A. It was me. 94  

 

 
92 Email from Alex Stamos to Nextdoor employee (Aug. 4, 2020, 4:33 PM) (on file with the Comm.) (emphasis 

added). 
93 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at 2. 
94 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 36 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
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Stamos also admitted during the interview that he had likely consulted with then-CISA Director 

Christopher Krebs during the summer of 2020 about the EIP. He testified: 

 

 Q.  Did you consult with Chris Krebs in the summer of 2020? 

 

 A. I probably did, yes.95 

 

Documents produced to the Committee and Select Subcommittee likewise cast doubt on 

the notion that a handful of students were responsible for the EIP’s conception.96 Regardless of 

what role, if any, students played in the “idea” of EIP, these documents show the direct role that 

high-ranking CISA, CIS, and SIO personnel played in forming an operation with nearly 100 

people directly involved that worked with over a dozen partners to flag thousands of posts and 

narratives via hundreds of “misinformation” reports.97 

 

 Finally, even the founding four partners of the EIP, such as the Atlantic Council’s 

DFRLab, understood in the summer of 2020 that the EIP was created at CISA’s request. As 

revealed in an internal Atlantic Council email obtained by the Committee pursuant to a 

subpoena, Graham Brookie, one of the central figures involved in the EIP, understood in July of 

2020 that the EIP was “set up . . . at the request of DHS/CISA.”98  

 
95 Id. at 44. The Committee also interviewed former Director Krebs in October 2023, who claimed not to “recall any 

conversations with Alex [Stamos]” during the summer of 2020. House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview 

of Christopher Krebs (Oct. 11, 2023), at 164 (on file with the Comm.). 
96 See, e.g., email from Graham Brookie to Atlantic Council employees (July 31, 2020, 5:54 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.). 
97 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at xii, 12. 
98 Email from Graham Brookie to Atlantic Council employees (July 31, 2020, 5:54 PM) (on file with the Comm.) 

(emphasis added). 
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Internal Atlantic Council documents, obtained by the Committee and Select 

Subcommittee pursuant to a subpoena to the Atlantic Council, also reveal that while students 

were involved in the EIP, the critical work, including “attaching more contextual information,” 

preparing blog posts, and making recommendations to the social media platforms, was handled 

by the disinformation professionals.99 

 

 

  

 
99 Email exchange between Graham Brookie and Atlantic Council personnel (Sept. 30, 2020 5:05 PM) (on file with 

the Comm.). 
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C. The EIP’s Purpose: Using Proxies to Circumvent the First Amendment 

 

By its own admission, the EIP was expressly created “in consultation with CISA”100 to 

serve an unconstitutional purpose, as a mechanism for flaunting legal restrictions on illicit 

government activity. As stated in the EIP’s post-election report: 

 

Yet, no government agency in the United States has the explicit mandate to monitor 

and correct election mis- and disinformation. This is especially true for election 

disinformation that originates from within the United States, which would likely be 

excluded from law enforcement action under the First Amendment and not 

appropriate for study by intelligence agencies restricted from operating inside the 

United States. As a result, during the 2020 election, local and state election officials, 

who had a strong partner on election-system and overall cybersecurity efforts in 

CISA, were without a clearinghouse for assessing mis- and disinformation targeting 

their voting operations . . . in consultation with CISA and other stakeholders, a 

coalition was assembled with like-minded partner institutions.101 

 

In her notes for a fall 2021 presentation at the annual CISA Summit, Renée DiResta, the 

Research Manager at the SIO, wrote, as part of her presentation script, that the “gap” the EIP was 

intended to fill “had several components,” one of which was “[u]nclear legal authorities 

including very real 1st amendment questions.”102 

 
100 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at 2. 
101 Id. 
102 “CISA keynote.pptx” attach. to email from Renée DiResta to Kenneth Bradley and Amanda Glenn (Oct. 6, 2021, 

3:58 PM) (on file with the Comm.); see also email from Renée DiResta to Kenneth Bradley and Amanda Glenn 

(Oct. 6, 2021, 3:58 PM) (on file with the Comm.) (DiResta writes, “I was just writing out the full script into the 

speaker notes in case the teleprompter was the best bet.”).  
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 In order to circumvent these “very real 1st amendment questions,” organizations devoted 

to peddling the pseudoscience of “disinformation,” like the SIO and the University of 

Washington’s CIP, were selected to serve as part of a “central organization to support elections 

officials or CISA in identifying and responding to misinformation.”103 According to an early EIP 

 
103 Election Disinformation Partnership: Overview for Partners (unpublished presentation notes) (on file with the 

Comm.).  
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presentation, “Academic/Research Institutions” were chosen to spearhead this effort specifically 

because they were considered to be the “‘easiest’ politically.”104 

 

It is “axiomatic,” the Supreme Court has explained, that the government “may not induce, 

encourage or promote private persons to accomplish what it is constitutionally forbidden to 

accomplish.”105 CISA’s involvement in the creation of and collaboration with the EIP is the type 

of unconstitutional outsourcing against which the Supreme Court has long ruled.106 Censorship-

by-proxy is an especially nefarious form of state action, given that it is designed to evade 

detection, oversight efforts, and public records requests.107 

 
104 Id. 
105 Norwood v. Harrison, 413 U.S. 455, 465 (1973). 
106 See also Missouri v. Biden, No. 23-30445, slip op. (5th Cir. Oct. 3, 2023), ECF No. 271. As the Committee’s 

investigation has revealed, CISA’s practice of exploiting third-party non-profits to sidestep legal prohibitions against 

censorship and surveillance also extended beyond the EIP.  For example, on November 4, 2020, Robert Schaul, 

CISA’s Analysis and Resilience Policy Lead, sent an email to an individual affiliated with Alliance for Securing 

Democracy, a project of the German Marshall Fund and subject of several Twitter Files installments.  In the email, 

Schaul writes that he is “checking in to see if you’re seeing anything of particular concern that might be worth 

elevating to Director Krebs. Are you still seeing #stopthesteal popping up? We’re still all hands on deck here.” 

Email from Robert Schaul to Alliance for Securing Democracy Employee (Nov. 4, 2020 12:02 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.). Notably, Schaul did not distinguish between organic, domestic discussion of #stopthesteal and foreign 

amplification of the hashtag. 
107 See, e.g., Lee Fang, Biden Justice Dept. Intervened to Block Release of Social Media Censorship Docs, 

SUBSTACK (June 6, 2023), https://www.leefang.com/p/biden-justice-dept-intervened-to; see also STAFF OF SELECT 

SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 118TH 

CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH BIG TECH AND 

“DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS, at 34–35 (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
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II. CISA’S COMPLETE INTERTWINEMENT WITH THE EIP 

 

“CISA and the EIP were completely intertwined.” 

 

-Missouri v. Biden, Case No. 3:22-cv-1213,  

ECF No. 293 (Injunction & Opinion) at 113 (July 4, 2023). 

 

A. CISA’s Collusion with the EIP 

 

After CISA helped to create the EIP, the federal agency remained thoroughly intertwined 

with the EIP’s operations in the months preceding the 2020 election. Throughout the fall of 

2020, CISA officials coordinated extensively with the EIP and CIS.108 Emails obtained by the 

Committee and Select Subcommittee pursuant to a subpoena show clearly that the EIP system 

was designed to operate as a unit, not as a separate entity from DHS. Moreover, while there were 

many students involved in the EIP (which had nearly 100 people working for it, not including 

external stakeholders such as the GEC and CISA), the EIP was led by well-known figures in the 

censorship-industrial complex, such as Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO) Director (and former 

Chief Security Officer at Facebook) Alex Stamos, SIO Research Manager Renee DiResta, and 

Vice President and Senior Director of the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab 

(DFRLab) Graham Brookie. The EIP also collaborated closely with senior CISA officials, 

including Brian Scully, the head of CISA’s Countering Foreign Influence Task Force (CFITF). 

 

Not only were there a number of university students involved with the EIP, at least four 

of the students were employed by CISA during the operation of EIP, using their government 

email accounts to communicate with CISA officials and other “external stakeholders” involved 

with the EIP. For example, by September 3, 2020, CISA had designated one of these DHS-SIO 

interns as the point of contact to be responsible for “taking point on a lot of the EIP <> CISA 

interface.”109 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
108 See, e.g., email from CISA staff to CISA officials, CIS employees, and SIO affiliates (Oct. 5, 2020, 12:52 PM) 

(on file with the Comm.). 
109 Email from CISA staff to Aaron Wilson, Ben Spear, and Mike Garcia (Sept. 3, 2020, 1:51 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.).  
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This Stanford student, working as a DHS intern, would be “inside the EIP network,” with 

the responsibility of “forwarding reports from the cissecurity.org aliases to EIP,” and “watching 

EIP’s internal ticketing system to make sure reports are addressed and that any EIP write-ups 

that are relevant are forwarded to the proper SLTT [state, local, tribal, and territorial] folks.”110 

 
110 Email from CISA official to Aaron Wilson, Ben Spear, Mike Garcia, and Brian Scully (Sept. 8, 2020, 9:28 AM) 

(on file with the Comm.). 
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In other words, DHS had a point of contact with direct access to the EIP’s internal ticketing 

system who could (and did) share this information with the agency.111 

 

 As the EIP geared up for the 2020 election, it appears that the EIP coordinated with CISA 

to conduct censorship “exercises.” A September 8, 2020, email to a Facebook employee from 

David Theil, the SIO’s Chief Technologist, reads: “We’ve mostly just been going through 

exercises so far, mostly with claims that our CISA folks already know the answer to.”112 

 

 
111 Moreover, witnesses before the Committee have testified that they did not recall knowing that the individual 

using the “@cisa.dhs.gov” email domain was an intern. See, e.g., House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed 

Interview of Aaron Wilson (November 2, 2023), at 46 (on file with the Comm.). 
112 Email from David Thiel to Facebook employee (Sept. 8, 2020, 11:02 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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 On September 11, Aaron Wilson, emailed that “the EIP, CISA, and CIS went through a 

detailed discussion of the workflow this afternoon. We feel ready to start promoting this to 

election officials as a way to report misinformation.”113 

 The proposed workflow makes clear that neither the EIP nor CIS were acting completely 

independently of CISA, but instead operated cooperatively and systematically within the same 

censorship organ CISA helped to create. As described in the same mid-September 2020 email 

thread below, election officials would submit misinformation reports to CIS; CIS would then 

(1) forward the email to CISA, with the agency then forwarding the report to the social media 

platforms (i.e., the 

CISA track); and 

(2) forward the email 

to EIP, who would 

search for other 

similar content to be 

flagged before 

sending reports to the 

social media 

platforms (i.e., the 

EIP track). As a 

consequence, CISA 

had visibility on what 

was being submitted 

to the EIP. And 

critically, social 

media platforms knew 

that CISA had 

knowledge of the 

EIP’s intake. 

 

 
113 Email from Aaron Wilson to Amy Cohen and Maria Benson (Sept. 11, 2020, 2:05 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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The close, direct coordination between CISA and the EIP was contemplated from the 

beginning, as seen in the below diagrams contained in what appear to be early EIP briefing 

materials. Multiple steps in the “Proposed Reporting Workflow,” explicitly link CISA and the 

EIP. For example, one step read: “CISA forwards report to appropriate social media platform(s) 

and to the EIP (or EI-ISAC can send directly to EIP).”114 Another diagram, titled “Major 

Stakeholders” drew a link between the EIP, CISA, and the Intelligence Community.115 

 

 

 

 

 

 
114 Proposed Reporting Workflow (unpublished diagram) (on file with the Comm.). 
115 Election Disinformation Partnership: Overview for Partners (unpublished presentation notes) (on file with the 

Comm.). 
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This arrangement quickly bore fruit for the federal government’s censorship-laundering 

operation. On September 17, a CISA official emailed CIS’s Aaron Wilson and Ben Spear, 

writing: “I’m forwarding you here one of the first substantive regional election misinfo tickets 

that EIP has actioned that led to platform intervention. After EIP found this with their own 

monitoring and flagged the content to Twitter, Twitter took action almost immediately.”116 Put 

plainly, the EIP reported back to the federal government that it had successfully induced Big 

Tech to censor Americans’ political speech on behalf of CISA. 

 

 CISA knew that flagging individual posts for removal would not be sufficient to achieve 

its goal of categorically censoring disfavored viewpoints, primarily conservative political speech. 

Instead, entire “narratives” needed to be targeted for censorship. Pursuant to multiple subpoenas, 

the Committee and Select Subcommittee obtained communications between CISA, the EIP, and 

CIS demonstrating that the true objective in flagging content to social media platforms was to 

censor entire narratives not just specific, flagged posts. However, this did not stop the EIP from 

identifying massive amounts of social media posts allegedly spreading “misinformation,” with 

some misinformation reports containing over 500 individual links.117 

 

 
116 Email from CISA official to Aaron Wilson and Ben Spear (Sept. 17, 2020, 9:50 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
117 EIP-915, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 5, 2020, 9:07 PM) (archived Jira ticket data produced 

to the Comm.); see also James O’Keefe, TWITTER (Nov. 6, 2020, 5:44 PM), 

https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1324845160358940673. 
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On September 24, one of the CISA-SIO interns wrote: “there is no way we found every 

piece of misinfo related to this incident, so we don’t give a ton of weight to how many of the 

links that we sent over got actioned (though we hope all would) . . . . Because of this, we see the 

narrative itself as the most important thing to communicate.”118 

 

 

 

 

 In another email sent on September 24, one of the CISA-SIO interns who was later hired 

to the full-time staff at CISA offered support for the joint censorship enterprise, writing, “EIP 

anticipates increased cadence of regionally-specific misinformation incidents, so nailing down 

 
118 Email from CISA official to Aaron Wilson and Mike Garcia (Sept. 24, 2020, 5:21 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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these processes soon would be ideal . . . . I am more than happy to provide additional resources 

on the CISA side to route requests if that would help.”119 

 

Furthermore, while the SIO has claimed that the “EIP’s goal was and continues to be to 

research and analyze attempts to prevent or deter people from voting,” the SIO-affiliated 

individual wrote in the same email that “[w]hile blog posts are nice, most misinformation events 

will not be discussed publicly and are best remediated through the ticketing flow we have 

worked out.”120 

 

 Evidence obtained by the Committee and Select Subcommittee also makes clear that the 

highest levels of CISA leadership, including then-Director Krebs, had awareness of the CISA-

 
119 Email from CISA official to Mike Garcia and Aaron Wilson (Sept. 24, 2020, 12:48 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.).  
120 Cf. id.; Background on the SIO’s Projects on Social Media, STANFORD INTERNET OBSERVATORY (Mar. 17, 2023), 

https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/background-sios-projects-social-media. 
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EIP-CIS censorship campaign.121 On September 25, 2020, an email from CISA to CIS reveals 

that Twitter took “action on one of the tweets in [an EIP] ticket. Evidently Director Krebs 

personally reached out to [SIO head] Stamos asking what had happened around this event around 

the time the content was taken down.”122 In internal Atlantic Council email exchanges around 

this time, EIP members stated that “Krebs CISA is texting Stamos with some regularity.”123 

 

 

 

Overt coordination between CISA, the EIP, and CIS continued well into the 2020 

election cycle. On October 5, 2020, Masterson, Scully, Stamos, and Garcia, among others, were 

invited to a meeting titled “EIP-CIS Sync.”124 According to the email invitation: “The 

misinformation@cisecurity.org reporting system is now up and running, as is EIP’s inbound and 

 
121 See e.g., email from CISA official to Aaron Wilson and Mike Garcia (Sept. 25, 2020, 7:45 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.). 
122 Id. 
123 Email exchange between Graham Brookie, Andy Carvin and Emerson Brooking (Sept. 30, 2020 5:05 PM) (on 

file with the Comm.). 
124 Email from CISA official to CISA officials, CIS employees, and SIO affiliates (Oct. 5, 2020, 12:52 PM) (on file 

with the Comm.). 
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outbound tip system. This call is to discuss how this process has gone so far, and to nail down 

the EIP <> ISAC SLA moving forward.”125 

 

An email from CIS, sent on October 21, 2020, demonstrates that CIS was keeping track 

of both the “CISA track” and the “EIP track” for flagging posts on social media platforms.126 

 

The EIP and CISA had another meeting to coordinate their censorship operation on 

October 29, 2020, as evidenced by a meeting invitation with the subject “EIP EIS [Election 

 
125 Id. 
126 Email from Mike Garcia to Amy Cohen, misinformation@cisecurity.org, Aaron Wilson, and Maria Benson (Oct. 

21, 2020, 10:24 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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Security Initiative] Call Disinfo Pre-Brief.”127 EIS appears to be in reference to CISA’s Election 

Security Initiative, which included Geoff Hale and Matt Masterson at the time. 

B. Jira Tickets: The Main Weapon in the EIP’s Censorship Arsenal 

 

Once the EIP had been 

formally organized on July 26, 

2020, it quickly set about 

devising a method to mass-report 

content that it deemed 

undesirable to the relevant social 

media platforms. The EIP’s 

tipline of choice was Jira, an 

issue-tracking software developed 

by Atlassian, an Australian 

software company.128 According 

to the EIP’s post-election report, 

the EIP “chose Jira because it 

supported a large team and 

allowed the addition of 

workflows that require both 

robust customer management 

capabilities and organizational 

features to reflect the numerous 

roles needed to respond to any 

inbound request.”129 

 

The EIP’s report including 

an example image of what a Jira 

 
127 Email from CISA official to CISA officials and EIP personnel (Oct. 28, 2020, 7:12 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.). 
128 See Jira Software, ATLASSIAN, https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira (last visited Nov. 3, 2023). 
129 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note at 16, at 24. 
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ticket looked like, demonstrating how the Jira system allowed for real-time collaboration by 

“members of the EIP, government partners, and platform partners.”130 

 

C. The Collusion in Practice: The Coordinated Flagging of Posts 

 

Pursuant to a subpoena, CISA has produced to the Committee and Select Subcommittee 

dozens of emails in which CIS sent reports of misinformation from state and local election 

officials to both the EIP and CISA. CISA then switchboarded the reports to the relevant social 

media platforms. CIS frequently included both CISA and the EIP on the same email chains, 

including CISA’s Brian Scully, CISA’s CFITF, and the EIP (as indicated by the EIP email 

domain “@2020partnership.atlassian.net).131 

 

Plainly put, the federal government, CIS, and the EIP were all on the same email chains 

discussing the censorship of Americans’ political speech. One of just many examples is shown 

below.132 While Stanford and SIO Director (and effectively the head of the EIP) Alex Stamos 

have given carefully crafted statements and testimony to the Committee and Select 

Subcommittee that CISA could not directly report misinformation content to the EIP, this email 

chain and others show that CISA routinely was copied on emails from CIS to the EIP reporting 

misinformation.133 In other words, while CISA did not directly report content to the EIP, CISA 

had complete visibility on what was being reported to the EIP and at the same time was reporting 

the same content directly to the social media platforms. While CISA had “no official role,” CISA 

knew what reports were being submitted to the EIP, received Jira ticket reports and notifications 

via email, had personnel with direct access to the EIP ticketing system, and was in direct contact 

with the social media platforms. 

In another characteristic example below, CIS’s “Misinformation Reports” email account 

sent an email to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CISA’s CFITF, and EIP, which read: 

 
130 Id. at 30. 
131 See, e.g., email from CIS to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, and EIP personnel (Nov. 11, 2020 4:49 PM) (on 

file with the Comm.). 
132 Email from CIS to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, and EIP personnel (Nov. 11, 2020 4:49 PM) (on file with 

the Comm.). 
133 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 224 (on file with the 

Comm.) (“I still believe we did not receive any direct requests from CISA.”) (emphasis added); Background on the 

SIO’s Projects on Social Media, STANFORD INTERNET OBSERVATORY (Mar. 17, 2023), 

https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/background-sios-projects-social-media (“Did EIP receive direct requests from 

the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) to eliminate or 

censor tweets? No.”) (emphasis added). 
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“Misinformation report: Facebook post regarding debunked conspiracy theories about 

elections.”134 The Facebook post in question linked to an article from the Daily Wire, a 

prominent conservative publication.135   

Emails from CIS to CISA and EIP continued throughout the 2020 election cycle, 

including the months of October and November 2020, during which time many Americans relied 

 
134 Email from CIS to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, and EIP personnel (Oct. 20, 2020 5:40 PM) (on file with 

the Comm.). 
135 See Hank Berrien, WATCH: McEnany: I Can Confirm Ballots For Trump Were ‘Cast Aside’ In Pennsylvania, 

THE DAILY WIRE (Sept. 24, 2020). 
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on information shared on social media platforms to inform their vote. Moreover, a significant 

number of emails from CIS were directly addressed specifically to CISA CFITF team lead 

“Brian [Scully] and EIP” and included employees of the social media platforms hosting the 

content of concern.  

 

On November 5, for example, an email was sent from CIS’s Misinformation Reports 

email address to CISA, the EIP, and Facebook, which read “Brian and EIP – we have included 

Facebook in this report.”136 The email copied two employees of Facebook directly on the report 

of “misinformation.”137 Thus, the Facebook personnel on the receiving end of this email would 

understand that CISA and the EIP were receiving the same notifications at the same time. Emails 

such as this one revealed that the federal government had direct knowledge of what was being 

reported to the EIP.  

On November 11, CIS sent an email to a Twitter employee, multiple CISA accounts, and 

the EIP, writing, “Brian and EIP, we have included Twitter in this report.”138 The email copied 

an employee of Twitter on the alert about “misinformation.”139 

 
136 Email from CIS to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, EIP, and Facebook employees (Nov. 5, 2020 5:18 PM) 

(on file with the Comm.). 
137 Id. 
138 Email from CIS to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, EIP, and Twitter employee (Nov. 11, 2020 8:51 PM) (on 

file with the Comm.). 
139 Id. 
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 In one particularly alarming instance, CIS forwarded a report from the Arizona Secretary 

of State’s Office—led at the time by Katie Hobbs, a Democrat—to CISA, the EIP, and  

Facebook: “Brian and EIP, I included Facebook in this report.”140 In the original 

“misinformation” report to CIS, an Information Security Officer at the Arizona Secretary of 

State’s Office flagged a Facebook URL, writing, “[t]his post was on a private [Facebook] 

page.”141 

 
140 Email from CIS to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, EIP, and Facebook employees (Nov. 6, 2020 10:08 AM) 

(on file with the Comm.). 
141 Id. (emphasis added). 
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While the First Amendment certainly applies to states and state officials, it is concerning 

that Secretary Hobbs expended her office’s limited resources to flag content on social media 

regarding a Republican candidate’s speech. But even more alarming, Hobbs’s staff was 

apparently trawling through private Facebook pages to identify dissent and “misinformation” for 

removal. According to public reporting, Hobbs’s office continued flagging social media posts 

well after the election, into January 2021.142 In some cases, Hobbs’s staff emailed the social 

media platforms directly, requesting that posts criticizing her be censored.143  

 

Even more damaging to the argument that CISA and EIP were independent of one 

another is the fact that CISA personnel, who supposedly had no access to the EIP’s Jira system, 

referenced the EIP-specific ticket codes when discussing “misinformation” reports. The email 

below, sent on November 2—the day before the 2020 election—is one such example, in which a 

CISA official informed Twitter: “Please see below reporting from Connecticut election officials. 

The ticket is also tagged EIP-572.”144 

 At one point, it appears that Christopher Krebs, the then-Director of CISA, directed 

Robert Schaul, CISA’s Analysis and Resilience Policy Lead, to contact Graham Brookie, Senior 

Director of the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab (DFRLab), to inquire about a 

particular election-related narrative spreading on social media. In the email, Schaul wrote: 

“We’re getting the EIP take as well but wanted to check in with you . . . . [Director Krebs is] 

particularly interested in any analytics we can pull together on the narrative as well as where it’s 

coming from and who is amplifying it.”145 Internal Atlantic Council documents show that 

 
142 See Jeremy Duda, Secretary of State Had Disinformation Pulled From Twitter, AXIOS (Dec. 6, 2022). 
143 See Houston Keene, Dem Gov Katie Hobbs Requested Twitter Censor Critics of Tweet Comparing Trump 

Supporters to Nazis, FOX NEWS (Aug. 10, 2023). 
144 Email from CISA official to Twitter employees (Nov. 2, 2020 2:34 PM) (on file with the Comm.) (emphasis 

added). 
145 Email from Robert Schaul to Graham Brookie (Nov. 10, 2020 8:31 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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Brookie and others understood that Director Krebs and SIO Director Alex Stamos were texting 

“with some regularity.”146 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
146 Email exchange between Graham Brookie and Atlantic Council personnel (Sept. 30, 2020 5:05 PM) (on file with 

the Comm.). 
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CISA personnel also solicited information about political speech on social media from 

employees of the platforms. On the same day, November 10, Scully sent an email to three 

Facebook employees, writing, “Director Krebs is particularly concerned about the hammer and 

scorecard narrative that is making the rounds. Wanted to see if you have been tracking this 

narrative and if there’s anything you can share around amplification?”147 

 

 

These emails directly contradicts claims that CISA had only a “very little role, if none” in 

the EIP.148 To the contrary, CISA had real-time awareness of what was being submitted to EIP, 

what steps EIP was conducting, and what actions the social media platforms were taking—and 

EIP and the social media platforms were aware of CISA’s significant role. 

 

D. The State Department’s Direct Participation in the EIP’s Censorship Operation 

 

The Global Engagement Center (GEC) is a multi-agency organization housed within the 

State Department, which Elon Musk has described as “[t]he worst offender in US government 

censorship & media manipulation.”149 The GEC and GEC-funded entities have, on multiple 

occasions flagged content to social media platforms that included Americans engaged in 

constitutionally protected speech.150  

 
147 Email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Nov. 10, 2020 9:24 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
148 Compare House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 95 (on file 

with the Comm.); Letter to John B. Bellinger, III, from Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. on the Judiciary 

(June 1, 2023), at 2; and Letter from John B. Bellinger III to Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. on the Judiciary 

(June 14, 2023), at 4 (on file with the Comm.) with email from Graham Brookie to Atlantic Council employees (July 

31, 2020, 5:54 PM) (on file with the Comm.); email from CISA staff to Aaron Wilson, Ben Spear, and Mike Garcia 

(Sept. 3, 2020, 1:51 PM) (on file with the Comm.); and email from Brian Scully to Facebook employees (Nov. 10, 

2020 9:24 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
149 Elon Musk (@elonmusk), TWITTER (Feb. 6, 2023, 6:32 PM), 

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1622739987031552002. 
150 See, e.g., Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi), TWITTER (Mar. 2, 2023, 12:00 PM), 

https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1631338687718907904 (“Here are 5500 names GEC told Twitter it believed were 

‘Chinese… accounts’ engaged in ‘state-backed coordinated manipulation.’ It takes about negative ten seconds to 

find non-Chinese figures.”); Matt Taibbi (@mtaibbi), TWITTER (Mar. 2, 2023, 12:00 PM), 

https://twitter.com/mtaibbi/status/1631338690931826711 (“GEC’s ‘Chinese’ list included multiple Western 

government accounts and at least three CNN employees based abroad.”). 
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Unlike CISA’s pretext of peripheral non-involvement, the EIP openly admitted that the 

GEC “reported tickets” to the EIP in its final report looking back on the 2020 election cycle.151 

In fact, according to that report, the GEC was one of the most frequently tagged organizations in 

the EIP’s Jira system.152 

 

 On October 15, 2020, Adela Levis, an “Academic and Think-Tank Liaison” with the 

GEC, sent an email invitation to a meeting with the title “GEC/Election Integrity Partnership.”153 

In the body of the email, Levis wrote that the meeting was “to discuss a concrete idea we have 

for possible support of the EIP effort.”154 

 

 

 

 
151 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note 16, at 42. 
152 Id. at 38. 
153 Email from Adela Levis to Kate Starbird, et. al (Oct. 15, 2020 3:35 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
154 Id. 
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 Following the 2020 election, a “Counter Disinformation Analyst” with the GEC sent an 

effusive email to SIO Director Alex Stamos, SIO research manager Renée DiResta, and UW’s 

CIP Director Kate Starbird, among others, with the subject “Thank You from the GEC.”155 The 

analyst gushed: “I want to send my sincerest thanks for allowing me to participate in the Election 

Integrity Partnership with the GEC. My colleagues and I appreciated your taking the time to 

meet with us before the election and accommodating my involvement on short notice.”156 The 

analyst continued, “I am proud to have worked on such an impactful initiative with so dedicated 

a team.”157  

 

 

 

 

 

 
155 Email from William Beebe to Alex Stamos, Renée DiResta, Kate Starbird, and Jevin West (Dec. 4, 2020 11:12 

PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
156 Id. 
157 Id. 
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E. Other Federal Agencies’ Involvement with the EIP: the FBI and the NSA 

 

CISA was not the only government entity apprised of the EIP’s activities. On June 23, 

2023, the Committee and Select Subcommittee conducted a transcribed interview of Alex 

Stamos, examining his and CISA’s involvement in the EIP. During the interview, Stamos 

testified that the SIO briefed several other government agencies about the EIP, including the 

National Security Agency (NSA) and Cyber Command. Stamos further testified that Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent Elvis Chan, who was the primary liaison between 

the FBI and Silicon Valley and was involved in the suppression of news about information 

damaging to the Biden family found on a laptop belonging to Hunter Biden, arranged the SIO-

NSA briefing.  

 

Stamos testified: 

 

 Q.  Which other federal agencies did EIP brief? 

 

A.  I did a briefing for General Nakasone, then the director of NSA and Cyber 

Command . . . . 

 

Q. Did the FBI also receive briefings for the election? 

 

A. The FBI was part of that briefing, so I did it from the FBI office in – in San 

Francisco because I just can’t Zoom into the NSA. 

 

Q. Do you recall who set up the meeting between you and the NSA? 

 

A. Elvis Chan had set up the – so the meeting was set up because Nakasone 

had come to campus. Elvis was the facilitator who provided the space and 

participated, listened to the briefing in San Francisco. 

 

Q. Yeah. Did you know Mr. Chan before this meeting had occurred? 

 

A. I did.158  

 

 The SIO continued to provide the FBI with updates on the EIP throughout the 2020 

election cycle. For example, on October 5, 2020, Alex Stamos sent an email to Elvis Chan, 

writing: “Right now, the Election Integrity Partnership is running three shifts each weekday . . . 

We don’t have any good indications of foreign interference from our work, and most of the 

things we have spotted can be tied to known domestic actors,” i.e., Americans.159 

 

 
158 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 98-99 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
159 Email from Alex Stamos to Elvis Chan and Renee DiResta (Oct. 5, 2020 7:44 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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In response to Stamos’s question regarding the FBI’s mandate, Chan wrote: “The FBI 

[San Francisco] mandate is to be the conduit to/from the social media companies for all election-

related threats, whether foreign or domestic. We’ve been receiving mostly domestic voter 

suppression-related accounts to flag for social media companies as each state had its 

primaries.”160 

 

 

 

 

  

 
160 Email from Elvis Chan to Alex Stamos and Renee DiResta (Oct. 6, 2020 4:25 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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III.  THE EIP’S JIRA TICKETS: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CONSERVATIVE CENSORSHIP 

 

An examination of the Jira tickets themselves reveals a veritable who’s who of prominent 

conservative voices targeted for censorship by CISA and the EIP. On March 17, 2023, in 

response to increased media scrutiny of the SIO’s activities, including the Select Subcommittee’s 

March 9 hearing on the Twitter Files, the SIO published a blog post riddled with false statements 

about the EIP.161  For instance, the blog post stated that the EIP did not “‘target’ or discriminate 

against conservative social media accounts or content.”162 While it is true that the EIP, did flag 

non-conservative content to maintain a façade of neutrality, the EIP’s reports show a clear 

attempt to suppress conservative speech in particular.163 

 

According to the EIP’s post-election report, there are four categories of election-related 

“misinformation” that the EIP considered to be “in scope” of the type of “misinformation” the 

EIP would analyze.164 Some of the categories, like “procedural interference” are relatively 

anodyne—although often stretched beyond its intended contours—and include things like 

“[c]ontent that misleads voters about how to correctly sign a mail-in ballot” and “[c]ontent that 

encourages voters to vote on a different day.”165  

 

The EIP repeatedly used its fourth category, in particular, to justify the censorship of 

conservative political speech: the “Delegitimization of Election Results,” defined as “[c]ontent 

that delegitimizes election results on the basis of false or misleading claims.”166 This arbitrary 

and inconsistent standard was determined by political actors masquerading as “experts” and 

academics. But even more troubling, the federal government was heavily intertwined with the 

universities in making these seemingly arbitrary determinations that skewed against one side of 

the political aisle. 

 

The EIP routinely flagged conservative content on social media under the guise that it 

was inappropriately “delegitimizing” election results, even in cases where the content was 

factually accurate. Criticism of the electoral system is constitutionally protected speech. A 

political system that allows a small minority of government-approved “experts” to exercise 

influence over the ability of other citizens to express concerns with the government represents a 

profound threat to our constitutional republic. Indiscriminately or improperly suppressing 

accusations of electoral fraud necessarily suppresses speech about real instances of electoral 

fraud, thereby allowing the government free rein to conduct elections in a manner that is not 

accountable to the American people.167 

 
161 Stanford Internet Observatory, Background on the SIO’s Projects on Social Media, STANFORD UNIV. (Mar. 17, 

2023). 
162 Id. 
163 So that the American people can judge for themselves, Appendix II of this report includes all of the EIP and 

Virality Project Jira ticket data provided to the Committee pursuant to a subpoena to Stanford University. 
164 ELECTION INTEGRITY P’SHIP, supra note 16, at vi, 246. 
165 Id. at vi, 7. 
166 Id. at vi. 
167 See, e.g., Susan Haigh, Connecticut Judge Orders New Mayoral Primary After Surveillance Videos Show 

Possible Ballot Stuffing, AP (Nov. 1, 2023) (“A judge on Wednesday tossed out the results of a Democratic mayoral 

primary in Connecticut’s largest city and ordered that a new one be held, citing surveillance videos showing people 

stuffing multiple absentee ballots into outdoor collection boxes.”). 
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A. Dropping the Pretense of “Mis- and Disinformation”: The EIP’s Absurd 

Approach to Classification 

 

The EIP acknowledged in its report that it is “not a fact-checking organization” and that 

“[f]or some tickets, it was not possible to find an external fact-check for the content, either 

because no fact-checker had yet addressed the issue, or because the information was resistant to 

simple verification.”168 Unbelievably, the EIP also admitted that its analysts “identified at least 

one external fact-check source for approximately 42% of the in-scope tickets.”169 In other words, 

EIP analysts were unable to identify a single external source to support its designation of a 

particular post or narrative as “mis- or disinformation” in a majority of posts it flagged.  

 

The general reliance of social media censors on fact-checkers, many of whom have a 

distinctly liberal political bias, creates an environment that is hostile to free speech, especially 

conservative viewpoints, and is concerning in and of itself. However, the fact that the EIP could 

not find even a single fact-checker, biased or not, before flagging content to social media in a 

majority of cases and was willing to publicly admit to that fact, is indicative of a brazen and 

megalomaniacal approach to censorship, unbothered by the truth or maintaining even the 

appearance of political neutrality.  

 

For cases in which the EIP was unable to fact-check a claim or narrative it had identified, 

the EIP could have opted not to flag the content to the social media platforms, given that there 

was uncertainty about the truth value of the content in question. Instead, the EIP aggressively 

flagged such posts to the platforms, noting in the tickets that it had no justification for reporting 

the content other than CISA’s and the EIP’s own political agenda.  

 

For example, an entry in EIP-713, a Jira ticket regarding a Gateway Pundit article, 

submitted on the afternoon of Election Day, November 3, read: “We are sending this to you 

quickly as we likely won’t be able to figure out a factcheck here.”170 In EIP-418, concerning a 

tweet from One America News Network, a contributor wrote: “We have not seen a fact-check on 

this direct story, but this story is targeted at discrediting the validity of vote-by-mail.”171 In its 

report, the EIP claimed that its purpose was “to identify and analyze mis- and disinformation,” 

which even CISA publicly defines as false information.172 However, the approach demonstrated 

in these and other tickets makes clear that the EIP’s focus was not on the truth, but rather the 

advancement of viewpoint-based discrimination. 

 

 

 
168 ELECTION INTEGRITY PARTNERSHIP, supra note 16, at 10. 
169 Id. 
170 EIP-713, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 3, 2020, 2:45 PM) (archived Jira ticket data produced 

to the Comm.). 
171 EIP-418, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Oct. 21, 2020, 9:30 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also OAN Newsroom, Reports Claim 440K Questionable Ballots Sent To Deceased Or 

Inactive Voters In Calif., ONE AMERICA NEWS NETWORK (Oct. 20, 2020) available at 

http://web.archive.org/web/20201021170509/https://www.oann.com/reports-claim-440k-questionable-ballots-sent-

to-deceased-or-inactive-voters-in-calif/.  
172 ELECTION INTEGRITY PARTNERSHIP, supra note 16, at vi. 
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B. Efforts to Censor the Truth 

 

Even in the limited cases in which the EIP was able to find an external fact-check, the 

fact-checkers were often unsure themselves, admitted that the relevant claims were not false, or 

subject to undeniable political bias. On November 3, 2020, Alex Stamos sent an email to a 

Reddit employee with the contents of a Jira ticket concerning irregularities at polling sites in 

Philadelphia, as Reddit refused to participate in the Jira system directly.173 

 

 
 

The ticket, although ostensibly about a specific claim regarding signs posted outside polling 

sites, flagged more generic content, including the below tweet from Republican Party official 

Harmeet Dhillon.174 The “Fact Check” cited in the ticket is a tweet from the office of the 

Democratic District Attorney in Philadelphia and does not dispute any of the claims in Dhillon’s 

post.  

 

 
173 Email from Alex Stamos to Reddit employee (Nov. 3, 2020 10:21 AM) (on file with the Comm.). 
174 Id.; see also Harmeet K. Dhillon (@pnjaban), TWITTER (Nov. 3, 2020, 11:14 AM). 
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C. Efforts to Censor President Trump and His Family 

 

The most prominent conservative voice targeted by CISA and the EIP was none other 

than the sitting President of the United States, Donald Trump. On October 27, 2020, a local 

official reported a tweet from President Trump to CIS’s “misinformation” tipline, which then 

forwarded the report to the EIP and CISA, per its usual protocol.175 CISA then flagged the 

content to Twitter.176 To be clear, this evidence shows an unelected executive branch official 

flagging a statement from the elected leader of the executive branch for removal from one of the 

world’s largest and most active public forums. CISA has not provided the Committee any 

evidence that it contacted the White House prior to making the referral to opine on the veracity 

of the claim in the tweet.  

 

 

 
175 EIP-482, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting, ticket created (Oct. 27, 2020, 1:07 PM) (archived Jira 

ticket data produced to the Comm.); see also Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Oct. 27, 2020 3:53 

AM), available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201027105312/https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1321042229838909441. 
176 Id. 
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CISA’s involvement in the attempted censorship of President Trump did not end once the 

report had been submitted to Twitter. Instead, as noted in an entry on the Jira ticket identified as 

EIP-482: “We [the EIP] heard back from Twitter through CISA” regarding how Twitter decided 

to handle the reported tweet.177  

 

This was not the only time CISA and the EIP attempted to hinder the duly elected 

President’s ability to communicate with the American public. On November 4, 2020, a Michigan 

election official made a “misinformation” report to CIS, writing, “Today we learned of an 

apparent error in reporting unofficial election results from Antrim. The unofficial results reported 

were unusual. The County reviewed the issue and after speaking with their election vendor, 

determined that there may have been an error in the program used to combine the results that 

caused inaccurate numbers to display.”178 According to the election official, this was concerning 

because “[i]ndividuals are using this incident to spread misinformation or conspiracy theories 

that the election results cannot be trusted.”179 

 
177 See EIP-482, supra note 175. 
178 Email from Michigan election official to CIS and MS-ISAC personnel (Nov. 4, 2020 2:35 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.). 
179 Id. 
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As usual, the report was then sent at the same time to the EIP and CISA for further action.180 

 

 
 In response, the EIP dutifully activated its surveillance antennae, scouring social media 

for posts and activity related to the reporting irregularity that the state election official confirmed 

had actually taken place. The EIP then reported a series of URLs to Twitter and Facebook 

regarding the incident in Antrim County.181 Facebook replied that it had “applied the relevant 

labels on the links you shared.”182 One of the links included in the ticket was a tweet from 

 
180 Email from CIS personnel to Brian Scully, CISA Central, CFITF, and EIP personnel (Nov. 4, 2020 7:42 PM) (on 

file with the Comm.). 
181 See See EIP-822, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting, ticket created (Nov. 4, 2020, 11:42 AM) (archived 

Jira ticket data produced to the Comm.); see also Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Nov. 7, 2020 

7:23 AM), available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201107152307/http://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1325096422799237120; 

Alana Mastrangelo, Georgia Counties Using Same Software as Michigan Counties Also Encounter ‘Glitch’, 

BREITBART (Nov. 7, 2020) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201108204307/https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/11/07/georgia-counties-

using-same-software-as-michigan-counties-also-encounter-glitch/. 
182 Id. 
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President Trump, in which the President shared an article from Breitbart, with the added 

commentary: “What a total mess this ‘election’ has been!”183 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CISA has not provided the Committee with any evidence that the agency contacted the White 

House directly to convey its concerns with the tweet, instead relying on the EIP to conduct 

censorship by proxy. 

 

 Members of President Trump’s family were also targeted for censorship by CISA and the 

EIP. During the course of its work in the 2020 election cycle, the EIP flagged multiple posts 

from both Donald Trump Jr. and Eric Trump, some of which appear to have been removed or 

labelled.184 In one ticket, tagged EIP-867, the EIP flagged Donald Trump Jr.’s Twitter account 

 
183 Id. 
184 See, e.g., EIP-949, submitted by Alex Stamos, ticket created (Nov. 7, 2020, 8:36 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Eric Trump (@EricTrump), TWITTER (Nov. 8, 2020 4:22 AM), available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201108122250/https://twitter.com/EricTrump/status/1325413441310482432; Alana 

Mastrangelo, Georgia Counties Using Same Software as Michigan Counties Also Encounter ‘Glitch’, BREITBART 
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for simply reposting a Tweet from conservative journalist James O’Keefe and asking: “Where is 

the DOJ???”185 

 

 

 

  

 
(Nov. 7, 2020) available at https://web.archive.org/web/20201108204307/

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/11/07/georgia-counties-using-same-software-as-michigan-counties-also-

encounter-glitch/; Donald Trump Jr. (@DonaldJTrumpJr), TWITTER (Nov. 6, 2020 8:47 PM), available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20220712020104/https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1324815748108345344. 
185 EIP-867, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 18, 2020, 1:29 PM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.). 
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D. Efforts to Censor Political Candidates and Legislators 

 

CISA’s and the EIP’s censorship enterprise targeted not only President Trump but also 

former, current, and prospective legislators. In EIP-450, the EIP flagged a tweet, pictured below, 

from former Speaker of the House of Representatives Newt Gingrich about changes to 

Pennsylvania election law.186 

 

 

In EIP-904, the EIP attempted to censor Rep. Jody Hice, a sitting Republican 

Congressman from Georgia, engaging in core political speech criticizing the administration of 

the election in his home state.187 

 

 

 

 

 
186 See EIP-450, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Oct. 23, 2020, 1:43 PM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.). 
187 See EIP-904, submitted by Josh Aaron Goldstein, ticket created (Nov. 5, 2020, 4:30 PM) (archived Jira ticket 

data produced to the Comm.); see also Rep. Jody Hice (@CongressmanHice), TWITTER (Nov. 5, 2020 4:04 PM), 

available at http://web.archive.org/web/20201106010558/

https://twitter.com/CongressmanHice/status/1324502770813194241?s=20. 
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EIP analysts also flagged a completely innocuous tweet from Sen. Thom Tillis of North 

Carolina in EIP-936 because the group deemed his declaration of victory to be premature.188 Sen. 

Tillis did, in fact, win his reelection to the Senate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
188 EIP-936, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 16, 2020, 2:08 PM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Joseph Curl, Republican Thom Tillis Claims Victory in North Carolina, THE 

DAILY WIRE (Nov. 4, 2020) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201108225403/https://www.dailywire.com/news/republican-thom-tillis-claims-

victory-in-north-carolina; Thom Tillis (@ThomTillis), TWITTER (Nov. 3, 2020 9:05 PM), available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201108230403/https://twitter.com/ThomTillis/status/1323853951394074629. 
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 The EIP further targeted 

Republican candidates for political 

office, including those who would later 

be seated in Congress. For example, in 

EIP-596, the EIP flagged this Facebook 

post from Rep. Nicole Malliotakis’s 

campaign page. The post appears to 

have been removed by Facebook.189 

 

In EIP-780, the EIP’s “analysts” 

flagged a post from Rep. Marjorie 

Taylor Greene’s campaign account, in 

which the Congresswoman encouraged 

her followers to share her post.190 It is a 

slippery slope if political candidates 

and their supporters are not able to 

express legitimate concerns with the election process. While many disinformation experts are 

quick to criticize Republican candidates about undermining “faith in elections,” these experts 

appear to be notably silent whenever Democrats objected to election results in other elections, or 

baselessly blamed election losses on unfounded claims of fraud or cheating. Perhaps most 

notably, many Democrats repeated the unfounded claim that President Trump colluded with 

Russia, rather than accept the truth that his victory over Hillary Clinton was legitimate.191 But as 

the disinformation experts in their own words acknowledge, the study of “disinformation” is of 

course “inherently political.”192 

 
189 EIP-596, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 3, 2020, 7:46 PM) (archived Jira ticket data produced 

to the Comm.); see also Nicole Malliotakis for Congress (@NicoleForCongress), FACEBOOK (Nov. 3, 2020 5:02 

PM) available at https://web.archive.org/web/20201103040541/

https://www.facebook.com/NicoleForCongress/posts/2718395868412350. 
190 EIP-780, submitted by Melanie Smith, ticket created (Nov. 4, 2020, 12:32 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Marjorie Taylor Greene For Congress (@mtgreenee) TWITTER (Nov. 3, 2020 

11:37 PM) available at http://web.archive.org/web/20201104160034/

https://twitter.com/mtgreenee/status/1323892005584412674; Marjorie Taylor Greene For Congress (@mtgreenee) 

TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 7:58 AM) available at http://web.archive.org/web/20201104161216/

https://twitter.com/mtgreenee/status/1324019263255040003; Marjorie Taylor Greene For Congress (@mtgreenee) 

TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 8:02 AM) available at http://web.archive.org/web/20201104160746/

https://twitter.com/mtgreenee/status/1324018211021594626; Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) TWITTER (Nov. 4, 

2020) available at http://web.archive.org/web/20201104153558/

https://twitter.com/MattWalshBlog/status/1323999569466789889. 
191 See, e.g., Paul Farhi, The Washington Post corrects, removes parts of two stories regarding the Steele dossier, 

WASH. POST (Nov. 12, 2021); see generally REPORT ON MATTERS RELATED TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND 

INVESTIGATIONS ARISING OUT OF THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS, Office of Special Counsel John H. Durham, 

U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE (May 12, 2023); see also Susan Haigh, Connecticut Judge Orders New Mayoral Primary 

After Surveillance Videos Show Possible Ballot Stuffing, AP (Nov. 1, 2023) (“A judge on Wednesday tossed out the 

results of a Democratic mayoral primary in Connecticut’s largest city and ordered that a new one be held, citing 

surveillance videos showing people stuffing multiple absentee ballots into outdoor collection boxes.”). 
192 Email from Suzanne Spaulding (Google Docs) to Kate Starbird (May 16, 2022, 6:27 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.).; see also Kate Starbird et al., Proposal to the National Science Foundation for “Collaborative Research: 

SaTC: Core: Large: Building Rapid-Response Frameworks to Support Multi-Stakeholder Collaborations for 

Mitigating Online Disinformation” (Jan. 29, 2021) (unpublished proposal) (on file with the Comm.) (“The study of 

disinformation today invariably includes elements of politics.”). 
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E. Efforts to Censor Humor and Satire 

 

Documents obtained by the 

Committee and Select Subcommittee also 

show that the EIP flagged content that 

was obviously humorous and satirical. 

For example, EIP analysts internally 

identified a tweet from former Governor 

of Arkansas Mike Huckabee, in which 

Huckabee made a quip about dead 

relatives voting.193 According to the 

ticket, labeled EIP-460, an individual 

affiliated with the EIP wrote, “ISAC 

Partners, adding you to this thread for 

visibility. We recommend to Twitter that 

this be labeled, especially under option 

(b) as it was posted by a public figure.”194 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
193 See EIP-460, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Oct. 25, 2020, 11:36 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Gov. Mike Huckabee (@GovMikeHuckabee) TWITTER (Oct. 24, 2020 1:45 PM) 

available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201025064250/https://twitter.com/GovMikeHuckabee/status/1320104112420212739. 
194 Id. 
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 The EIP even objected to and attempted to censor humorous images that could not 

reasonably be perceived as genuine.195 Both images, replicated below and flagged in EIP-811, 

are self-evidently doctored and depict the transportation of boxes labelled “Emergency Democrat 

Votes.”196 The EIP wrote in the ticket: “Users on Twitter and Facebook are sharing manipulated 

images of people moving boxes in trucks labeled ‘Emergency Democrat Votes.’ We suggest 

labeling or removing tweets that use this photo, as it could undermine people’s faith in the 

legitimacy of the election process. Though the image may seem ridiculous, some users may still 

believe it is real.”197 

 

 

 
195 EIP-811, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 16, 2020, 3:25 PM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Dark to Light (@pushforward40) TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 9:27 AM) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201104182147/https://twitter.com/pushforward40/status/1324040688351236099; 

Carol Ricks (@BVMgroupie) TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 10:33 AM) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201104215451/https://twitter.com/BVMgroupie/status/1324057218950594560; Paula 

Priesse, FACEBOOK (Nov. 4, 2020 10:42 AM) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201104215620/https://www.facebook.com/256566055895/posts/1015740251624589

6. 
196 Id. 
197 Id. 
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In both cases, the EIP successfully induced the platforms to append labels to the posts. Examples 

like these illustrate the utter contempt in which CISA, CIS, and the EIP held the American public 

and its ability to evaluate information on social media.  
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F. Efforts to Censor Other Influential Conservative Accounts 

 

In addition to the accounts mentioned previously, the EIP targeted the social media 

accounts of conservative journalists, commentators, and personalities with large followings and 

high engagement for suppression. In the Jira ticket numbered EIP-805, the EIP flagged both 

posts in the screenshot below, one from Candace Owens and the other from Charlie Kirk.198 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EIP also flagged posts from notable and popular conservative accounts, including those of 

Paul Sperry, Chanel Rion, Sean Davis, Dave Rubin, Michelle Malkin, James O’Keefe, Benny 

Johnson, Jack Posobiec, Tracy Beanz, Mike Roman, Sean Hannity, the Babylon Bee, Newsmax, 

Mollie Hemingway, and Tom Fitton, among others.  

 

The suppression of conservative politicians and media resulting from this censorship 

operation deprived countless American voters from exposure to a range of perspectives on the 

most important political issues in the days and weeks surrounding a general election. Critically, 

the EIP conducted its censorship operation at the direction of, in collaboration with CISA, a 

federal government agency actively seeking to undermine free expression and the sitting 

President. The significance of these facts cannot be overstated. 

  

 
198 EIP-805, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (Nov. 4, 2020, 10:01 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Candace Owens (@RealCandaceO) TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 8:52 AM) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201104165242/https://twitter.com/realcandaceo/status/1324031726096699392. 
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IV. THE EIP’S COERCIVE TACTICS 

 

In the lead-up to the 2020 election, social media platforms were inundated by requests for 

censorship from a number of federal agencies, including the FBI and CISA.199 As documented in 

Section I of this interim report, CISA and its proxies already had two avenues to submit 

reports—switchboarding and the EI-ISAC—and was heavily lobbying a third avenue, a 

“misinformation reporting portal” operated by CIS, before the creation of EIP. Then, with the 

EIP, Jira ticket data and emails establish clearly that social media platforms understood that the 

federal government was working directly with the EIP. 

 

In addition to having the explicit and implicit backing of the federal government, the EIP 

had another tool at its disposal to pressure social media companies to comply with the censorship 

requests: the media. In his testimony before the Committee, Alex Stamos—the SIO director and 

former Chief Security Officer at Facebook—explained how social media companies felt pressure 

from public criticism about the failure to remove content that experts had labeled as 

misinformation.200 He testified: 

 

Q. And, with respect to the blogpost, are there any -- did anyone from EIP ever 

communicate to the platforms that you were going to make these blogposts 

public?  

 

A. I mean, it’s possible that we gave them a heads-up when we were posting about 

it.  

 

Q. And why would you do that?  

 

A. I think it’s a polite thing to do so that they know that we’re going public.  We 

didn’t want them to feel like we were blindsiding them.   

 

Q. And what do you mean by “blindsiding” them?  

 

A. We wanted them to know that there’s going to be a possible discussion of what 

was going on in their platform, and they should know about it.  I think the -- you 

know, we were -- I am sympathetic to how hard it is to be in one of these 

companies and to try to balance all the different equities.  And so, if somebody 

was writing something that could generate a communications moment during 

an election period, then that’s something I would want to know for sure.  

 

 
199 See Missouri v. Biden, No. 3:22-cv-01213 (W.D. La. Jul. 4, 2023), ECF No. 293, at 2 (memorandum ruling 

granting preliminary injunction); STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL 

GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A 

“CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR 

AMERICANS, at 9–12 (Comm. Print June 26, 2023); STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE FBI'S COLLABORATION WITH A 

COMPROMISED UKRAINIAN INTELLIGENCE AGENCY TO CENSOR AMERICAN SPEECH (Comm. Print July 10, 2023). 
200 See House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 183-184 (on file 

with the Comm.). 
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Q. What do you mean by “communications moment”?  

 

A. So, if we wrote a blogpost that said, “This is something viral that’s happening 

that’s not true,” you very well could find members of the media going out and 

then finding that content on five different platforms and then writing about it 

being up or not.  

 

Q. And, if it was still up, would some of those media publications be criticism of 

the platforms?  

 

A. It’s possible.201 

 

 Similarly, Dr. Kate Starbird of the University of Washington, and one of the central 

figures involved in the EIP’s operation, similarly testified about using her platform (independent 

of the EIP) to publicly push social media platforms to change their policies. She testified: 

 

Q. Was the purpose of the public communication to have Twitter change its 

policy? 

 

A. It was, for me -- again, this is not, like, within the EIP brand.  This is sort of 

something that we were just kind of doing that eventually we start working 

together.  But this is just something that I do a lot, which is to put out analysis 

and have recommendations for the platforms at the end of that analysis.   

 

Sometimes that's in formal papers.  In this case, I would sometimes put the 

analyses out on Twitter to say this is happening and that it's a problem, to draw 

attention to it, and for them to think about what they should do to change.  Yeah. 

 

And I don’t always recommend -- I rarely recommend a specific action.  I 

wish -- I didn’t get to say this -- I wish I had something better to say.  But most 

of the time, I just point out problems and don’t tell them how to fix them.  And 

I understand that the fixes for the problems are very tricky and very hard, so I 

give them credit for that.  But I did a lot of, like, pointing out:  This is a 

problem.202 

 

 In the fall of 2020, the EIP also worked on preparing work product summarizing the 

major social media platforms’ content moderation policies and the differences among them. The 

EIP initially gave Alphabet (the parent company of Google and YouTube) an opportunity to 

comment on YouTube’s content moderation policies. As the email chain below demonstrates, 

Alphabet was keenly aware that the EIP may “engage the press.” In particular, the company 

wanted to ensure that the EIP would not publish “inaccuracies” or “mischaracterizations” that 

 
201 Id. 
202 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Kate Starbird (June 6, 2023), at 153 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
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would suggest the company’s policies were insufficient in removing election-related content 

labeled as misinformation by the EIP.203  

  

 
203 Email between Google Employees and Stanford Personnel (Aug. 11, 2020 4:30 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
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V.  STANFORD’S EFFORTS TO OBSTRUCT THE COMMITTEE’S INVESTIGATION 

 

A. Stanford’s Deceitful Public Statements about the EIP’s Flagging of Posts 

 

On March 17, 2023, following the Select Subcommittee’s March 9 hearing on the Twitter 

Files, the SIO published a blog post titled “Background on the SIO’s Project on Social Media,” 

in which the SIO sought to downplay the extent of the EIP’s censorship and surveillance, 

claiming that both the EIP and its successor, the Virality Project, “are non-partisan research 

coalitions that operate in an open, transparent, and public manner.”204 On March 20, the SIO’s 

counsel sent a link to the blog post to Committee staff, writing: “Here’s the statement Stanford 

put up on Friday attempting to correct some of the myths floating around in the press.”205 

 

In addition to its mendacious framing of the EIP’s activities and CISA’s involvement 

therein, the post contains statements that are categorically untrue. Most notably, the SIO falsely 

claimed in the post that the “EIP informed Twitter and other social media platforms when certain 

social media posts violated each platform’s own policies; EIP did not make recommendations to 

the platforms about what actions they should take.”206 

Documents produced to the Committee and Select Subcommittee by both the SIO and 

other entities contain numerous examples of EIP analysts and staff making explicit 

recommendations to the platforms for specific enforcement measures. Appendix I compiles 

recommendations from 75 Jira tickets Stanford produced in which the EIP made a direct 

recommendation to platforms on what action should be taken. 

 
204 Background on the SIO’s Projects on Social Media, STANFORD INTERNET OBSERVATORY (Mar. 17, 2023), 

https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/background-sios-projects-social-media. 
205 Email from John Bellinger to Committee Staff (March 20, 2023 5:09 PM). (on file with the Comm.). 
206 Background on the SIO’s Projects on Social Media, STANFORD INTERNET OBSERVATORY (Mar. 17, 2023), 

https://cyber.fsi.stanford.edu/io/news/background-sios-projects-social-media (emphasis added). 
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Below are a few examples to illustrate how explicitly the EIP instructed social media 

companies to take action: 

 

Ticket # Entry 

EIP-345 

“The article is being shared on Facebook, and while it has been labeled when 

shared in a group, official Page shares did not receive such a label . . . We 

recommend labeling all instances of the article being shared on Facebook.” 

EIP-378 
“This has circulated in pro-Trump conservative groups and sub-communities . . . 

We recommend that you all flag as false, or remove the posts below.” 

EIP-396 
“Hi Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter . . . we recommend it be removed from your 

platforms.” 

EIP-407 
“Hi Twitter team – please see the ticket above, which we’d recommend be labeled 

with information pertaining to mail-in voting.” 

EIP-421 
“We recommend that posts like these be labeled if they are alleging fraud, and that 

further action may be appropriate if this post actually documents fraud.” 

EIP-460 
“Huckabee has not said whether the tweet was a joke or not . . . We recommend 

that Twitter labels the post with (a) proper voting information.” 

EIP-461 
“Given the large audiences and Pennsylvania’s swing state status, we’d 

recommend this content be actioned.” 

EIP-581 “We recommend you label or reduce the discoverability of the post.” 

EIP-638 
“We recommend labeling his [sic] tweets and monitoring if any of the tagged 

influencer accounts retweet him.” 

EIP-656 
“@SeanHannity is sharing a partial statement by Rep. Ilhan Omar . . . we 

recommend Twitter adds a label to Tweets sharing the link to the article.” 

EIP-668 
“We repeat our recommendation that this account be suspended for the duration of 

election day from posting additional misleading information about voting.” 

EIP-673 

“We recommend that this tweet, and other tweets sharing this false information, 

should be removed.”; “We recommend taking action specifically on this account, 

such as suspending their ability to continue tweeting for 12 hours.” 

EIP-680 
“We recommend that this tweet, as well as the tweets with the original video 

should be removed or labeled as misleading.” 

EIP-1020 “[W]e recommend links to its content be labeled or removed.” 
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In EIP-421, the responsible EIP analyst appeared to make a remarkable admission about 

the EIP’s true intentions, writing: “We recommend that posts like these be labeled if they are 

alleging fraud, and that further action may be appropriate if this post actually documents 

fraud.”207 

 

B. Stanford’s Initial Efforts to Unlawfully Misrepresent and Withhold Jira Data 

 

Despite the fact that the EIP admitted in its own report that the Jira system facilitated 

communication between the EIP and the federal government, Stanford initially refused to 

provide the Committee and Select Subcommittee with the archival Jira data. Based on the 

representations from Stanford and other entities with knowledge of the EIP’s data retention 

practices, the Committee understood that Stanford was the only entity with access to the Jira 

ticket data.208 Following a March 24, 2023, production which failed to adequately comply with 

the Committee’s requests for the Jira data, the Committee issued a subpoena on April 12.209 On 

April 28, the date of the subpoena’s deadline, Stanford produced a set of marginally responsive 

communications, but again did not produce the Jira tickets.210 

 

On May 4, Committee staff raised the issue of Jira tickets again during a phone call with 

counsel for Stanford, who agreed to consult with his client regarding the nature and retention of 

the Jira tickets.211 Remarkably, on May 15, Stanford’s counsel confirmed to Committee staff in 

another phone call that the contents of the Jira tickets were responsive to the Committee’s 

subpoena but that Stanford would nevertheless refuse to produce them.212 According to 

Stanford’s counsel, the Jira tickets supposedly “concern[ed] only a research project conducted by 

Stanford students.”213 In light of Stanford’s apparent unwillingness to comply in full with the 

subpoena, on June 1, 2023, the Committee sent a letter to Stanford raising the prospect of 

enforcing the subpoena, the deadline of which had long since passed.214 

 
207 See EIP-421, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting; ticket created (Oct. 21, 2020, 11:18 AM) (archived 

Jira ticket data produced to the Comm.) (emphasis added); see also McKenzie Sadeghi, Fact Check: Mailing Ballots 

to Dead People Not Leading to Voter Fraud, Experts and Studies Say, USA TODAY (July 15, 2020) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20230714194915/https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/07/14/fact-

check-mailing-ballots-dead-people-not-leading-voter-fraud/3214074001/. 
208 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 108 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
209 Letter to Alex Stamos, Dir., Stanford Internet Observatory, from Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. on the 

Judiciary (Apr. 12, 2023). 
210 Email from Stanford’s Counsel to Committee Staff (Apr. 29, 2023, at 12:00 AM). 
211 Phone call between John Bellinger and Committee Staff (May 4, 2023). 
212 Phone call between John Bellinger and Committee Staff (May 15, 2023); see also Letter to John B. Bellinger, III, 

from Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. on the Judiciary (June 1, 2023), at 2. 
213 Letter to John B. Bellinger, III, from Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. on the Judiciary (June 1, 2023), at 2. 
214 Id. 
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It was only after the Chairman’s letter that the SIO ultimately relented and began 

producing the Jira data.215 All told, the Committee has received fifteen productions from the SIO, 

including six which contain the data for almost 400 EIP Jira tickets.216 

 

C. Numerous Documents Contradict Witness Testimony Regarding CISA’s 

Involvement with the EIP 

 

The Committee and Select Subcommittee have conducted transcribed interviews of 

several witnesses involved in the EIP who have claimed that CISA had little to no involvement 

in the EIP. This testimony is contradicted by the overwhelming amount of evidence obtained by 

the Committee and Select Subcommittee pursuant to several subpoenas issued to entities 

involved with the EIP. For example, Alex Stamos, the head of the EIP, claimed that CISA’s role 

in the EIP was limited to introducing the EIP to the EI-ISAC: 

 

Q. So, you have contacted CISA, CISA introduces you to EI-ISAC. And we 

are still in the summer of 2020, to the best of your recollection? 

 

A. Okay. 

 

Q. What roles did CISA play, if any, after that? 

 

A. In the EIP they had no official role. They did not have the ability to report 

things directly to us. We would take things from EI-ISAC. I don’t believe 

anything that EI-ISAC sent us came from CISA employees themselves. And 

they were not part of our day-to-day operations or our analysis. So, they had 

very little role, if none, in EIP.217 

 

 
215 See Stanford Internet Observatory – Document Production Index (June 14, 2023) (on file with the Comm.). 
216 See App’x II. 
217 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 95 (on file with the 

Comm.) (emphasis added). 
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But Dr. Kate Starbird of CIP—and one of the founding members of the EIP—recalled 

more involvement from CISA. She testified: 

 

Q. Was it your understanding that some of the external partners were 

government agencies?  

 

A. It was my understanding that there was one Federal Government agency 

and that there were other organizations that convened local and State 

election officials who we saw — who my understanding was is that we 

could help them and they could help us figure out what the ground truth was 

around election processes and procedures.  And so that that would be an 

important part of a collaboration when you’re trying to address that kind of 

misinformation. 

 

Q. And which Federal agency was the one that you were referencing? 

 

A. The Federal agency that -- is kind of who was -- is the CISA agency, yeah.218 

 

Regarding the creation of the EIP, former CISA Director Krebs testified that “EIP’s 

establishment was independent of CISA,” which is directly contradicted by documents from the 

summer of 2020 that the Atlantic Council, one of the members of the EIP, understood that the 

EIP was created “at the request of DHS/CISA.”219  

 

 The testimony of Stamos and Krebs regarding the extent of CISA’s involvement in the 

creation and operation of EIP is contradicted by an overwhelming amount of evidence obtained 

by the Committee and Select Subcommittee, which makes abundantly clear that, not only was 

CISA directly involved the creation of the EIP, but it also took an active role in the EIP’s day-to-

day operations, receiving a constant stream of tips and other information from both CISA and the 

CISA-funded CIS. 

 

D. Stanford’s Continued Misrepresentations Regarding CISA, the EIP, and Jira 

 

Unable to hide from its own report, counsel for Stanford initially admitted, in a June 14, 

2023, letter to the Committee, that the GEC submitted tickets through the Jira system.220 

However, Stanford’s counsel then claimed that “[a]side from this small number of GEC-initiated 

EIP tickets, SIO did not use Jira to receive information from, or share information with, any 

federal government agencies or officials about the [Virality Project] or EIP projects.”221 

Stanford’s counsel also claimed that “for EIP, SIO did not provide any government agency or 

employee of a government agency (whether federal, state, or local) access to the Jira database, 

 
218 House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Kate Starbird (June 6, 2023), at 77 (on file with the 

Comm.). 
219 Cf. House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Chris Krebs (Oct. 11, 2023), at 170 (on file with the 

Comm.); email from Graham Brookie to Atlantic Council employees (July 31, 2020, 5:54 PM) (on file with the 

Comm.). 
220 Letter from John B. Bellinger III to Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. on the Judiciary (June 14, 2023), at 4 

(on file with the Comm.). 
221 Id. 
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and SIO only communicated using Jira with a single federal agency (the State Department) 

regarding the handful of tickets that GEC initiated.”222 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
222 Id. 
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These statements are inaccurate. In addition to the fact that CISA personnel referenced 

the “EIP-” codes when switchboarding, the Committee has obtained records of communications 

proving that CISA personnel were receiving information from or generated by the Jira system. 

For example, the email notification below, which was generated by the Jira system, indicates that 

the ticket “EIP-833” was “shared with . . . CISA CFITF.”223 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
223 Email from Elena Cryst to Facebook employee (Nov. 4, 2020, 5:41 PM) (on file with the Comm.); see also EIP-

833, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting, ticket created (Nov. 4, 2020, 1:28 PM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); Tom Clark (@tom_s_clark) TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 12:03 PM) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201104221417/https://twitter.com/tom_s_clark/status/1324079751640862727; 

Daniel Dale (@ddale8) TWITTER (Nov. 4, 2020 1:30 PM) available at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201105010400/https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1324101773322276864. 
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An email exchange from November 3, 2023 between Alex Stamos and Reddit further 

suggests that CISA had some form of access to the Jira system. In the email, Stamos attempted to 

pressure Reddit to join the EIP’s Jira system, writing: “It would be great if we could get 

somebody from Reddit on JIRA, just like Facebook, Google, Twitter, TikTok, Instagram, CISA, 

EI-ISAC…”224 The Reddit employee responded: “Thanks. Unfortunately as we mentioned at the 

beginning of this project we are unable to participate in external jiras, but we are happy to 

receive info over email.”225 

 

When confronted with this discrepancy during his transcribed interview, Stamos claimed 

that he “was probably making a mistake there talking about CISA because EI-ISAC were the 

people who had access to the Jira,” despite the fact that he independently listed both CISA and 

the EI-ISAC in the email.226  

 

The Jira data produced to the Committee and Select Subcommittee contains a number of 

cells in which “CISA” is mentioned, including in contexts that prove close coordination between 

CISA and the EIP. For example, EIP-315 contains an entry which reads, “EIP – this information 

was posted on an app that is not a primary social media platform. CISA is looking into how to 

handle this type of reporting.”227 

 

On July 27, 2023, more than a month after Stamos’s interview, Stanford’s counsel finally 

admitted in a letter to the Committee that CISA was, in fact, involved with the EIP’s Jira system 

and that CISA had been directly “tagged” on a number of tickets.228 Stanford’s counsel claimed 

 
224 Email from Alex Stamos to Reddit employee (Nov. 3, 2020 12:35 PM) (on file with the Comm.) (emphasis 

added). 
225 Email from Reddit employee to Alex Stamos (Nov. 3, 2020 12:36 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
226 Cf. House Judiciary Committee’s Transcribed Interview of Alex Stamos (June 23, 2023), at 218 (on file with the 

Comm.); email from Alex Stamos to Reddit employee (Nov. 3, 2020, 12:35 PM) (on file with the Comm.). 
227 See EIP-315, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting, ticket created (Oct. 5, 2020, 4:19 PM) (archived Jira 

ticket data produced to the Comm.). 
228 See Letter from John B. Bellinger III to Rep. Jim Jordan, Chairman, H. Comm. On the Judiciary (July 27, 2023), 

at 1 n.1. 
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in the letter that “At the time of Mr. Stamos’s interview, Mr. Stamos was not aware that CISA or 

CFITF had been ‘tagged’ in any Jira tickets.”229 

 

This is an especially dubious assertion, given that EIP-664, EIP-686, EIP-695—tickets which the 

SIO admitted were shared with CISA—were assigned to Stamos, according to the Jira data 

produced to the Committee and Select Subcommittee.230 

 

 

  

 
229 Id. 
230 See EIP-664, submitted by Mike Caulfield, ticket created (Nov. 3, 2020, 11:26 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); EIP-686, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting, ticket created (Nov. 3, 2020, 12:58 

PM) (archived Jira ticket data produced to the Comm.); EIP-695, submitted by CIS Misinformation Reporting, ticket 

created (Nov. 3, 2020, 1:34 PM) (archived Jira ticket data produced to the Comm.). 
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EPILOGUE 

 

 It is no surprise that Stanford University attempted to refuse to turn over documents 

responsive to the Committee’s subpoena: they reveal that the EIP was not a non-partisan “school 

project” comprised of students and researchers interested in combatting misinformation online. 

Instead, from start to finish, the EIP operation worked directly with the federal government and 

disproportionally targeted conservative-oriented speech. 

 

 After the 2020 election, what others have deemed the “censorship industrial complex,” 

played out as expected. After President Trump fired CISA Director Chris Krebs in November 

2020, Mr. Krebs created the Krebs Stamos Group with Alex Stamos, the head of the EIP and the 

SIO, in January 2021. Matt Masterson left CISA at the end of 2020 and took a position as a non-

research fellow with Stanford, working with the SIO and its Virality Project. 

 

 With the election over and the American people questioning the wisdom of lockdowns 

and the safety of the COVID-19 vaccines, the EIP reconstituted itself as the Virality Project. 

Again working with the federal government, the SIO launched the Virality Project as a “a global 

study aimed at understanding the disinformation dynamics specific to the COVID-19 crisis.” The 

Virality Project again used Jira tickets. Though Stanford was less explicit and specific in its 

recommendations for censorship as it was under the EIP model, social media platforms still 

dutifully removed content flagged by Stanford: 
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Like the EIP, Stanford’s Virality Project continued to flag content directly to social media 

platforms, including true content by elected officials, such as the tweet below by Congressman 

Thomas Massie.231 In reference to this tweet, the Virality Project ticket stated, “Dear Facebook 

and Twitter teams, Please note this Israeli narrative claiming that Covid-19 immunity is 

equivalent to vaccination immunity, with the following URLs:” before flagging Congressman 

Massie’s tweet among other Facebook and Twitter links.232 

 

 
231 VP-899, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (May 21, 2021, 9:49 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Rep. Thomas Massie (@RepThomasMassie), TWITTER (May 19, 2021, 5:35 PM), 

https://twitter.com/RepThomasMassie/status/1395130940343607297. 
232 Id. 
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 The Virality Project later flagged this tweet by Congressman Massie as well.233 

After President Biden was inaugurated in January 2021, the government’s censorship 

regime ramped up. At CISA, the CFITF team dropped any pretense of a “foreign”-focus and 

relabeled itself as the “MDM team” that would focus on foreign and domestic speech that the 

government considered mis-, dis-, or malinformation.234 Throughout 2021, the Biden White 

House engaged in a pressure campaign against Facebook and other social media companies to 

censor anti-vaccine content, even if it was true.235 By 2022, CISA invited Dr. Starbird, then-

Twitter Executive Vijaya Gadde, and others to form an advisory MDM Subcommittee to consult 

with CISA about how the agency could and should combat Americans’ speech that the 

government considered to be mis-, dis-, or malinformation.236 DHS created, and then disbanded 

after public outcry, the short-lived Disinformation Governance Board.237 

 
233 VP-1018, submitted by [REDACTED], ticket created (June 18, 2021, 9:58 AM) (archived Jira ticket data 

produced to the Comm.); see also Rep. Thomas Massie (@RepThomasMassie), TWITTER (June 12, 2021), 

https://twitter.com/RepThomasMassie/status/1403745403665850372. 
234 See STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON 

THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH 

BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
235 Ryan Tracy, Facebook Bowed to White House Pressure, Removed Covid Posts, WALL ST. J. (July 28, 2023); 

Rep. Jim Jordan (@Jim_Jordan), TWITTER (July 27, 2023, 12:03 PM), 

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1684595375875760128; Rep. Jim Jordan (@Jim_Jordan), TWITTER (July 28, 

2023, 12:03 PM),  https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1684957660515328001; Rep. Jim Jordan (@Jim_Jordan), 

TWITTER (Aug. 3, 2023, 11:00 AM), https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1687116316073930752; Rep. Jim Jordan 

(@Jim_Jordan), TWITTER (Sept. 5, 2023, 6:17 PM), https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1699184930331267539. 
236 See STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON 

THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH 

BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
237 Id.; Ronn Blitzer, Biden Administration 'Disinformation' Board on Pause Amid Free Speech Concerns: Reports, 

FOX NEWS (May 18, 2022). 
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 But by 2023, as Republicans retook the majority in the House of Representatives and 

initiated oversight of the censorship-industrial complex, CISA scrubbed its website of references 

to domestic censorship.238 The Committee and Select Subcommittee obtained and revealed how 

Facebook changed its policies because of pressure from the Biden Administration.239 Internal 

Facebook documents showed that the Biden White House in particular wanted true information 

and satire censored at a rate even Big Tech found objectionable.240 Based on the Committee’s 

and Select Subcommittee’s work, even the mainstream media could no longer ignore these 

constitutional violations.241 The plaintiffs in Missouri v. Biden have obtained significant victories 

before a federal district court and the U.S.  Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, and now will 

have their case heard by the Supreme Court. Public reporting shows that universities are 

reconsidering whether to permit their professors to receive funding and engage in censorship 

work.242 

 

But the work is not done yet. The Committee and Select Subcommittee’s investigation 

remains ongoing. To better inform legislative efforts to end government censorship and protect 

Americans’ rights guaranteed by the First Amendment, the Committee and Select Subcommittee 

will continue to investigate the extent of CISA’s and other Executive Branch agencies’ 

interactions with social media platforms and third parties, including those used to facilitate 

censorship by proxy. 

 

 

  

 
238 See STAFF OF SELECT SUBCOMM. ON THE WEAPONIZATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF THE H. COMM. ON 

THE JUDICIARY, 118TH CONG., THE WEAPONIZATION OF CISA: HOW A “CYBERSECURITY” AGENCY COLLUDED WITH 

BIG TECH AND “DISINFORMATION” PARTNERS TO CENSOR AMERICANS (Comm. Print June 26, 2023). 
239 Rep. Jim Jordan (@Jim_Jordan), TWITTER (July 27, 2023, 12:03 PM), 

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1684595375875760128. 
240 Id. 
241 See, e.g., Ryan Tracy, Facebook Bowed to White House Pressure, Removed Covid Posts, WALL ST. J. (July 28, 

2023). 
242 Naomi Nix et. al, Misinformation Research Is Buckling Under GOP Legal Attacks, WASH. POST, (Sept. 23, 

2023). 
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APPENDIX I 

 

The House Judiciary Committee and its Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of 

the Federal Government have obtained documents and information from Stanford University, 

pursuant to a subpoena, which reveal that EIP analysts and staff made explicit recommendations 

to social media platforms for specific enforcement measures on at least 75 occasions in just a 

four-month span in the lead-up to and during the 2020 election. This appendix compiles those 75 

recommendations in order of their EIP Jira ticket number. The entire Jira ticket, including 

comments from social media platforms, can be found by cross-referencing the archived Jira 

ticket data provided in Appendix II. 

 

Ticket # Entry 

EIP-166 “Hello Google, . . . We recommend this ad be removed.” 

EIP-279 “We recommend Twitter label or remove this tweet.” 

EIP-307 
“We recommend that the following platforms take these actions: *Twitter* - 

Disable account.” 

EIP-321 “Recommended actions: Ban sharing links to the following sites:” 

EIP-329 

“We are reporting two instances of electoral disinformation constituting 

participation interference and delegitimization. We flag a post and an account to 

you all at Twitter, and recommend the following:” 

EIP-330 
“We recommend that Twitter and Facebook remove these posts. If you are not 

able to remove these posts, we suggest that they be labeled as misleading.” 

EIP-345 

“The article is being shared on Facebook, and while it has been labeled when 

shared in a group, official Page shares did not receive such a label . . . We 

recommend labeling all instances of the article being shared on Facebook.” 

EIP-348 “Recommend labeling.” 

EIP-378 
“This has circulated in pro-Trump conservative groups and sub-communities . . . 

We recommend that you all flag as false, or remove the posts below.” 

EIP-389 
“We also recommend expanded enforcement efforts on election misinformation on 

content in non-English languages.” 

EIP-396 
“Hi Facebook, Reddit, and Twitter . . . we recommend it be removed from your 

platforms.” 
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EIP-397 
“Hi, Facebook, here are two posts alleging problems with voting machines, we 

recommend labeling:” 

EIP-402 
“Twitter and Reddit, we are passing along the full links we found for your 

visibility, and recommend you label them with voting information.” 

EIP-407 
“Hi Twitter team – please see the ticket above, which we’d recommend be labeled 

with information pertaining to mail-in voting.” 

EIP-417 

“This video narration claims to show evidence of voter fraud in Maryland, but the 

video itself (footage of an election worker) does not show anything that we 

interpret as voter fraud. We recommend that this video be removed or labeled.” 

EIP-421 
“We recommend that posts like these be labeled if they are alleging fraud, and that 

further action may be appropriate if this post actually documents fraud.” 

EIP-450 
“At minimum, we recommend that the posts be labeled with labels clarifying that 

vote by mail is secure.” 

EIP-451 “We recommend taking the same action on the new ad.” 

EIP-455 

“+*Platform Recommendations*+ +*Twitter*+, where narrative is receiving the 

most interactions, to flag the video and hashtag and continue to monitor for 

possible poll watcher/intimidation narratives.” 

EIP-460 
“Huckabee has not said whether the tweet was a joke or not . . . We recommend 

that Twitter labels the post with (a) proper voting information.” 

EIP-461 

“Hi Twitter team – there are a number of high-profile individuals, including the 

President, making accusations of voter fraud . . . Given the large audiences and 

Pennsylvania’s swing state status, we’d recommend this content be actioned.” 

EIP-479 “We recommend labeling accordingly.” 

EIP-483 “We recommend twitter remove the tweet as it is a fairly clear violation.” 

EIP-489 “We recommend to Twitter that the tweets be removed.” 

EIP-503 “We recommend removing the following tweets as misleading.” 

EIP-511 
“We recommend labeling this content and monitoring for Chinese-language 

keywords like election fraud and QAnon terms for action on future content.” 
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EIP-512 

“We recommend that Twitter remove this tweet.”; “We recommend these tweets 

be taken down.”; “I recommend that Twitter and Facebook remove these posts or 

add a strong label.” 

EIP-537 

“Hello Youtube, Facebook teams: We are adding you to this ticket as the videos in 

questions contain several misleading claims about mail-in ballots as well as in-

person voting. We recommend a specific label be applied to these posts.” 

EIP-559 
“We recommend removing or labeling this tweet.”; “As this is clearly false 

information about the election we recommend removal by Twitter.” 

EIP-575 “We recommend Twitter actions the account for election delegitimization.” 

EIP-581 “We recommend you label or reduce the discoverability of the post.” 

EIP-585 
“We recommend removing the linked Tweet.”; “Recommend also removing the 

linked Quote Tweets.” 

EIP-589 
“As it is a false claim that undermines trust in the electoral process we recommend 

its removal.” 

EIP-608 “Recommend labeling.” 

EIP-614 
“We recommend at least labeling as this is a disproven claim of an electoral 

crime.” 

EIP-615 “We recommend removing these posts and will update you with any more.” 

EIP-638 
“We recommend labeling his [sic] tweets and monitoring if any of the tagged 

influencer accounts retweet him.” 

EIP-639 “We recommend removing or labeling these tweets.” 

EIP-656 
“@SeanHannity is sharing a partial statement by Rep. Ilhan Omar . . . we 

recommend Twitter adds a label to Tweets sharing the link to the article.” 

EIP-664 “Twitter, recommend removing:” 

EIP-668 
“We repeat our recommendation that this account be suspended for the duration of 

election day from posting additional misleading information about voting.” 
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EIP-673 

“We recommend that this tweet, and other tweets sharing this false information, 

should be removed.”; “We recommend taking action specifically on this account, 

such as suspending their ability to continue tweeting for 12 hours.” 

EIP-680 
“We recommend that this tweet, as well as the tweets with the original video 

should be removed or labeled as misleading.” 

EIP-698 “Recommend removal for some, labeling for other Tweets.” 

EIP-705 “We recommend that this tweet be removed or flagged for misleading content.” 

EIP-706 
“As the accounts are making a baseless claim that undermines trust in the electoral 

process we recommend the accounts be actioned.” 

EIP-715 
“This account in the above tweet is attempting to delegitimize the voting process 

without evidence. We recommend it be actioned.” 

EIP-746 “We recommend removing this content.” 

EIP-767 “We recommend Twitter remove the posts.” 

EIP-779 

“We recommend that posts sharing links to this story and posts sharing 

screenshots of this story be removed. If they cannot be removed, a banner 

explaining that they are sharing false or misleading content should be added.” 

EIP-780 
“We know you are aware of the #stopthesteal push but we have gathered here 

some of the major contributors . . . We recommend actioning these quickly.” 

EIP-789 
“These posts are growing rapidly, and we recommend that they be removed, 

because they undermine people’s faith in the legitimacy of the election result.” 

EIP-790 

“They share this video to suggest that Biden is engaging in voter fraud, but this is 

misleading . . . Facebook has put a warning banner on similar posts (see linked 

post), and we suggest that Twitter either remove these posts or do the same.” 

EIP-795 “We recommend that these posts be removed immediately.” 

EIP-798 

“We recommend that the tweet be removed, or at least covered with a 

misleading/disputed content banner. It falsely undermines people’s faith in the 

legitimacy of the election results.” 

EIP-811 

“Users on Twitter and Facebook are sharing manipulated images of people 

moving boxes in trucks labeled ‘Emergency Democrat Votes.’ We suggest 

labeling or removing tweets that use this photo, as it could undermine people’s 

faith in the legitimacy of the election process.” 
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EIP-817 
“As it is a claim without evidence that undermines trust in the election we 

recommend it be actioned.” 

EIP-847 “We recommend labeling (as some have already been) or removing these tweets.” 

EIP-853 “Recommend labels or removal:” 

EIP-867 “We recommend that these claims be labeled as unsubstantiated.” 

EIP-868 

“We strongly recommend that platforms take action on this content and any 

further content with this screenshot. These posts should be removed or labeled 

appropriately.” 

EIP-869 
“We recommend at least labeling as this is a disproven claim of an election 

crime.” 

EIP-879 “We recommend that this content be removed or labeled.” 

EIP-890 “We recommend flagging (or removing) posts that make this claim:” 

EIP-909 “We recommend removal.” 

EIP-920 “Recommend you limit spread of attached tweets.” 

EIP-949 

“We have completed this analysis of the attached Breitbart article and recommend 

that any links to it be labeled or removed per policy.”; “recommend applying the 

same label to other/new instances of the narrative.” 

EIP-952 “We recommend it be actioned with fact-check labeling.” 

EIP-969 
“Facebook: please see this misleading Instagram story . . . Recommend labeling or 

other action, as it has already made its way to Twitter.” 

EIP-970 

“Facebook and Twitter: this story from alleged Nevada ‘whistleblower’ claiming 

voting irregularities has not been verified or substantiated. It has received 

significant viral amplification. We recommend these links be labeled.” 

EIP-987 
“We are working on a thread but recommend that Twitter/Facebook delete (or at 

least label) the videos.” 
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EIP-989 “We recommend it be removed as violative of terms of service.” 

EIP-996 “We recommend removing or labeling this content as appropriate.” 

EIP-998 “We recommend that they be flagged for labeling or removal.” 

EIP-1020 “we recommend links to its content be labeled or removed.” 
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APPENDIX II 

 

 Appendix II is the EIP and Virality Project Jira ticket data provided to the Committee and 

Select Subcommittee. If the Department of Homeland Security, among others, had the ability to 

see what American speech was being targeted and censored, so too should the American people. 
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OAN Proposed Search Terms to Atlantic Council 

1. *Smartmatic* OR “SMT*” OR “SMMT*” OR “SGO” OR Smart-matic* OR Smart

matic* OR Smartmatik*

2. Neffenger*

3. Dominion* OR “DVS” OR *@dominionvoting.com

4. “OAN*” OR “One America” OR Herring*

5. (Dan* /3 Ball) OR (Kara* /3 McKinney) OR (Chanel* /3 Rion) OR (Channel* /3 Rion)

OR (Christin* /3 Bob*) OR Hussion* OR (Steph* /3 Hamil*) OR (Steph* /3 Myer*) OR

(Michael /3 John*) OR (Clay /3 Clark) OR Lomibao* OR Fitton* OR Aksalic* OR

Dinow* OR (Emily /3 Finn*) OR Fifield* OR Solomon* OR Watkin* OR Ayyadurai*

OR DePerno* OR Fanning* OR (Doug* /3 Frank*) OR (Michael /3 Waller*) OR

McInerney* OR Ramsland* OR Waldron* OR Kokalari* OR *Angelakis* OR Trippie*

Or (Allan /3 Santos) OR (Alan /3 Santos) OR (John /3 Hine*) OR diGenova* OR

(Kyle /3 Becker) OR Byrne* OR Rudy* OR Giuliani* OR Rudolph* OR Lindell* OR

mypillow* OR (my /3 pillow*) OR Oltman* OR Powell* OR Posobiec* OR (Kristian /3

Rouz*) OR (Christian /3 Rouz*)

6. “Real America” OR “The Real Story” OR “Weekly Briefing*” OR “Absolute Proof” OR

“Scientific Proof*” OR “Absolute Interference*” OR “News Room” OR “Tipping Point”
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From: Shah, Bethany
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2024 10:10 AM
To: Johnson, Andy
Cc: Vitale, Christina
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. - 1:21-cv-02900 - Subpoena to 

Atlantic Council

Sounds good – just sent an invite.  

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2024 9:51 AM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

I can do tomorrow at 1:30.  I’m booked during that time slot today. 

Thanks ‐  

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2024 9:44 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: Re: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Today we are free from 11‐12:30 and tomorrow between 1:30‐3 and 4:30 and after. Please let us know what works. 
Thanks   

Bethany Shah  

Caution: **External Email. Take care when opening links or opening attachments.  
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Jackson Walker LLP 
(713) 752‐4365

On Feb 11, 2024, at 9:06 PM, Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> wrote: 

Sorry.  Let me know what time works for you tomorrow and Tues.  

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Friday, February 9, 2024 11:29 AM 
To: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com>; Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic 
Council 

Well, I’m done with jury service. Apparently the guy pled right as we walked into the room. That means 
I’m free for a call later this afternoon if that still works with yall. Would 4 PM cst or after work? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Shah, Bethany  
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2024 10:46 AM 
To: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com>; Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic 
Council 

Could we do 11:30 CST Monday (assuming I’m not picked)? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2024 10:17 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>; Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 

Caution: **External Email. Take care when opening links or opening attachments.  
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Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic 
Council 

I am pretty open on Monday – any time after 11 central if that works for you both (and Bethany doesn’t 
get picked for jury duty)… 

Christina Vitale | Partner 
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX | 77010 
V: (713) 752-4400 | F: (713) 752-4221 | cvitale@jw.com

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2024 9:38 AM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic 
Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Let’s just shoot for Monday.  I will be back in the office then and am available pretty much all day.   

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2024 9:35 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: Re: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic 
Council 

I’m also free at 11‐1 today cst  

Bethany Shah  
Jackson Walker LLP 
(713) 752‐4365

On Feb 8, 2024, at 9:32 AM, Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> wrote: 

 Tomorrow I have jury duty. Can you do later in the afternoon?  

Bethany Shah  
Jackson Walker LLP 
(713) 752‐4365
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On Feb 8, 2024, at 9:30 AM, Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
wrote: 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
I’ve had a conflict arise this afternoon – can we move to either 
tomorrow morning or later tomorrow afternoon? 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, February 6, 2024 4:00 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Yes, can we reschedule for sometime Thursday? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, February 6, 2024 3:57 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Bethany –  

Can we please push today’s call?  I’ve been unable to have the 
conversation I need to have with my client to follow up on our last 
conversation.   

Andy 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 
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From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Sunday, January 28, 2024 7:57 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Thank you Andy. Just sent the calendar invite for that time. 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Saturday, January 27, 2024 8:37 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
I can be available at 4:30pm on Wed. 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2024 10:37 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, 

Tuesday doesn’t work for us, but what about Wednesday or Thursday? 
Here are some times we are free: 

Wednesday – 11:30‐1pm cst; 4:30 pm cst or after 
Thursday – 10‐12 cst; anytime after 2 pm cst 

Please let us know what works for you. 

Have a great weekend, 
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Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Friday, January 26, 2024 8:32 AM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Bethany –  

Thanks for your response.  This came in late yesterday – I think we 
should push our call scheduled for today so I can consider this and 
discuss with my client.  Otherwise, I think our call today won’t be very 
helpful. 

Can we talk on Tuesday? 

Andy 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2024 3:54 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Thanks for your response Andy. 

Unfortunately we cannot accept your proposal to run these terms only 
across the congressional production. That would be imperfect 
compliance with only one of RFPs—a far cry from good faith compliance 
with our subpoena. We think our terms need to be run across the 
custodians that at the Atlantic Council that have been publically 
identified by the EIP itself as having worked on these issues. For a list of 
these custodians see page xii of the EIP’s Final Report.  

We proposed a very narrowly tailored set of search terms to you – only 
6 queries—that are all narrowly tailored to the Compliant and relevant 
to OAN’s defenses. To date, we have not received any evidence of 
undue burden other than your bare assertion, which is insufficient to 
establish burden.  
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But in the spirit of compromise‐‐and without waiving our rights to insist 
that our full search terms be run if we cannot come to an agreement‐‐
we think we are close to an agreement on the search terms. We are 
happy to reconsider terms you object to if you can provide a credible 
basis for your objection. On our call you specifically mentioned terms 
related to Rudy Giuliani and Sidney Powell. We are willing to remove 
those terms. But we would insist upon search string #3 on Dominion, 
since the connection between Dominion and Smartmatic is mentioned 
repeatedly throughout Smartmatic’s Complaint and Smartmatic and 
Dominion have shared technology. See, e.g., Complaint para. 81, 85, 88, 
91‐92, 95‐97, 99. We would likewise insist that OAN’s journalists 
identified in search string #5 be run, since we know that the EIP 
specifically targeted some of our journalist’s election reporting (see EIP‐
961 JIRA ticket, targeting OAN journalist Chanel Rion).  

If you will accept that amended proposal, we would agree that your 
production of non‐privileged documents would satisfy our subpoena. 
We are happy to discuss in more detail tomorrow. We hope that we are 
close to an agreement.  

Thank you, 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2024 9:23 AM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Bethany –  

Per our recent call, please accept this email as a written response to 
your emails below and a counterproposal for your subpoena.  We are 
scheduled to reconvene tomorrow and I look forward to discussing this 
with you then.   

First, and as we have discussed, my client is a non‐profit who is not 
regularly engaged in litigation.  As such, document review and subpoena 
responses are out of the ordinary course for it and requires the burden 
of legal expense and the allocation of internal resources towards any 
response.  You have indicated that your client has no interest in 
discussing covering or contributing to any such costs that my client 
would incur as a result of responding to your subpoena.   
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Second, and to emphasize something we have covered in our meet and 
confer calls, we do not concede that any documents or information in 
my client’s possession are relevant to the claims or defenses in your 
lawsuit with Smartmatic.   

Third, as to the substance of your proposed search terms – many are 
famous or noteworthy individuals who are neither parties to your case 
nor affiliated with my client.  Such searches seem designed to generate 
document hits rather than responsive or relevant information.  In 
response to your recent email, we decline your invitation to create or 
share any hit reports or any other information with you at this point for 
a number of reasons, including, but not limited to the fact that there is 
no such requirement under the rules.   

Nevertheless, and in an attempt to compromise and resolve this 
dispute, we propose that we search my client’s production to the 
Congressional subpoena for the search terms identified in your 
proposed search terms 1, 2, and 4 (attached again for reference), and 
produce any non‐privileged material that results from that search.  This 
would require an agreement that the production would satisfy the 
subpoena, would be made under and protected by the Court’s 
confidentiality order, and would be made with the reservation of and 
without waiver of all objections previously asserted.   

I hope that our proposal can put this issue to rest.  Thanks,  

Andy 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2024 2:48 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, 

Before our meet and confer, please let us know your position on the 
search terms we proposed, and detail any specific terms that you object 
to and your basis for that objection. We reiterate our request for a hit 
report so that we can evaluate any credible assertions of burden and 
determine if there is any way to alleviate this.  We talked about this 
generally last meeting, but you said you were going to follow up via 
email. I think we will have a more productive meet and confer this week 
if we have this information ahead of time. Thank you! 
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From: Shah, Bethany  
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2024 2:18 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

1 PM works on Monday. Stay safe!  

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2024 2:07 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Bethany – let’s talk at 1 central Monday.  They’ve closed schools here for the storms (unnecessary – but nobody asked 
me), so this afternoon is now haywire.   

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com.c
d: 205.521.8295 
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From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2024 1:37 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, just following up on this. Would like  to get this on the calendar before everything else fills up. Let us know if 
you’d be free today for a meet and confer, and if so what time. Otherwise, please let us know if 11:30‐1:30 CST/ 12:30‐
2:30 EST works for you on Monday.  

Thanks and Happy Friday.  

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

From: Shah, Bethany  
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2024 2:41 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, we’d prefer to keep tomorrow afternoon if there’s another time that works for you. But if tomorrow doesn’t 
work Monday between 11:30‐1:30 CST/ 12:30‐2:30 EST would work for us.  

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2024 1:49 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
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How is Monday for you? 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2024 1:39 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, just following up to confirm if 2 pm cst/ 3 est works for you tomorrow? Thanks! 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

From: Shah, Bethany  
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2024 8:42 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, 

Friday afternoon works. Would you be free at 2 PM CST/3 EST? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2024 6:44 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Are you available Friday afternoon? 
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Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Monday, January 8, 2024 8:56 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, just checking in. Would you be free to discuss our subpoena sometime this week? 

Thanks—hope you had a great weekend. 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 
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From: Shah, Bethany  
Sent: Tuesday, January 2, 2024 2:10 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, 

Happy New Year! To follow up on our discussion during our meet and 
confer, we maintain that the information our subpoena seeks is highly 
relevant for many reasons. To take just one example, the House 
Judiciary Committee Report explicitly states that the Election Integrity 
Partnership targeted OAN’s reporting as disinformation. See, e.g., 
Report, at 67. Atlantic Council is part of the EIP and was thus involved in 
that activity.  Understanding the metrics that Atlantic Council used to 
determine falsity or misinformation—and whether Atlantic Council 
improperly relied on Smartmatic’s self‐serving narrative to classify 
OAN’s reporting as disinformation— would therefore by highly relevant 
to the claims at issue in this lawsuit, including the substantial truth of 
the statements in question. Additionally, the Atlantic Council’s 
involvement in censoring OAN broadcasts potentially decreased the 
audience for those broadcasts, which is relevant to a damages 
calculation, among other things. 

For this reason, we have requested in RFP #10 the documents the 
Atlantic Council produced to the House Judiciary Committee concerning 
its work with the EIP. It would not be burdensome for Atlantic Council 
to re‐produce to us the documents it has already collected and 
produced to the House Judiciary Committee. As we discussed, I’ve also 
attached a narrow set of only 6 search queries that we believe would 
give us responsive documents that would provide us with responsive 
information to the rest of our RFPS. These queries request information 
concerning Smartmatic, Dominion, and OAN. If Atlantic Council is able 
to produce documents responsive to these proposed search terms and 
the documents it has already produced to the House, we anticipate not 
needing any other information under our subpoena. 

Please let us know if you might be free this week or early next week to 
discuss. 

I hope you had a wonderful holiday, 
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Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 3:08 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Yes – I have from 11‐1130 open. 

I’m sure you guys are busy, too – everyone wants everything done this 
week because of the holidays! 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 3:05 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Busy man! No worries. Would 11 AM CST tomorrow work? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 3:03 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Unfortunately, I am booked then.  Do you have time tomorrow 
morning? 
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Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 3:00 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

3:30 doesn’t work, but what about 4 pm cst today? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 2:57 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
I’m stuck on another call.  Can we push 30 min, or meet tomorrow 
morning. 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 11:00 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>; Edwards, John 
<jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker <JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Thanks, just sent an invite. Talk soon. 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 
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From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2023 8:53 AM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>; Edwards, John 
<jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker <JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE CAUTION** 
Yes, I should be able to talk at 3 central. 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 20, 2023 10:32 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>; Edwards, John 
<jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker <JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Vitale, Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: Re: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐
02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy,  

Just wanted to confirm our time. 3 PM CST work for you to talk 
tomorrow? If so I can send a zoom invite again.  

Thanks! 

Bethany Shah  
Jackson Walker LLP 
(713) 752‐4365

On Dec 19, 2023, at 4:11 PM, Shah, Bethany 
<bpickett@jw.com> wrote: 

Thursday afternoon works. Want to say 3 PM CST? 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 
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From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, December 19, 2023 3:41 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>; Edwards, John 
<jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker 
<JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Vitale, 
Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, 
Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE 
CAUTION** 

Bethany – 

Can we try to reconnect on Thursday afternoon? 

Andy 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2023 4:37 PM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>; Edwards, 
John <jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker 
<JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Vitale, 
Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, 
Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Hi Andy, just following up on last discussion to see 
whether you had a status update and whether your 
client intends to comply with our subpoena? Happy to 
jump on the phone to discuss if you’d prefer.  

Hope everything is going well with you. 

Thanks,  

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Shah, Bethany  
Sent: Monday, December 4, 2023 9:02 PM 
To: 'Johnson, Andy' <AJohnson@bradley.com>; 
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Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John 
Parker <JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Vitale, 
Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, 
Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

Thanks Andy. That works. I’ll circulate an invite. 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Monday, December 4, 2023 4:32 PM 
To: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>; Edwards, John 
<jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker 
<JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Vitale, 
Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, 
Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE 
CAUTION** 

Bethany –  

Nice to meet you.  I can do Wednesday at 10am central 
if that still works for you. 

Thanks –  

Andy 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner | Bradley  
ajohnson@bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 

From: Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>  
Sent: Friday, December 1, 2023 11:31 AM 
To: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>; Edwards, 
John <jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John Parker 
<JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Vitale, 
Christina <cvitale@jw.com> 
Subject: RE: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, 
Inc. ‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 
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Thank you Andy. Would you or someone from your 
team have time next week for a meet and confer on 
your objections? Tuesday afternoon CST, or Wednesday 
between 10‐ 3 CST work best for us if there is a window 
that works for you. 

Hope you have a great weekend, 

Bethany Pickett Shah  
1401 McKinney Suite 1900 | Houston, TX 77010 
V: (713) 752-4365 | F: (713) 752-4221 

<image001.png> 

From: Johnson, Andy <AJohnson@bradley.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2023 6:05 PM 
To: Edwards, John <jedwards@jw.com>; Sweeney, John 
Parker <JSweeney@bradley.com> 
Cc: Babcock, Chip <cbabcock@jw.com>; Hamilton, 
Nancy <nhamilton@jw.com>; Glover, Joel 
<jglover@jw.com>; Shah, Bethany <bpickett@jw.com>; 
Neerman, Jonathan <jneerman@jw.com>; Butzer, Carl 
<cbutzer@jw.com>; Blaesche, Minoo 
<mblaesche@jw.com>; 
mccotter@boydengrayassociates.com; 
econnolly@beneschlaw.com; 
nwrigley@beneschlaw.com; 
mbloom@beneschlaw.com; 
lmuench@beneschlaw.com; 
edillingham@beneschlaw.com; 
ltortorella@beneschlaw.com; 
kwatsonmoss@beneschlaw.com; 
jbedell@beneschlaw.com; jloftus@beneschlaw.com 
Subject: Smartmatic USA et al v. Herring Networks, Inc. 
‐ 1:21‐cv‐02900 ‐ Subpoena to Atlantic Council 

**RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SENDER – USE 
CAUTION** 

Counsel –  

Please see the attached objections to the subpoena 
served on Atlantic Council. 

Thank you, 

Andy Johnson 

Andrew B. Johnson 
Partner  
e: ajohnson@bradley.com w: bradley.com  
d: 205.521.8295 f: 205.488.6295  
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
One Federal Place, 1819 Fifth Avenue North 
Birmingham, AL 35203-2119 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

  
SMARTMATIC USA CORP., 

SMARTMATIC HOLDING B.V., AND 

SGO CORPORATION LIMITED,  

 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

 

Civil Action No. 1:21-cv-02900-CJN-

MAU 

HERRING NETWORKS, INC., D/B/A 

ONE AMERICA NEWS NETWORK, 

 

Defendant. 

 

 

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO COMPEL 

THIRD PARTY ATLANTIC COUNCIL 

TO COMPLY WITH RULE 45 SUBPOENA 

 

On this day came to be considered Defendant’s Motion to Compel Third Party 

Atlantic Council of the United States, Inc. (“Atlantic Council”) to Comply with Rule 

45 Subpoena. The Court, having considered the Motion, the briefing, and applicable 

law, finds that the Motion has merit and should be and hereby is GRANTED.  

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Defendant’s Motion to Compel Third 

Party Atlantic Council to Comply with Rule 45 Subpoena is hereby GRANTED in 

its entirety. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Atlantic Council is ordered to produce 

documents responsive to Defendant’s November 15, 2023 document subpoena 

within 7 days of the date of this Order. 

 

Signed this _____ day of __________, 2024. 
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